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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research was to investigate the relationship between

Occupational Community of Practice Strength of Commitment and Perceived

Usefulness of ERP systems, as mediated by the barriers to the knowledge

transfer process, adaptation and perceptions of work practice compatibility. A

Relativist approach was chosen, using a questionnaire as the primary data

collection method, and PLS-SEM as the primary data analysis method.

A survey instrument that was designed to measure the relationships between

these variables was administered. The results led to the conclusions that

Occupational Strength of Commitment had little effect on Work Practice

Compatibility, but that Compatibility with Preferred Practices had a significant

effect on Perceived Usefulness. It therefore became evident that in order to

enhance ERP success, it was necessary to focus on the variables that

influence perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred Practices when

implementing ERP systems. These variables were identified based on the

results of the data, and then synthesized into a conceptual model of ERP

success in order to meet the research objective.

Due to the limitations of the study, further research is recommended to test this

conceptual model. The hypothesized relationships that could not be supported

by the data are also identified for further research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

"Considerationand planning of any new or changed use of IT should
include specific analysis to... identify the people "communities"and their
collectivebehaviours- their cultureand climate..."

Mark Toomey - Waltzing with the Elephant, p.22B

1.1. Introduction
This study investigates the extent to which occupational strength of

commitment explains variances in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

success, using a Relativist approach. This chapter provides an overview of the

study, including the motivation for the study (1.2), the aims and objectives

(1.3), the research design and methodology (1.4), the findings (1.5) and the

limitations of the study (1.6). The chapter concludes with an outline of the

thesis (1.7).

1.2. Motivation for this Study
Due to their significant cost implications and extensive organisational impacts,

ERP system success has received a great deal of attention across several

disciplines. Prior research has identified numerous critical success factors,

whilst industry and academia have explored the potential of various innovative

strategies to enhance success.

However, almost 75% of companies are still reporting that their ERP systems

have fallen short of their expectations, with negative outcomes including

problems of data inaccuracies, resistance by users, customer frustration, high

staff turnover and ultimately a loss in profits. To date, the reasons for this high

failure rate are still unclear and are being examined.

Review of the literature brings to light a set of propositions that, when viewed

together, suggest a previously unexplored reason worth investigating. ERP

system functionality is provided in terms of "Best Practice" at the industry level.

In contrast, actual work practices are strongly influenced by occupational
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communities of practice, suggesting that misfits will arise. In addition,

members of these communities display characteristics that could strengthen

barriers to knowledge transfer. These propositions are summarised in section

5.2.

Figure 1: Motivation for this study

Chapter 2
Chapter 4 affects

ERP Dec Comm
System of Practice

Embedded shapes
with •Shared Shared

Best Practice during during
Working

Knowledge Practices
Transfer

effects affectsNeeded for
Work Practice

affects Compatibility

Adaptation
~
~Gf

h.-

ERP
Success

•••......

This suggests that investigating the problem of ERP success through the lens

of occupational communities of practice could reveal an unidentified, and

significant, explanatory factor of ERP adoption outcomes. Thus, the findings of

this research study could help to enhance the potential for ERP success.

Although ERP system success has received a great deal of attention from

academia and industry, the reasons for the continued high failure rate is still

not fully understood. The continued and growing investments and reliance on

ERP technologies by organisations across the globe reflects the importance of

this research.
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1.3. Aims and Objectives
This research study investigated the relationship between Occupational

Communities of Practice Strength of Commitment (OSC) and ERP system

success by testing

• The relationship between Occupational Strength of Commitment (OSC)

and the barriers to the knowledge transfer process

• The relationship between the barriers and Work Practice Compatibility

• The relationship between system I organisational adaptation, barriers to

the knowledge transfer process, and Work Practice Compatibility.

• The relationship between Work Practice Compatibility and self-

perceived individual performance.

1.4. Research Design and Methodology
Three main approaches to epistemology and ontology in the social sciences

were reviewed to identify an appropriate approach for this study, namely

Positivism, Relativism and Social Constructionism. Relativism was deemed

the most appropriate ontological and epistemological position for this research

because

• It is not possible to conduct a true experiment as required by the

Positivist approach. In order to conduct an experiment it is necessary to

be able to manipulate the independent variable(s) to be able to establish

whether or not it has an effect on the dependent variable (Bryman &

Bell, 2003; Hair, Babin, Monet, & Samouel, 2003). However, in the

case of this study, the independent variables under investigation could

not be manipulated (Bryman & Bell, 2003). Relativist approach makes

use of correlational research which observes the co-occurrence of

variables to determine whether there is a correlation between the

variables (Field, 2009. p.15), which can be achieved in the context of

this study.
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• Technology is viewed as a socio-technical system, meaning that work

systems are composed of both human and technological elements, and

that the interaction of people (a social system) with tools and techniques

(a technical system) should be the central issue. The impacts that the

system has on its users are dependent on a variety of user

characteristics, including their prior knowledge, experiences and beliefs.

A Social Constructionist approach aims to understand these impacts

through conversations and sense-making. However, these impacts are

also objective entities, and the goal of information systems research in

this instance is to identify the key user characteristics that influence

these impacts. Thus a Relativist approach is deemed more appropriate.

• It is the researcher's world view that there is a reality that exists external

to social actors. However, individuals may understand that reality

differs based on the meanings that they ascribe to it, resulting from their

own beliefs, values and experiences.

A survey research design was consequently selected for this study. A

questionnaire formed the primary data collection method combined with

quantitative analysis methods. Factor Analysis was used to test the validity of

the instrument during the pilot study. Partial Least Squares was used to

simultaneous assess the structural and measurement model in the main study.

. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

1.5. Findings
Support was found for only two of the six hypotheses relating to the

relationship between strength of commitment and the barriers to knowledge

transfer. Only one of the hypotheses relating to the relationship between

adaptation and knowledge transfer barriers was supported by the data.

Similarly. 14 of the 24 hypotheses pertaining to the relationships between the

knowledge transfer barriers and Work Practice Compatibility were supported.

Contrary to expectations. users' strength of occupational commitment did not

appear to play a significant explanatory role in variances in ERP success,

either directly. or through the other hypothesized variables. However. analysis
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of the results led to the conclusion that, in the context of this study at least,

Compatibility with Preferred Practices is of significant importance, explaining

57% of the variance in user task performance. In contrast, and contrary to

expectations, the other three dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility had

little or no effect on the dependent variable.

1.6. Limitations of the Study
Two main categories of limitations of this study have been identified, each of

which provides opportunities for further research in this area. These are as

follows:

• Domain and Methodology Limitations

Four limitations were identified as a result of the study domain and data

collection methods used in this research. Firstly, not all of the factors identified

in the literature were included for investigation. Secondly, it is acknowledged

that the results could be affected as a result of self-report bias. Similarly, the

use of the Internet to collect survey data may have affected the data. Finally,

the small sample size added some limitations in terms of being able to partition

the data to investigate the effects of various external factors on the

hypothesized relationships.

• Validation of Findings

Not all of the hypotheses were supported by the data, and in some cases, the

data reflected results that were contradictory to the literature. In these cases,

further research studies have been identified to confirm the results of this

study, and/or to validate the explanations provided for the observed

correlations.

Limitations and future work are discussed in detail in section 11.4.
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As reflected in Figure 2, the

dissertation comprises

eleven chapters. This re-

search is multidisciplinary in

that it needed to integrate

concepts and theories from

several disciplines, including

occupational communities of

practice, enterprise resource

planning systems, informa-

tion systems success, the

knowledge transfer process

and human-computer inter-

action. The literature review,

aimed to identify what is al-

ready known about the

problem domain, and to po-

sition this study in terms of an existing gap in the extant body of knowledge,

1.7. Thesis Outline
Figure 2: Thesis Outline

Literature Review
s.-....: -~:--o:::-.;,,,~

~ Factors
: Influencing

WPCSystems

resulting in a set of propositions on which this research is predicated. As

reflected in Figures 1 and 2, the literature review is discussed over three

chapters.

Chapter 2 begins the literature review with a detailed discussion of enterprise

resource planning systems. Chapter 3 focuses on a review of the Information

Systems Success literature, where it is argued that Quality in Use, measured

in terms of user task performance is an appropriate proxy for measuring ERP

success. Furthermore, Work Practice Compatibility (WPC) was identified as

the primary critical factor for meeting user needs, and thus enabling task

performance and the expected benefits of adopting an ERP system. Chapter 4

reviews the literature surrounding the factors that influence work practice

compatibility within the ERP context. Three distinct sets of factors, namely
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Adaptation, the barriers to knowledge transfer and occupational communities

of practice are reviewed, together with their interdependencies. Adaptation is

discussed in terms of both system-based and process-based adaptation. The

knowledge transfer process is discussed in depth, and six barriers to the

process are identified for inclusion into the research model. Occupational

communities of practice are discussed in terms of their influence on user

needs and how member characteristics can hinder the knowledge transfer

process through strengthening of the barriers.

The research model and hypotheses are explicated in Chapter 5 and the

research design and methodology are described in Chapter 6. Details of the

pilot study, the results and lessons learned are discussed in Chapter 7. The

main study analysis and interpretation of the results are detailed in Chapters 9

and 10. Chapter 11 concludes the dissertation by summarising its contribution

to the body of knowledge and to research in ERP implementation success in

particular. Limitations of the study are recognised and suggestions for future

research are identified based on the limitations and results of this research.

In the next three chapters, a review of the prior research relevant to this study

is presented
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CHAPTER2

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING SYSTEMS

"It's not computer literacy that we should be working on, but sort of human-
literacy. Computers have to become human-literate."

Nicholas Negroponte

2.1. Introduction
Due to the substantial benefits expected from their use, ERP systems are now

considered to be business-critical systems with the majority of large

organisations and many small-to-medium sized organisations having adopted

them (Arnold, 2006; H. Klaus, Rosemann, & Gable, 2000; Rosemann, 2004).

This chapter reviews the extant body of knowledge surrounding these systems.

The chapter begins with an overview of ERP systems (2.2) which includes the

various definitions and life cycles that have been proposed in the literature, as

well as the different types, implementation approaches and operational

approaches that are available for selection. The expected benefits of ERP

system adoption are then discussed (2.3), fallowed by a review of the

characteristics that are required in order to provide these benefits (2.4). The

critical success factors for ERP system implementation are examined next

(2.5). The chapter concludes with a review of the success rates that have

been achieved to date, and the costs attached to unsuccessful implementation

initiatives (2.6).
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2.2. Overview of ERP Systems
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems evolved from material

requirements planning (MRP) and manufacturing resourcing planning (MRPII)

systems (H. Klaus et al., 2000). The primary purpose of MRP, developed in the

late 1970s, was to more efficiently calculate the materials required for

production. MRPII provided additional functionality such as sales planning,

capacity management and production scheduling.

However, other business functions within the organisation could not be

supported by MRPII. As a result, organisations made use of several different

applications to collect, organise and report on the data that was required for

managerial purposes (Davenport, 1998). This data was not kept in a single

repository, but rather spread over a multitude of different databases, often

across different locations, that made integration and consolidation inefficient

and error-prone. ERP systems were developed to solve the problem of

information fragmentation (Davenport, 1998) through the integration of other

business functionality (Koch, 2002).

Modem ERP systems are expected to have the ability to support the core

organisational business activities of Sales and Marketing, Production and

Materials Management, Accounting and Finance and Human Resources

(Satzinger, Jackson, & Burd, 2007). Add-on modules, such as Supply Chain,

Warehouse Management, Reporting. Business Intelligence and Customer

Relationship Management. have been developed in order to provide support

across all functions of the organisation using a single database (Davenport,

1998; Koch. 2002; Monk & Wagner. 2006; Olson. 2004).

2.2.1. Definitions

Resolving the information fragmentation problem within organisations required

specific criteria to be incorporated into ERP systems. These criteria. in tum.

have become embedded in the many different definitions of ERP systems

proposed In the literature (Buonanno et al., 2005; Kumar, Maheshwari, &

Kumar. 2003). for example: ERP systems have been defined as:
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• standard, customisable off-the-shelf packaged software that are generic

enough for use in any organisation (H. Klaus et al., 2000; Kumar et al.,

2003);

• consisting of core and add-on modules that provide support across all

functional areas of an organisation, including accounting and finance,

human resources, manufacturing, sales and marketing, and

warehousing (V Botla-Genoulaz & Millet, 2006; Robey, Ross, &

Boudreau,2002);

• being built on a common database, thus providing the ability to integrate

data flows across all functional areas of the organisation (V Botta-

Genoulaz & Millet, 2006; Davenport, 1998; Olson, 2004); and

• standardising business processes across the entire organisation (Gable,

Sedera, & Chan, 2003; Markus, Axline, Petrie, & Tanis, 2000; E Wagner

& Newell, 2004)

In addition, distinction is made between the concept of ERP and ERP systems.

APICS defines ERP as "A method for the effective planning and control of all

resources needed to take, make, ship, and account for customer orders in a

manufacturing, distribution, or service company" (APICS., 2002a). ERP is thus

considered to be a business methodology that provides a framework within

which business activities are performed. An ERP system, in contrast, provides

computer-based support for the collection, processing, retrieval and reporting

of information necessary for the effective implementation of those activities.

2.2.2. Types of ERP Systems

ERP Tiers is a method of classification used by consultants and vendors to

categorise different types of ERP systems in terms of the size of the

organisation (ERPandMore.com, 2005). Four tiers have been identified by

industry, as follows:

• Tier 1 - ERP systems within this category are designed for large

organisations. Within the ERP context, large organisations are viewed as
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companies with revenues in excess of USD 200 million, that have several

sites which are usually geographically dispersed and within multiple

companies. Due to the recent merger and acquisition activities within the

ERP vendor industry, there are only three vendors that provide Tier 1

offerings. These are SAP, Oracle and Microsoft.

• Tier 2 - this is the largest market of all the tiers in terms of the number of

potential customers. ERP systems that are designed for this market cater to

the needs of the mid-size organisation: companies with revenue between

USD 20 million and USD 200 million, consisting of either one, or a few,

localised sites, with a maximum of 100 users of the system. Tier 2 software

is provided by many vendors, such as Infor, Epicor, Sage and Lawson, as

well as by the vendors that offer Tier 1 solutions.

• Tier 3 - software falling into this category is designed for small businesses

which generally have revenues of less than USD 40 million, comprise of

only one site., and have between 5 and 30 users. The most popular system

catering to the needs of Tier 3 companies is Microsoft Great Plains, recently

renamed as Dynamics GP.

• Tier 4 - relates to entry-level or basic accounting system software such as

AccPac, QuickBooks and Peach Tree. Organisations with revenues up to

USD 2 million find these systems to be adequate for their needs

Although there is no single ERP vendor that dominates the market, SAP,

Oracle and Microsoft are the three major vendors that were the most selected

for Implementation during 2009 and 2010 (Kimberling, 2011). This is probably

due to their ability to cater for both Tier 1 and Tier 2 organisations

(ERPandMore.com, 2005)

2.2.3. Implementation Approaches

ERP software vendors differentiate their products not only through their ability

to cater to different tiers, but also by emphasising different strengths in their

products. For example, PeopleSoft (now part of the Oracle stable of offerings)

Is reputed to have the strongest Human Resources support, whilst SAP is

known for Its Production Planning and Materials Management functionality and

processes (Monk & Wagner, 2006). The importance of each module is derived
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from the industry (for example, automotive, pharmaceutical, travel) to which

the organisation is affiliated, as well as the nature of the organisation.

Figure 3: ERP Implementation Approaches
(Source: Adapted from (Satzinger et al., 2007, Online Supplemental, Chapter 2, p.13»

Best Practice HybridBest of Breed

For example, a manufacturing organisation would ascribe the most importance

to the Production Planning and Materials Management modules of their

intended ERP system, and would be thus likely to select the package that

offers the best support for that business function. This implementation

approach is known as the Best Practice or Comprehensive Package

approach. Best practice represents the way in which an ERP vendor believes

that transactions should be carried out for maximum efficiency within a

particular industry (Satzinger et al., 2007). These Best Practices are designed

into the system so that it is necessary for the organisation to adopt the

underlying business model and processes in order to make use of the system.

Best practice is discussed in more detail in section 2.4.1.

An alternative approach to implementation is known as Best of Breed.

Because ERP systems are modular in design, it is not always necessary to

implement a single package. Companies are able to select different modules

from a variety of systems, across vendors, to best suit their specific needs.

Thus, for example, a manufacturing organisation that is in constant negotiation

with trade unions on staff salaries would probably consider the production and

human resources modules to be the most important in their ERP system. In

this case, the organisation may choose to select the relevant modules from

different systems and/or vendors. As reflected in Figure 3, implementation
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would therefore require the different modules to be linked to provide an

integrated system.

Combining the Best of Breed and Best Practice approach results in a third

implementation option known as the Hybrid approach. In this approach, the

majority of the modules are selected from a single package. Additional

functionality, or "better" functionality, is provided from different vendors or

different packages within the same vendor stable. For example, Microsoft

Dynamics may be selected as the backbone system, providing the modules for

Finance, Marketing and Human Resources, whilst JD Edwards' Customer

Relationship Management module and Infor's Production Planning modules

are selected to provide support for those business functions. The three

implementation approaches are graphically depicted in Figure 3.

2.2.4. Operational Approaches

In addition to a choice of implementation approaches, companies are also able

to select from three operational approaches when implementing an ERP

system. These are on-premise, ASP (off-site) and SaaS.

Traditionally, the deployment of software has always required installation of the

system onto the computer systems of the adopting organisation once it has

been purchased. Known as the On-Premise operational approach, this model

required considerable investment in the cost of the software, as well as the

hardware and architecture that was required for running the software. The

total cost of ownership (TCO) of on-premise ERP systems also needs to

Include the costs associated with annual licenses, upgrades, support and

maintenance agreements, which together are multiples of the original cost of

the software.

The Internet has enabled two alternative options, where ownership and

management of the package are outsourced to a service provider. In the early

1990's, Application Service Providers (ASPs) offered hosted applications

delivered over the Internet as a way of reducing this cost of ownership.

Although the client still owned the software and had to pay the usual license

fees, the ASP model allowed the clients to either Install this software, or move
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their existing and legacy systems, on to the ASP servers, thus reducing their

own running costs. The ASP model, however, was unsuccessful because of

the substantial architectural resources that were required, which eventually

became unsustainable.

The second internet-based operational model, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),

evolved from the ASP model. Using this operating model, the customer is able

to "rent" rather than purchase the software from the vendor. Because the

software is still owned by the vendor and installed on the vendor's servers, the

user organisation does not have to incur any of the additional hardware,

architectural, maintenance and support costs required for the running of the

software. Instead, SaaS vendors provide clients access to the software via the

Internet. This is also known as the multi-tenancy approach, as each customer

"rents" the same underlying code, similar to many tenants cohabiting a single

building.

Table 1: Advantages of SaaS over On Premise ERP software

~avantage Description ,
00«\~"< " B« ",,,,» \ , ,

if£~~'" );0 ,

Low cost of entry No license fee - cost is per user per month
Eliminates need for acquisition of additional hardware and
infrastructure

Lower overhead costs Eliminates need to
- employ IT staff
- maintain hardware and infrastructure
- pay for support and maintenance

Increased accessibility Data and functionality can be accessed from any location at
any time, thus enabling enhanced productivity across
geographically dispersed locations.

Defined and predict- SaaS operates on a fixed, pre-defined charge, thereby
able spend assisting with cash-flow forecasting.

Security Up-to-date security, intrusion detection, and disaster
recovery plans, whilst often prohibitively expensive for a
single user organisation, are mandatory for vendors offering
SaaS.

Whilst the advantages to using SaaS are numerous (see Table 1) (Dubey &

Wagle, 2007; Frick & Schubert, 2009; Ju, Wang, Fu, Wu, & Lin, 2010), one

distinct disadvantage is that the model offers very limited customisation - the

underlying code is the same for all customers and cannot be customised to suit
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an individual customer. Customisations in the form of additional features and

functions are made based on customer feedback, and become part of the

underlying source code which is then made available to all customers

(Levinson, 2007). Customisation is discussed in more detail in section 4.2.

On-premise ERP is still the most popular deployment approach and is

expected to remain so for the foreseeable future. A recent Forrester survey of

2 403 IT decision makers showed that only 15% of organisations plan to

implement ERP via SaaS before 2013, of which two-thirds will use SaaS to

complement existing on-premise ERP (Williams, 2011). The Aberdeen study

found that SaaS deployment has reached an average of 9% among

companies of all sizes by 2010. Adoption is highest at 17% for companies with

less than $50 million in annual revenue, and lowest at 4% for larger companies

(All, 2011) Similarly, Gartner reported that spending on on-premise ERP was

more than 8 times higher than spending on SaaS in 2010. These predictions

are consistent to the findings reflected in Figure 4: of the 185 companies that

responded to the survey during 2010, 59% were using on-premise ERP, 24%

were using off-premise ERP, and only 17% had adopted the SaaS approach.

Figure 4: Popularity of ERP Operational Approaches
(Source: (Kimberling, 2011»
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2.2.5. ERP Life Cycle

70%

Although ERP systems are a subset of traditional infonnation systems, they

are distinct In that they require two life cycles to fully represent the phases that
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they pass through during their lifetime. The traditional information system life

cycle (SLC) focuses on the activities performed by a company developing,

implementing and maintaining software for its own internal use (Brehm &

Markus, 2000). However, ERP systems are off-the-shelf packages that are

developed outside the adopting company. To fully represent both the

development and implementation activities related to ERP systems, the ERP

life cycle should consist of two separate, but interlinked sub-life cycles. Figure

5 illustrates two such life-cycles: the Vendor life cycle represents the

development activities, whilst the ERP Adopter life cycle encompasses the

activities relating to system implementation and use.

Numerous ERP adopter life cycles have been proposed in the literature. A

synthesis of these alternative models suggests that the activities can be

categorised into the three phases of Decision, Implementation and Usage.

Figure 5: The Divided ERP Life Cycle
(Source: (Brehm & Markus, 2000))
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These phases and their activities are summarised in Table 2, and are briefly
described as follows:

(1) Decision - The adopter life cycle begins with an organisational decision

to acquire an ERP system. Thereafter, a specific ERP system is

selected. This phase is considered complete when the selected

software has been acquired.

(2) Implementation - This phase consists predominantly of project

management activities that begin once the software has been acquired,
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continues on to configuration activities which formats the system to the

specific needs of the adopter organisation and concludes once the

software has been installed in the adopter organisation.

(3) Usage - It is during this phase that actual system use takes place by

end users to perform their respective tasks. This phase also commonly

includes maintenance activities, such as enhancements to the software

to meet the changing needs of the organisation, and continues until the

decision is made to replace the system.

The outcomes of one phase become the starting conditions for the next phase,

suggesting that the outcomes of the previous phase can influence the chances

for success of the next phase (Markus & Tanis, 2000). The life cycle phases

relevant to this study are addressed in section 3.2.4.

Table 2: ERP Adopter Life Cycles

Source Decision Implementation Usage

Esteves & Pastor • Adoption Decision • Implementation • Use & Maint.
(2001 )

• Acquisition • Evolution

• Retirement
Brehm & Markus, • Concept • Configure • Usage(2000)

• Rollout
Markus & Tannis • Chartering • Configure • Shakedown
(2000)

• Rollout • Onwards and

Upwards
Sedera, Rosemann & • Selection • Implementation • Stabilisation
Gable (2001 )

• DeSign • Continuous

Improvements

• Transformation
Somers & Nelson • Initiation • Adaptation • Acceptance
(2003)

• Adoption • Routinization

• Infusion

2.3. Benefits of ERP System Adoption

By solving the information fragmentation problem that organisations were

experiencing, ERP systems provide many benefits to adopting organisations
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(Davenport, 1998). Markus & Tanis (2000) conducted a survey which

identified reasons for system adoption, the most prominent of which are

summarised in Table 3 .. Each of these reasons can be correlated to one or

more of the criteria identified in the ERP definitions listed above. For example,

a common database prevents data inaccuracies resulting from data

redundancy, and ensuring integrated data flows throughout the organisation is

expected to enhance accessibility and timeliness of data. The ability to

purchase the system off-the-shelf means that companies can reduce the cost

of maintaining software through outsourcing, whilst the modularity of available

functionality means that organisations do not pay for functions that they do not

want or need, thus reducing the financial impact of their software investment.

Table 3: Reasons for Adopting ERP Systems
(Adaptedfrom Markus & Tanis (2000)

Business

• Integrate applications cross- functionally

• Eliminate redundant data entry and concomitant errors and

difficulty analyzing data

• Reduce software maintenance burden through outsourcing

• Improve informal and/or inefficient business processes

• Clean up data and records through standardization

• Reduce business operating and administrative expenses

• Standardize procedures across different locations

• Present a single face to the customer

Technical

The standardisation of business processes across the organisation is expected

to result in improved business processes and the ability to present a single

face to its customers, ultimately resulting in enhanced organisational

performance through increased productivity and reduced costs (Davenport,

1998; Robey & Azevedo, 1994)

Thus, these criteria create expectations of benefits for the adopting

organisation, and it is these benefits that underlie the reasons for adoption.
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2.4. Characteristics
In order to provide these benefits, ERP systems need to incorporate three

important characteristics, namely (1) "Best Practice" (2), Business Process

Reengineering, and (3) Mandatory use.

2.4.1. "Best Practice"
Best practice can be described as the most efficient and effective way of

accomplishing a task. The term "Best Practice" is widely used in the business

and information systems literature (Foorthuis & Brinkkemper, 2008; E. Wagner,

Scott, & Galliers, 2006), resulting in numerous definitions being proposed. For

example, Best practice has been defined as

• "techniques, methods, processes, activities, or other actions in

conducting business that are most effective at delivering a particular

outcome." (APICS., 2002b)

• any habit, knowledge, know-how or experience that has proven to be

valuable or effective within one organisation, and may have applicability

in other organisations (O'Dell & Grayson, 1998)

Rather than reinventing the wheel, or reliving others' mistakes, the

identification and adoption of Best Practice allows organisations to exploit

existing tried and test mechanisms for conducting business (Gratton &

Ghoshal, 2005; E. Wagner et al., 2006). In this way, Best Practices help to

attain significant cost reductions, streamline operational processes, retain

customers and increase employee productivity «Siguaw & Enz, 1999). Thus,

for organisations striving to stay in business and to remain competitive, the

adoption of Best Practices is considered to be of strategic importance (O'Dell &
Grayson, 1998).

The notion of "Best Practice" is central to the value proposition of ERP

systems (E. Wagner et al., 2006). ERP systems are embedded with a specific

business model for a particular industry, which is based on "Best Practice" (for

example Markus et al., 2000; Martinsons, 2004; Sia & Soh, 2007; Soh, Sia, &

Tay-Yap, 2000). This model essentially specifies the steps that should be
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followed in order for each transaction to be effectively and efficiently executed

within the context of that industry (Kallinikos, 2004). "Best Practice" is defined

by the developers' view of the best way to carry out business processes

(Foorthuis & Brinkkemper, 2008; O'Dell & Grayson, 1998).

Kallinikos (2004) provides the following example of such a model:

"The SAP/R3 "Materials management" module comprises the

following criteria for evaluating suppliers: price, quality, delivery,

general service and external service. The information about the

suppliers recorded in the database is structured along these

dimensions and the system provides, in addition, information about

the past performance of suppliers. This way the system stipulates

the steps through which the evaluation of suppliers (a subtask

within the wider task of choosing and placing an order) must take

place."

These "Best Practice" processes are built into an ERP system through the

functionality provided in the system. Thus, ERP systems are more than just a

software package - they dictate the way in which people perform their tasks,

by supporting some actions whilst restricting other actions. Through "Best

Practice", ERP systems are designed to standardize the way in which tasks

and processes are carried out throughout the organisation, and in this way

shape human agency at work (Howcroft, Wagner, & Newell, 2004; Kallinikos,
2004; E Wagner & Newell, 2004).

However, a great deal of criticism has been levelled against the notion of Best

Practice, both within the business and information systems environments.

These are described next.

2.4.1.1. Competitive vs Comparative Advantage

Vendors claim that the Best Practices embedded within their systems enable

competitive advantage because the system supports tried and tested business

processes at the industry level. Further, some researchers have suggested

that successful implementation of ERP systems should lead to competitive

advantage as a result of reduced costs and improved productivity (for example
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Savage, Callaghan, Dang, & Sun, 2010). However, other researchers have

argued that adopting Best Practice processes allows a company to achieve a

comparative, rather than competitive advantage: ERP systems are essentially

a "standardizing approach" (Galliers & Newell, 2001, p.610), promoting the use

of a business model that is a common solution to other organisations in the

same industry or beyond. If companies within the same industry are

conducting business in the same way, by following the same business

processes and models, there can be no competitive advantage (Davenport,

1998; Galliers & Newell, 2001; Markus & Tanis, 2000; Timbrell, Andrews, &

Gable, 2001). Adopting Best Practice therefore provides an organisation with

the same processes as its competitors, thus allowing it to conduct business in

the same way. Therefore, adopting Best Practice should be seen as a way of

bettering an organisation's comparative position relative to its competitors,

rather than as a means of attaining competitive advantage (Davenport, 1998;

Galliers & Newell, 2001)

In contrast to Best Practice, competitive advantage is gained through signature

processes (Davenport, 1998; Gratton & Ghoshal, 2005; Hong & Kim, 2002).

Signature processes refer to the processes that have evolved internally "from

the passions and interests within the company" (Gratton & Ghoshal, 2005,

p.49), they reflect a company's unique ways of conducting business, and are

usually so idiosyncratic that other companies would find it hard to replicate

them. Signature processes are often in conflict with Best Practice - adoption

of the latter often results in losing the former. Therefore, it has been

suggested that combining signature processes with Best Practice is the most

effective way of enabling a company to prosper and compete (Gratton &

Ghoshal, 2005; Kimberling, 2010).

Each type of business process within an organisation may require different

ratios of Best Practice to signature processes: (Kimberling, 2010) presents one

example as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Best Practice: Signature Process Ratio Example
(Source: (Kimberling, 2010))
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In this example, three layers of functionality have been identified, namely

overhead functions (basic functionality), internally-facing processes (industry

differentiators) and customer-facing processes (competitive advantage).

Kimberling suggests that overhead functions such as accounting, general

ledger and order entry functions could make use of between 60 - 75% of

industry Best Practice, with signature processes making up the remaining

portion to meet the specific needs of the organisation. Internally-facing

processes are identified as unique to the industry and typically focused on

managing operational costs. Not all companies within a particular industry

require all of these processes, and therefore Best Practice should make up

only between 50 - 60% of these processes. Customer-facing processes, such

as Customer Relationship Management, e-Marketing and Social Marketing,

are the processes that provide a company's unique competitive advantage,

and therefore Best Practice should play little part in these processes.
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Industry Differentlators

• Unique to industry
• Source of competitive advantage
• Typically focused on managing internal costs
• Example.: Supply chain management, procurement

The impact of adopting Best Practice on various aspects of the organisation

has been identified as a critical success factor for ERP implementation, which

is discussed in section 2.5. The impact of Best Practice on existing work

practices within an organisation is a critical theme underlying this research and

is discussed in depth throughout the remainder of this thesis.

50-60%
Use of Best
Practices

Basic Functionality
• Non-differentiators, common across industries
• Not a source of competitive advantage
• Typically related to overhead functions
• Examples: accounting, GL1 order entry
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2.4.1.2. Context-specific

The premise behind the design of ERP packages is that it is possible to define

a set of Best Practice processes for a particular industry that can be applied to

all organisations within that industry. regardless of context-specific issues (E.

Wagner et al., 2006). However, as discussed above, the context within which

the business operates often dictates the signature processes that form the

most appropriate and unique ways of conducting business for a particular

organisation (Gratton & Ghoshal, 2005; O'Dell & Grayson, 1998). Context of

use is discussed in depth in section 3.3.1.

Adopting Best Practice thus results in gaps between the expected

effectiveness of the practice in theory and their actual effectiveness when

implemented in practice (Green. 2001). These gaps are referred to in the

literature as Package-Organisation Misfits (Sia & Soh, 2007). or feature-

function misfits (Markus & Tanis, 2000) and are discussed in more detail in

section 3.2.2. Therefore, although Best Practice may have been tested in

many different situations, this should not be adopted blindly, but should rather

be seen as a guideline (E Wagner & Newell, 2004).

For this reason, implementation of ERP systems and their embedded Best

Practices require adaptation of their embedded practices for the target

organisations (Green, 2001). Adaptation methods are discussed in depth in

section 4.2.

2.4.1.3. Levels of Best Practice

Questions have arisen regarding the validity of the Best Practices identified by

vendors and embedded Into industry-specific ERP systems. As Wagner &

Newell (2004) observe, Industry Best Practices are typically the result of a

partnership between a software development company and a key industry

customer, the objective of which is to develop a software system that meets

the specific requirements of a particular industry. This suggests that these

Best Practices may not have been developed as a result of a thorough

investigative process, but rather have been created by a relatively small, but

powerful, interest group (Foorthuis & Brlnkkemper, 2008). In cases such as
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these, it would not be appropriate to label the resultant practices as Best

Practice.

In their research into the methods for identification and transfer of internal Best

Practices, O'Dell & Grayson (1998) identified a categorisation used by one of

their respondent companies that classified Best Practice into four levels. These

are (Foorthuis & Brinkkemper, 2008; O'Dell & Grayson, 1998):

• Good idea - an unproven practice that makes a lot of sense intuitively,

but requires data to substantiate it.

• Good Practice - a technique, methodology, procedure or process that

has been implemented and has resulted in improved business

performance for an organisation. Data substantiating this claim has

been collected at the location at which the practice has been

implemented. Little or no comparative data have been collected

regarding the effectiveness of the practice in other organisations.

• Local Best Practice - a good practice that has been determined to be

the best approach for all or part of an organisation. This is based on an

analysis of performance data. including the performance of similar

processes outside of the originating organisation.

• Industry Best Practice - a practice that has been determined to be the

best approach for all or most of the organisations within an industry.

This is based on benchmarking within and external to the originating

organisation, and includes analyses of performance data, including the

performance of similar processes in organisations outside of the

industry.

Given the continued difficulties being experienced with Best Practice in terms

of context specificity and loss of comparative advantage, it may be better for

ERP vendors to refer to the embedded practices as good practices, or local

Best Practices, rather than industry Best Practices.
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2.4.2. Business Process Reengineering

A business process is "a set of logically related tasks or activities performed to

achieve a particular business outcome.(Savage et al., 2010, p.5). For

example, the business outcome of the order entry process is a customer order.

Traditionally, organisations were structured in terms of functional departments,

and information systems were developed to support the business processes of

a single functional area, for example, accounting or human resources.

The concept of business process reengineering (BPR) was initiated by

Hammer and Champy (1993) in an attempt to help organisations reconsider

the way in which they conduct business to obtain dramatic improvements in

customer service and administrative costs. BPR proposed that, rather than

considering the individual tasks that each functional area performs, complete

processes should be considered. Thus, for example, rather than viewing the

receipt of a customer order, the acquisition of materials, the production of the

goods, and the delivery of the goods to the customer as separate tasks or

processes, these tasks should be consolidated into the single business

process of order processing.

ERP systems are developed on the basis of this process-oriented view, in

contrast to traditional software which is function-oriented. Implementing an

ERP system requires not only that business processes are reengineered to

match the processes embedded within the system (H. Klaus et al., 2000), but

also that the organisation itself is reengineered to reflect a process-oriented

structure (Robey et al., 2002). Thus, the business model provided by "Best

Practice" influences the organisational structure in terms of operating

hierarchies, standard operating procedures, and rules that the organisation

needs to follow when utilising the ERP system (Soh et al., 2000). In order to

realise the benefits of the generic Best Practice business processes embedded

within the system. "BPR followed by ERP" (Koch, 2002, p.261) is necessary for

successful ERP implementation (Gattiker & Goodhue, 2004; Savage et al.,

2010).
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This process-oriented structure results in users from various functional

departments having to work together on a single business process. For

example, as Figure 7 illustrates, order processing would incorporate users

from Human Resources, Marketing and Sales, Production and Finance &

Accounting.
Figure 7: Process and Functional Views of Organisations

(Source: Keller et ai, 1995, p2, in (Skok & Legge, 2002»
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The transition from a function-oriented to a process-oriented

organisational structure has a substantial impact on employees. Like the

adoption of Best Practice, moving from a function-oriented structure to a

process-oriented structure can significantly affect the existing work

practices of employees, causing significant resistance to the

implementation of the technology that brought about the change

(Hirscheim & Newman, 1988; H. Klaus et al., 2000; Sheth, Sisodia, &

Sharma, 2000; Szulanski, 2003). Resistance to the acquisition of new

business processes is discussed in detail in section 4.3. In addition,

some of the existing business processes may be unique and may

underlie the organisation's competitive advantage over their competitors.
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In these cases the ERP software would need to be customised to avoid

losing this advantage through redesigning these processes (Davenport,

1998; Savage et al., 2010). As noted above, customisation is discussed

in section 4.2.

2.4.3. Mandatory Use

The process-oriented view of organisations results in an interdependence

between the different individuals involved in a particular process. For example,

if inventory records are entered into a separate database, order entry clerks

would not be able to determine stock availability when processing customer

orders. Similarly, it would be time-consuming and error-prone to synthesise

data into useful managerial reports. Because of the integrated nature of the

system and the interdependence between tasks, ERP systems require

mandatory use throughout all the functional areas of the organisation (Markus

& Tanis, 2000).

2.5. Critical SuccessFactors
The concept of critical success factors was popularised by Rockhart (1979)
and has become one of the most extensive categories of ERP implementation

research «Mouakket & Nour, 2011; Savage et al., 2010). This path of enquiry

has identified numerous factors that can be considered to be critical to the

success of ERP implementations.

The success factors proposed in the literature cover a wide range of issues

that have been grouped into many different categories (Mouakket & Nour,

2011). However, consensus in terms of a single method of classification has

not yet been reached (Esteves & Bohorquez, 2007; Finney & Corbett, 2007;

Mouakket & Nour, 2011 )). The following are examples of categorisation

frameworks that have been proposed in the literature to date:

• Life Cycle - critical success factors are grouped according to the

phases of the ERP life cycle to which they are applicable, for example,

Nah et al (2006; 2001); Somers and Nielson (2004). Section 2.2.5
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reviews the various ERP life cycles that have been proposed in the

literature.

• Stakeholder - factors are grouped according to the perspectives of key

stakeholder groups, for example, Mouakket (2011); Chang et al.,

(2008); Skok and Legge, (2001) Sedera et ai, (2004b). The impact of

diverse stakeholder groups on measuring ERP success is discussed in

section 3.2.3.

• StrategiclTactical- factors are grouped according to whether they relate

to organisational goals (strategic factors) or methods for "accomplishing

the various strategic elements that lead to achieving the goals" (Finney

& Corbett, 2007, p. 335) (tactical factors), for example, Finney (2008);

Holland & Light, (1999),

In addition, some studies have focused their research from different

perspectives and within different contexts. Examples include

• User Satisfaction, Usage and Benefits - this group of researchers

focuses on the factors influencing user acceptance and benefits

realisation derived from usage of ERP systems, for example, Bueno and

Salmeron (2008); Amoako-Gyampah (2007; 2004); Boudreau (2002),

Kositanurit et al. (2006), Botta-Genoulaz, V. and Millet (2005), Sedera

and Tan (2005). Usage and benefits realisation are discussed in detail

in chapter 3.

• Misalignments - this is a subset of the usage context which focuses on

the factors causing misalignments between ERP features and

organisational requirements, for example Sun et ai, (2009); Sia and Soh

(2007); Soh et al (2000), Soh and Sia (2004); Kang et ai, (2008). As

noted above, misalignments form the underlying premise of this

research, and are therefore discussed in detail in section 3.3.2.

• Knowledge management - these studies focus on the factors relevant

to the successful transfer of knowledge during the implementation of an

ERP system, for example, Xu & Ma (2008) , Ko et ai, (2005), Timbrell

(2001), Park et al (2007) , Sedera et ai, (2003; 2004a); Chan and
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Rosemann, (2001; 2001). These factors, or barriers to the knowledge

transfer process, are reviewed in section 4.3.2.

• Country Specific - this topic refers to studies that focus on examining

ERP implementation success factors within a particular country context.

For example, critical success factors affecting ERP implementations in

Poland (Soja, 2006); China (Woo, 2007; Zhang, Lee, Huang, Zhang, &

Huang, 2005); Venezuela (Colmenares, 2004), and Malaysia

(Subramaniam & Venkatraman, 2001).

• Sector Specific - numerous studies have focused on success factors for

ERP implementation in universities, for example, Dyke and Sinclair

(2003); Bradley and Lee (2004). Critical success factors within the

health sector has also been widely researched, for example, Tulu et al.,

(2006) and Chau and Hu, (2001)

Despite the differences in categorisation, however, lists of the top 10 critical

success factors appear to be relatively consistent in content across studies,

contexts and time periods, although the ranking of each factor tends to

change (Huang, 2010; Savage et al., 2010),
Table 4: Comparison of Top 10 Critical Success Factors

Rank Top 10 Critical Success Factors

Ganesh (2010) Dezdar & Sulaiman Finney (2007) Somers & Nelson
(survey research) (2009) (Frequency analysis) (T.M. Somers &

(Frequency analysis) Nelson, 2001)
(survey research)

1 Business Plan, Top management Top Management Top management
Vision support and Commitment and support

commitment Support
2 Top Management Project management Change management Project team

Commitment and and evaluation competence
SuPPOrt

3 Project Champion Business process BPR and minimum Interdepartmental
reengineering and customisation cooperation
minimum

customization

4 Focused ERPteam User training, Clear goals and
Performance composition, education and objectives
Measure competence and redesign

compensation

5 Change Change management ERPteam Project
Management programme composition, management
Process competence and

compensation
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6 Effective User training and Project management Interdepartmental
Communication education and evaluation communication
Plan

7 Risk Management Business plan and Consultant selection Management of
vision and relationship expectations

8 Post Enterprise-wide Business plan and Project champion
Implementation communication and vision
Evolution cooperation

9 BPR and Software Organisational Project champion Vendor support
Configuration culture

10 Quality Vendor support Communication plan Careful package
Improvement selection
Measures

As reflected in Table 4, for example, "Top Management Support" dropped to

second place in 2010 after holding first place 2001. Similarly, "Change

Management", which did not appear on the 2001 list, was ranked second in

2007, and dropped to fifth place in 2009, where it remained in 2010.

The above discussion reflects that critical success factors have been

extensively studied (Esteves & Bohorquez, 2007). These factors have been

identified and tested in different contexts, including different organisations,

countries, technological maturity environments, industry sectors and

stakeholder groups, by many different researchers (Ganesh & Mehta, 2010).

Whilst the top 10 factors listed in Table 4 reflect the key critical success

factors, other factors have also been identified and tested; these include (but

are not limited to) architecture choices, legacy system considerations, data

analysis and conversion, usability, employee attitude and morale, ease of

maintenance, vendor service and reputation, and risk management (Dezdar &

Sulaiman, 2009; Finney & Corbett, 2007; Ganesh & Mehta, 2010; Mouakket &

Nour, 2011).

However, despite the abundance of critical success factors in the literature,

almost 75% of adopting companies are still reporting that their ERP

implementation initiatives have fallen short of their expectations, with negative

outcomes including problems of data inaccuracies, resistance by users,

customer frustration, high staff turnover and ultimately a loss in profits
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(Kimberling, 2011; Mouakket & Nour, 2011; Savage et al., 2010). ERP

implementation failures and their cost are discussed in the following section.

The reasons for this continued high failure rate may be due to two specific

gaps that have been noted in the critical success factor literature. These are

as follows:

(1) Authors tend to focus on a single category of factors rather than

integrating many categories into their research model (Huang, 2010).

This research addresses this gap by incorporating the following

categories of success factors into a single research model: user

satisfaction, usage and benefits, knowledge transfer, and

misalignments. The research model is presented in Chapter 5.

(2) Whilst misalignments from the perspective of organisational

processes and structures have been investigated, the potential for

misalignments arising as a result of occupational influences has not.

The impact of occupational strength of commitment on ERP success

is discussed in section 4.4 and is included as an independent variable

in this study's research model.

2.6. The Rates and Cost of Failure
The high failure rates experienced in implementing ERP systems have been

widely cited in both the academic and industry literature. As Kanaracus (2010)

notes "No year in the IT industry would be complete without a number of high-

profile ERP project failures". Table 5 lists the top ERP and related software

failures for 2010 and 2011.
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Table 5: Top ERP Failures for 2011 and 2010

~~~~~IopERI::U=aiturelreported in 2010 and 2011 (Kanaracus, 2010~20111 ,
NHSUK A £12 billion project to provide electronic health records for all

UK citizens is cancelled by the NHS.

Ingram Micro The ERP implementation causes a loss in profits amounting
to US$14 million in the first quarter and US$8 million in the
second quarter.

Montclair State The university files a lawsuit against the vendor, claiming that
University it will cost more than US$20 million to finish the project due to

vendor error

ParknPool The company files a lawsuit against the vendor because the
ERP system is the cause of the company making a loss that
year.

Whaley Foodservice The company sues the vendor for a system that has never
Repairs worked as it was supposed to, not completing the project on

time and for costing more than five times than originally
expected.

New York CityTime Original budgeted at US$60 million, more than US$700 million
is spent. The vendor has put aside a US$200 million loss
provision in preparation for the impending lawsuit

BSkyB Original budget of US$48 million, costs quadruple. The
company was awarded US$318 million in damages from the
vendor

Marin County The institution replaces a newly implemented system at a cost
of $26 million dollars, a cheaper option than the anticlpated
US$34 million required to address the problems and keep the
existing system

Waste Management The client company sues the vendor for the US$100 million
that was spent on the implementation of the system, and
another US$350 million for benefits that it would have gained
if the software had worked as intended.

Sunshine Mills US$61 million in damages is awarded to the company
because the vendor had provided a beta version of the
software which had limited functionality.

Fort Worth Police The newly implemented payroll system is not working as
Payroll intended, incorrectly calculating paychecks in some instances,

and not issuing payment at all in other instances.

Although the costs reported in Table 5 are considerable, it has been argued

that they may not reflect the true cost of a failed ERP implementation initiative.

As Sessions (2009) observes, the cost of a failed project incurs both direct

costs and indirect costs. As an example of these different costs, Session

quotes the case of the failed United States Internal Revenue Service electronic

fraud detection system. Before the project was abandoned in 2006, $185

million dollars had been spent in the 11 preceding years trying to complete

implementation. This refers to the direct costs of the project: the investment in
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the software itself. However, an additional $894 million was reported to have

been lost in fraudulent tax refunds during 2006, and presumably this would

continue until an appropriate system is implemented. Thus, the indirect cost of

failure should take into account the costs of replacing the failed system,

business downtime and disruptions, lost revenue, lost opportunity on what that

lost revenue could have been used for, lost market share (Sessions, 2009),

and of course, legal fees.

The magnitude of the cost of ERP failures thus suggests that "as IT

professionals we have a responsibility to understand how we can prevent the

continuing spiral of failures that is burying us" (Sessions, 2009).

2.7. Summary
The decision to adopt ERP systems is primarily influenced by the expectation

that such adoption will result in increased organisational performance. In order

to achieve these benefits, ERP systems are embedded with a "Best Practices"
business model which encapsulates a specific business process model, thus

often requiring substantial business process reengineering and always

requiring mandatory use across the organisation. ERP systems are therefore

considered to be socio-technical systems that influence and are influenced by

human agency at work (Kallinikos, 2004; C. J. Stefanou, 2002), with adoption

resulting in significant impacts on the organisation at the individual, work

group, organisational and inter-organisationallevels (Markus & Tanis, 2000).

Numerous critical success factors for ERP implementations have been

identified. Although no common categorisation method has been identified, the

top 10 factors identified by various researchers appear to be relatively similar.

However, high failure rates continue to be reported by adopting organisations,

with substantial costs attached.

One possible reason for this continued failure rate discussed in this chapter is

the Best Practice characteristic of ERP systems. Because the Best Practice

processes are generic in nature, misfits between the organisational

requirements and the system's functionality occur, resulting in many
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organisations finding that there are important needs that are not met by the

system. This issue, together with the concept of ERP success, is the subject

matter of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM SUCCESS

"I am a Bear of Very Little Brain, and long words Bother me."

Winnie the Pooh - Winnie the Pooh

3.1. Introduction
The importance of ERP systems as mission-critical systems was established in

the previous chapter. This chapter addresses the concept of ERP success.

The chapter begins with a review of the broader definitions and theories of

Information Systems success (3.2). The difficulties of measuring success are

reviewed, in terms of the measures and proxies used, when to measure

success, and at what level to measure it. Attention is then turned to the

concept of user needs (3.3). Drawing from the usability and fit literature, it is

demonstrated that IS success, and in particular, ERP success, is dependent

on the system meeting the implied and stated needs of the users. The chapter

concludes with a discussion of the concept of Work Practice Compatibility

(3.4), which, it is argued, is a critical factor for achieving the needs of the

users.

3.2. Success
Information system success is a contentious issue that has been at the centre

of a great deal of debate in the academic and industry literature (for example

Delone & Mclean, 1992, 2003; Rai, lang, & Welker, 2002; Seddon, 1997;

Seddon, Staples, Patnayakuni, & Sowtell, 1999). Most ERP system success

models draw from the more generaliS success models, which has resulted in

both the agreements and disputes surrounding the IS models to be mirrored in
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the ERP success models. The problem with measuring IS and ERP success is

that it is an ambiguous concept that can be measured at different levels and at

different times during the system life cycle (Delone & Mclean, 2003; Rai et

al., 2002; Robeyet al., 2002). These difficulties are discussed in detail below.

3.2.1. Information Systems Success

In 1992, Delone and Mclean proposed a model of information systems

success that was intended to bring 'awareness and structure to the "dependent

variable" - IS success - in IS research' (Delone & Mclean, 1992, p.10).

Drawing from the theory of communication proposed by Shannon & Weaver

(1949), and its subsequent adaptation for the measurement of information

systems by Mason (1978), the Delone and Mclean model (hereafter referred

to as the O&M model) identified six categories of IS success. The model is

illustrated in Figure 8 and the components are defined as follows.

• System Quality: The desirable characteristics of the system itself, for

example, reliability and ease of use

• Information Quality: The desirable characteristics of the information that

the system produces, for example, accuracy and timeliness

• Information Use: The extent to which the information from the system is

used, for example, the frequency and number of system functions and/or

reports used. which also indicate the voluntariness of use

• User Information Satisfaction: The positive or negative response of the

user to the use of the information produced by the system, for example, the

type and quantity of information received.

• Impact on Individual: The effect that the information from the system has

on the user's work behaviour (performance), for example, time to complete

a task and effectiveness of decisions made.

• Impact on Organisation: The overall effect of the information from the

system on organisational performance, for example, profitability, productivity

and overall organisational effectiveness
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Figure 8: DeLone & McLean's (1992) Information Systems Success Model

Information
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The D&M model incorporates both a process and a causal view of information

systems success. From a process perspective, the model reflects that

information system success can be viewed in terms of the following steps:

(1) An information system, containing features and functions, is created or

purchased. These features and functions display varying degrees of

system and information quality.

(2) Users use the system's functions and features.

(3) Users are either satisfied or dissatisfied with the system.

(4) The use of the system impacts on individual users' work performance.

(5) Organisational impacts are determined by the sum of the individual

impacts.

From a causal perspective, the model illustrates that IS success consists of six

dimensions, and that there is a causal relationship between these dimensions.

The model reflects that

• Higher information I system quality is expected to increase user satisfaction

and use

• Increased user satisfaction results in increased use, and increased use

results in increased user satisfaction

• Increased user satisfaction and use lead to positive impacts for individuals

• Positive individual impacts result in positive organisational impacts

The D&M model was widely adopted by the IS research community in the

decade following its publication, with more than 300 studies applying,

developing, challenging or validating the model. These studies contributed two
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criticisms of the model that are relevant to this research, namely (1) the

appropriateness of individual and organisational impacts as the dependent

variable; and (2) appropriate measures of benefits. These are discussed

below.

3.2.1.1. Appropriateness of Impacts

From a process perspective, the O&M model advocates that the use of the

system generates impacts on individuals' work performance. As organisational

impacts are the sum of individual impacts, O&M's model suggests that it is

these impacts - the consequences of use - that reflect the success of the

system. Seddon et al (1999) challenged this contention, arguing that due to

different stakeholder perspectives and goals (see 3.2.3), the consequences of

system use could be perceived as positive or negative; different stakeholders

may have different opinions as to what constitutes a benefit to them (Seddon

et al., 1999). Further, they argue that the critical issue relating to IS success is

not that the system is used, but that benefits flow from their use.

Consequently, success should ideally be measured in terms of Net Benefits,

that is, the sum of all benefits less all the costs attributable to the use of the

system. This view is supported by Markus & Tanis (2000), who note that it is

important to consider the reasons for ERP adoption when assessing the

success of the system.

The original O&M model was revised in 2003, and is depicted in Figure 9. It

reflects O&M's consensus on this issue in that Individual Impact and

Organisational Impact were replaced by the single dependent variable of Net

Benefits. O&M also polnted out that the number of entities that are impacted by

an IS have expanded - for ERP in particular, this can include the entire supply

chain, that is, customers, suppliers and external stakeholders. Rather than

complicating the dependent variable further by adding categories to

accommodate for all these different entities, they decided to consolidate the

entities into the single category of Net Benefits, thus leaving the researcher to

identify which entitles and related measures are appropriate for each study.
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Figure 9: Delone & Mclean's (2003) Updated Success Model
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Other aspects of the O&M model have also been criticised and changes

proposed. For example, Seddon (1997) suggests that Use is a consequence of

Success, rather than the other way around. These issues, while important for

the broader understanding of IS success, fall outside the scope of this study

and are not explored further here.

Problems associated with the Net Benefits approach are discussed in the

following section. Nevertheless, the research community appears to have

reached a consensus that information system success should be measured in

terms of the net benefits accruing from the use of the systems. This view is

mirrored in the more recent ERP success models (for example, Chang et al.,

2008; Wu & Wang, 2007) and is consequently adopted for the purposes of this

research study.

3.2.1.2. Measuring Net Benefits

To adequately incorporate the diversity of impacts, IS and ERP benefit

measures should not be limited to financial benefits, but should include non-

financial benefits (Gable et al., 2003), such as those derived from business

process improvement and increased capacity (Shanks & Seddon, 2000), as

well as the measures included in the balanced scorecard approach which
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contain such measures as staff requirements reduction and cost reduction (D.

Sedera, Gable, & Rosemann, 2001).

Many of these costs and benefits are either unquantifiable or cannot be

isolated from factors other than the system (Holsapple, Wang, & Wu, 2005).

Measuring net benefits is therefore a difficult and cumbersome process that

cannot be done with precision and could therefore provide unreliable results

(Seddon, 1997). Consequently, prior research has advocated that proxies

should be used as the dependent variable for IS and ERP success (Rai et aI.,

2002).

The two surrogate measures for Net Benefits most widely proposed in the

literature are User Satisfaction and System Usage (Boudreau, 2002; Markus &
Tanis, 2000; Seddon, 1997; Seddon et al., 1999). Although substantial

arguments have been put forward both in favour and in opposition, it is

contended here that neither are appropriate for measuring Net Benefits within

the ERP context, and that Quality in Use should be used instead. The reasons

for this view are outlined below.

System Usage

There is no single accepted definition of system usage, resulting in the

construct having been conceptualised and operationalised through diverse and

often conflicting measures (Burton-Jones & Straub, 2006; Jeyaraj, Rottman, &

Lacity, 2006). Such conceptualisations can be categorised into the three

dimensions of time, reliance and diversity (Boudreau, 2002). Drawing on the

reviews provided by Boudreau (2002). Burton Jones and Straub (2006),

Jeyaraj (2006) and Trice (1988), the different measures that have been used in

prior research are categorised according to Boudreau's classification. This is

reflected in Table 6.
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Table 6: Classification and Measures of System Usage in Prior Research

Diversity

Extent to which users • Percentageof time system is used to
depend on. the system to erformtask
performtheirwork p

• Degreeof dependenceon system to
performtasks

• Voluntaryvs mandatoryuse

• Decisionto use

• Numberof times system is used in a
particularperiod

• Numberof hoursspent usingsystem

Time Amount of time spent using • Numberof functionsused
the system

Reliance

The differe~t ways in which • Number of tasks supported by
the system IS used system

• Numberof systemfeaturesused
• Director indirectuse

Those in favour of the system usage approach to measuring success argue

that Use is a reflection of the acceptance of the technology (Amoako-

Gyampah, 2007; Sabherwal, Jeyaraj, & Chowa, 2006). This may be true for

discretionary-use systems, such as Web Sites or spreadsheet applications.

However, when system use is mandatory, as in the case of ERP systems,

users have no option but to use the system if they want to keep their jobs (S.

A. Brown, Massey, Montoya-Weiss, & Burkman, 2002). Moreover, high

levels of use could indicate a negative impact on performance rather than a

benefit. For example, the system could be causing the users to spend more

time in completing a task than previously. Whilst this would reflect high

system usage, such use would actually result in reduced performance

(Goodhue, 1998; A. W. Trice & Treacy, 1988). In addition, ERP systems are

complex systems that include a diversity of features for generic use. This

suggests that a proportion of the features embedded in the system may not be

relevant to the specific users within a particular organisational context, and

therefore the number of system features actually used cannot be an accurate

reflection of the level of use of the system. Thus, measuring success in terms

of any of the system use measures reflected in Table 6 is inappropriate in the
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context of ERP domain (N.. Bevan, 1995; N. Bevan & Macleod, 1994;

Boudreau, 2002).

Thirdly, and most importantly, it has been shown (in Section 3.2.1.1) that the

critical issue for success is not whether the system is used, but rather that

benefits should arise from such use (Delone & Mclean, 2003; Markus &

Tanis, 2000; Seddon, 1997). Use does not necessarily produce benefits: use

generates impacts, and impacts can be perceived as positive or negative,

depending on which stakeholder's viewpoint is being adopted.

Boudreau's (2002) case study results provide empirical support for this view.

Her study investigated the use of an ERP system in a government

organisation. The findings reflected that users spent many hours using the

system, they depended on the system to be able to perform their work, and

they made use of a diversity of system features. Thus, in terms of the

dimensions of time, reliance and diversity, it would appear that the system was

successful. However, even after the system had been in operation for more

than a year, the system was not being used to its full potential, users were

struggling to understand how the system worked and which functions were

appropriate to them, and were incorporating workarounds to meet their work

requirements. In other words, whilst use was high, quality in use was limited.

User Satisfaction
A similar argument leads to the rejection of the User Satisfaction approach to

measuring benefits. User satisfaction is defined in other parts of the literature

more broadly than the definition used by Delone & Mclean as the sum of one's

feelings regarding an information system (Bailey & Pearson, 1983; Doll &

Torkzadeh, 1988; Ives, Olson, & 8aroudi, 1983). It has been shown that the

higher the user satisfaction, the more likely the system will be used (Holsapple

et al., 2005; T.M. Somers et al., 2003; Wixom & Todd, 2005). However, a

conceptual link between user satisfaction and performance (benefits) has not

been clearly established (Goodhue, 1995; Wixom & Todd, 2005). User

satisfaction is a subjective measure, and has been shown to be an unreliable

indicator of performance. Therefore, whilst increased user satisfaction
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increases usage, there is no evidence that increased user satisfaction

enhances the quality in use that is required to achieve benefits from use.

These issues lead to the conclusion that neither system use nor user

satisfaction is an appropriate proxy for system success. From a causal

perspective, a positive use experience will result in heightened satisfaction

which in turn leads to increased actual usage (Delone & Mclean, 2003).

From a process perspective, use must precede both user satisfaction and

performance impacts. Consequently, as illustrated in Figure 10, user

satisfaction and usage are considered to be intervening variables between

information systems and performance, rather than appropriate proxies for

measuring success.

Figure 10: System Use as an intervening variable
(Source: (A. W. Trice & Treacy, 1988, p.39»

Other Other
Variables Variables
Affecting Affecting
Utilization Performance--

Information , Utilization
Performance..

Technology of System

As Delone and Mclean (2003) argue: "Without system use, there can be no

consequences or benefits. However, with system use, even extensive use, that

is inappropriate or ill-informed, there may also be no benefits" (p.16).

Therefore, whilst system use must necessarily precede benefits realisation

(from a process perspective), it is the quality of such use (N.. Bevan, 1995;

Boudreau, 2002) that influences the degree to which benefits are achieved.
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3.2.2. Measuring Success • Quality in Use

Numerous models have been developed for measuring success. These

include the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA, (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), the

Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB, (Ajzen, 1991), the Technology Acceptance

Model (TAM, (Davis, 1989)), the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of

Technology (UTAUT, (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003)), and the

Diffusion Theory (lOT, (Rogers, 1983)). Of these models, TAM is the most

widely accepted (Srite, 2006), and the most used framework in prior ERP

research (Jeyaraj et al., 2006). However, all of these models were developed

as a way of predicting use or user satisfaction, or to explain the factors that

influence use in terms of time, diversity and satisfaction. As discussed above,

there is no evidence that either system use, or user satisfaction, has any

influence on the quality in use that is required for attaining system benefits.

Therefore, none of these models are appropriate for investigating quality in

use, and consequently, an alternative model or set of metrics is required for

measuring ERP success in terms of quality in use.

Boudreau (2002) defines Quality in Use as "the ability one has to correctly

exploit the appropriate capabilities of software in the most relevant

circumstances" (p. 2). The ISO 9126 provides a more comprehensive definition

of Quality in Use as "the extent to whtch a product used by specfled users

meets their needs to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, productivity,

safety and satisfaction in a specmed context of use", (ISO/IEC, 2004, p.4,

emphasis added), where

• Effectiveness refers to the extent to which the Intended goals of use are

achieved with accuracy and completeness in a specified context of use.

This can relate to task completion as well as expected benefits

(perceived usefulness)

• Productivity refers to the resources that have to be expended to achieve

the intended goals within a specified context of use, and include

personnel, time and money, and the cognitive effort required by the

users (ease of use).
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• Safety refers to the extent to which the system provides acceptable

levels of risk of harm to people, business, software, or property within a

specified context of use. This includes risks associated with lack of

functionality, reliability, usability and maintainability

• Satisfaction refers to the extent to which the user finds the use of the

product acceptable.

• Context of use comprises the user, the task, the technology and the

environment (N. Bevan, 1999).

The stated goal of the 9126 standard is to "achieve the necessary and

sufficient quality to meet the real needs of users" (ISO/IEC, 2001, p.4).

Combined with the broader definition discussed above, this reveals that quality

in use refers to meeting users' needs in terms of their job performance. The

benefits that accrue to users as a result of using the product are derived from

the system's ability to enhance their task performance, as a result of meeting

their job needs. Simply stated, quality in use is about meeting user needs so

that they are able to complete their tasks effectively, productively, safely and

with satisfaction. This demonstrates that quality in use is more than just

knowing which functions to use and when: it relates more broadly to the extent

to which the software meets the needs of the users (Affleck & Clark, 2008; N.

Bevan & Macleod, 1994; Dix, Finlay, Abowd, & Beale, 2004). This view is

supported by Moore & Benbasat (1991) who note that "an innovation cannot

be viewed as advantageous if it does not meet users' needs".

This view is echoed in the measures of quality in use put forward in the ISO

9126-1 standard, as well as in Seddon et al.'s (1999) revised model of IS

success. The standard recommends that quality in use be measured in terms

of user performance and satisfaction. Or, stated in the reverse: "Measures of

user performance and satisfaction assess the quality in use of a product in the

particular context of use provided by the rest of the working environment" (N.

Bevan, 1997, p.6). The metrics that are proposed refer to the extent to which

the users' intended goals of use are achieved, the amount of resources that

have to be used to achieve those goals, and the extent to which the users find

the use of the product acceptable. Similarly, it has been proposed that job
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performance and user satisfaction are perceptual measures of the net benefits

that accrue as a result of information system use (Rai et al., 2002; Seddon et

al., 1999).

Measuring Quality in Use in terms of performance and satisfaction will thus

reflect the impact of the software on the users in terms of meeting their job

needs. As noted by Kositanurit: "Organisational performance depends on

individuals' task accomplishments" (2006, p. 557), suggesting that the net

benefits derived from the implementation of ERP or other computer-based

systems are dependent on the impacts that the system has on the

performance of the employees: better task performance at an individual level

will lead to better performance at an organisational level. This view is mirrored

in O&M's original (1993) IS model which suggests that success be measured

in terms of either individual impacts or organisational impacts, depending on

which stakeholder group's views one is adopting when measuring success.

Measuring quality in use in terms of user job performance thus incorporates

the need to consider the expected benefits of implementing a new technology

(Markus & Tanis, 2000), as well as the level at which these benefits are being

measured. Consequently it can be concluded that Quality in Use is an

appropriate proxy for system success within the ERP context and the context

of this study, as it measures the extent to which the users' needs are being

met in terms of the benefits that accrue from system use at the end-user level.

3.2.3. Stakeholder Perspectives and Benefits

ERP systems are used by a diversity of stakeholder groups (see section 2.5),

and therefore "success depends on the point of view from which you measure

it" (Markus et al., 2000, p.245). Building on previous ERP literature (for

example Chang et al., 2008; Chetcuti, 2008). Mouakkett et al (2011) propose

the following six stakeholder perspectives (1) End user, (2) Top management,

(3) IS Department, (4) ERP project team, (5) Vendor, and (6) Organisation

Thus, for example, success can be measured in terms of the adopting

organisation's management, its end-users, customers, or the group

responsible for the system's Implementation.
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Different groups of stakeholders may have different goals (Seddon, 1997; D.

Sedera et al., 2004b), and therefore an outcome resulting from the adoption of

the system can be viewed as successful by one group, but as a failure by

another group. For example, from an IS department perspective, it is a well-

established tradition that a project that is completed in time, on budget and

with the required features and functions is considered to be a success (Nelson,

2006). However, such a project may still be considered to be a failure by top

management if it does not result in the expected standardisation and

integration of business processes (Davenport, 1998; Markus & Tanis, 2000).

Alternatively, such a project may be considered as a failure by end-users who

have to learn new ways of working due to the changed business practices

resulting from the implementation (Arnold, 2006). There are numerous

examples of such "failed successes" in the literature, including the report on a

real estate management company's project to develop a Customer

Relationship Management application (Nelson, 2006). The project met all the

above project specifications, but did not successfully integrate with the

company's business processes. This resulted in no one in the organisation

using the system.

Consequently, it is necessary to adopt a particular stakeholder group's point of

view when measuring success (Markus & Tanis, 2000; Seddon, 1997; D.

Sedera et al., 2004b). From the above discussion, it is evident that positive

outcomes at a management level may lead to negative outcomes at the end-

user level. However, as reflected in O&M's original success model (see 3.2.1),

organisational performance is dependent on individual task performance

(Delone & Mclean, 1992; Kositanurit et al., 2006). Whilst it is necessary to

ensure that ERP systems meet the company's business requirements, it is

suggested that it is equally important that the system should meet the users'

requirements in terms of effectiveness, productivity, safety and satisfaction

(see 3.2.2). The evidence presented in the literature that management may

consider the system to be a success whilst the users may not, suggests that

the company's business requirements may differ significantly from the users'

requirements.
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What this suggests is that in contrast to the majority of previous studies which

focus on benefits at the company level, equal attention should be paid to the

needs of the users and the impact that the system has on the users. Therefore

the viewpoints that will be adopted for the purposes of this study are those that

represent the end-users within the organisation.

3.2.4. When to Measure Success

As discussed in section (Chapter 2), success can be measured at each phase

of the ERP lifecycle. This research focuses on the factors that influence the

quality in use. It is only during the Usage phase of the Adopter Life Cycle that

it is possible to determine the quality in use (Markus & Tanis, 2000; Shang &

Seddon, 2000). In particular, the year after go-live is the best time for

uncovering and addressing user needs that are not being met by the system

(Strong & Volkoff, 2010).

Further, as will be demonstrated in the following chapter, there are numerous

factors during the implementation phase that are posited to affect the quality in

use. Consequently, this study is positioned within the Implementation and

Usage phases of the Adopter Life Cycle,

3.3. User Needs
Meeting user needs can be viewed as the fit between the user, the task and

the technology, that Is, the extent to which the system provides the

functionality required by the users to effectively perform their tasks (Goodhue

& Thompson, 1995). The Task-Technology Fit (TTF) theory is based on the

premise that quality in use will Increase if there is a good fit between the

functionality that the system provides and the users' task requirements

(Goodhue, 1995; Goodhue & Thompson, 1995). TTF has been used in prior

research to determine the extent of the fit between an ERP system and the

task needs of the Intended users for example, (Chwei-Jen & Wei-Yuan, 2005;

Kosltanurit et at, 2006; Wu, Shin, & Heng, 2007)
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However, quality in use and meeting user needs is more than just about

functionality. Quality in use is a dimension of the broader concept of Software

Quality, which is defined as "ability to satisfy stated and implied needs" (N.

Bevan, 1999, p. 89) Therefore, it can be stated that "meeting user needs"

refers to both the stated and implied needs of users. Within the context of

quality in use, then, meeting user needs can be more broadly defined as the

extent to which a product used by specified users meets their stated and

implied needs to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, productivity, safety

and satisfaction in a specified context of use.

In general, stated needs typically refer to the functionality of the system and

resource constraints such as time and budget (Kotonya & Sommerville, 1998;

Pressman, 1997). Stated needs thus include the IT management stakeholder

view of ERP implementation success as discussed in section 3.2.3). On the

other hand, implied needs refer to technical performance requirements, such

as the reliability, changeability and robustness of the system, and operational

performance requirements, that is, how well the users are able to use the

system (Kotonya & Sommerville, 1998; Pressman, 1997).

While functional requirements relate to the task, operational performance

requirements relate to the human issues that surround the use of computerised

systems to perform the task, that is, the user characteristics (context) that

shape the way in which users do their jobs. These user characteristics, as well

as the functional requirements, are addressed within the usability discipline (for

example N.. Bevan, 1995; Kirakowski & Cierlik, 1999; Mayhew, 1992).

Usability is defined by the ISO 9126 standard in exactly the same way as

quality in use, that is, "The extent to which a product can be used by specified

users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction

in a specified context of use". Thus, usability is synonymous with quality in use

(N.. Bevan, 1995): the purpose of both is to meet the needs of users within

their context of use.
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3.3.1. The Context of Use

As noted above, the context of use refers to the users, the tasks and the

environment. Within the framework of the usability literature, the user context

of use refers to the users' profile (Mayhew, 1992), which takes into

consideration all the characteristics of the user that may influence his or her

ability to use the system (Kirakowski & Cierlik, 1999). A product can be usable

for a user with specific characteristics, but unusable for users with differing

characteristics: "Users share common capabilities but are individuals with

differences, which cannot be ignored" (Oix et al., 2004). These characteristics

include (Ford, 2005):

• Skills and knowledge, such as hands-on experience with a particular

software application, general computer experience, task experience in

terms of the amount of training or experience that the user has had in

the task domain, and training in terms of using computers, specific

software products or on how to perform their job functions;

• Physical attributes, such as age, gender, and physical capabilities and

limitations;

• Psychological attributes, such as the attitude of the users to their jobs,

the use of technology in general, and to a speclflc technology, their

motivation to use a particular type of software product, and their

intellectual capabilities to process information, make decisions and

solve problems; and

• User role, indicating whether the user is a direct, indirect, supporting or

monitoring user of the system.

Similarly, the task context of use refers to all the characteristics of the task that

could influence the user while using a computer-based system to complete that

task (Ford, 2005). These characteristics Include

• Task characteristics, such as the aim of the task, the activities that need

to be performed In order to complete a specific task, the information that

the task produces and the risk resulting from error;

• Task execution, which Includes whether the use of the system is

mandatory or voluntary, how Important it is that the task is carried out or
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completed, the extent to which the task is carried out by the user without

supervision, how often the task is carried out, how long it takes to

complete the task, whether the task must be completed in a certain way,

and whether the user can postpone the completion of the task at any

stage;

• Task flow, which refers to the extent to which any side effects of the task

are required or to be avoided, any information or events that are

required before the task can be started or completed, whether the task

is carried out concurrently with other tasks, and whether any of the

activities need to be performed within a specific time constraint; and

• Task demand on users, which include physical demands such as

strength or visual capacity, and mental demands, such as the

intellectual demands required to process information and make

decisions (Ford, 2005).

3.3.2. The Importance of Stated and Implied Needs

Both stated needs and implied needs could severely impact on the ability of

ERP users to achieve their goals effectively and efficiently (Topi, Lucas, &

Babaian,2005).

Prior research has reported that that it is common for gaps to arise between

the functionality provided by an ERP system and the functionality required by

the working practices of the users (Fitz-Gerald & Carroll, 2006; Gribbins,

Subramaniam, & Shaw, 2006; Strong & Volkoff, 2010; Subramaniam &

Venkatraman, 2001; E Wagner & Newell, 2004). These gaps in functionality,

also referred to as Package-organisation misalignments (POMs) (Sia & Soh,

2007) or feature/function misfits (Markus & Tanis, 2000) occur because

organisations and users have unique business requirements whereas ERP

systems are designed to provide a generic solution in the form of "Best

Practice" at the industry level (Strong & Volkoff, 2010)

Numerous types of misfits have been identified for different purposes (Davison,

2002; Kumar et al., 2003; Martinsons, 2004; Soh et al., 2000). For example,

Kumar et al (2003) classified misfits into organisation-specific, business-
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specific and country-specific, whilst Soh et al (2002) identified the three

categories of data, function and output misfits. A diverse range of frameworks

has also been identified, for example, the Task-Technology Fit (TTF) Model as

described above, Strong & Volkoffs (2010) Organisation-Enterprise System

Fit, and Venkatraman's (1989) Fit Taxonomy.

The most pertinent of these frameworks for understanding the importance of

implied and stated needs is the POM Assessment Framework (Sia & Soh,

2007), developed by Soh and her colleagues to define the nature of misfits and

identify their sources so that they can be avoided. Initially classifying misfits as

data, functional and output misfits (Soh et al., 2000), they then expanded their

model to include data ownership, data entry, workflow, job scope, reports and

revenue processing (Soh & Sia, 2004). Based on the concepts of deep and

surface structure elements from Wand and Weber's (Wand & Weber, 1990)

conceptualisation of information systems, the POM Assessment Framework

(Sia & Soh, 2007) identifies two categories of misfits: deep structure

misalignments and surface structure misalignments. Deep structure elements

represent the entities that users deal with when they perform their work tasks

(Satzinger, Jackson, & Burd, 2004). These entities, together with their

respective properties, states and transformations, constitute the functionalities

(stated needs) that the system provides. A customer order, for example, would

be represented as an entity, and the standard operating procedures governing

the ways in which the order is processed would be represented by the

properties, states and transformations allowed on that entity. The surface

structure elements, on the other hand, reflect the ways in which users interact

with the functionalities of the system in order to accomplish their tasks, such as

capturing data, accessing data and viewing reports. As such, the surface

structure elements are seen to provide the implied needs of the users. The

POM Assessment Framework can thus be viewed in terms of identifying both

stated and implied user needs.

Further, Sia & Soh (2007) proposed that misfits arise from externally imposed

or voluntarily created organisational processes. Imposed processes arise from

demands made on the organisation from external entities, such as laws and
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regulations relating to the country, and practices established by industry and

professional institutions within which the organisation operates. For example,

the tax laws of a particular country would strongly influence the way in which

transactions are recorded and reported. Professional institutions and

occupational governing bodies, on the other hand, provide guidelines on

professional conduct and therefore influence the way in which employees

perform their tasks. In contrast, voluntary processes reflect the procedures,

rules or norms that result from an organisation's tradition and experience,

strategy and management preferences, and can therefore be likened to

signature processes (see 2.4.1.1). Examples include task sequences, the data

needed to place an order, and authorizations required to complete an activity

or a task (Strong & Volkoff, 2010).

These two causes and two categories of misfits were then combined to identify

four types of misfits: imposed-deep, imposed-surface, voluntary-deep, and

voluntary-surface.

Missing deep structures always result in major deficiencies in the functionality

provided by the system. Consider, for example, that the delivery of raw

material required to manufacture a particular stock item has been delayed by

several weeks, and the organisation wishes to send out a notification to all its

customers who have placed an order for the stock item. If the relationship

between a customer object, an order object and an inventory item object has

not been defined, it would not be possible for the system to generate a report

listing all these customers: in other words, a required function would be

missing. Thus, missing functionality has a severe impact on the ability of the
users to perform their tasks.

In contrast, Sia and Soh (2007) contend that misfits arising from missing

surface structures have less of an impact, because they relate to the way in

which users capture data, access and view information. However, it is argued

here that this is not the case. Surface structures constitute the user interface

(Hong & Kim, 2002; Strong & Volkoff, 2010), that is, the means by which the

user interacts with the functionality of the system in order to accomplish their
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tasks. It is through these surface elements that the user and task context of

use elements should be accommodated so that the user is afforded the

opportunity to accomplish the task in a manner that best suits their skills,

preferences, physical and psychological attributes, whilst taking into account

the characteristics of the task. For example, Strong (2010) reported that the

new enterprise system made changes to the sequence in which the activities

needed to be carried out, and in some cases also made some tasks that were

previously independent, interdependent. Thus, the way in which users were

required to perform their tasks had to change to accommodate the system's

embedded process logic, which in turn was reflected in the way in which the

users interacted with the system in order to complete the task. As another

example, Hong & Kim operationalised the concept of user interface fit as the

extent to which the interface structures "are designed to the work structure

required for conducting business", and the extent to which the user interface is

designed "to the user capabilities" (2002, p 37). Because the user interface

plays an increasingly essential role for mission-critical systems such as ERP

systems, it can be argued that missing surface elements will have an equally

strong impact on the ability of the users to accomplish their tasks.

From a functionality perspective therefore, ERP systems that are unable to

support the required business functions indicates a poor task-technology fit,

suggesting that the system will be of little use to the organisation and

detrimental to the overall work performance of its users (Gebauer, Shaw, &

Gribbins, 2006). From an implied needs perspective, poor technical

performance can lead to system failures and poor response times (N .. Bevan,

1995). Of equal if not more importance, poor operational performance can lead

to users being unable to perform their tasks using the system according to their

preferences, skills, habits, physical and psychological capabilities and values.
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3.4. Work Practice Compatibility
Numerous principles, guidelines and heuristics have been developed to assist

in the design, development and evaluation of usable systems1. Usability

principles are based on "aspects of cognitive psychology which have a bearing

on the use of computer systems: how humans perceive the world around them,

how they store and process information and solve problems, and how they

physically manipulate objects" (Oix et al., 2004, p.12). Cognitive theories

attempt to understand and model the cognitive processes that are required

when carrying out everyday activities (Preece, Rogers, & Sharp, 2002). When

these activities are supported by information systems, these models aim to

represent the users as they interact with the system's interface (Dix et al.,

2004), reflecting both limitations and weaknesses in human cognitive

processes. This enables system developers to design systems that are easier

to learn and use, by exploiting the capabilities and compensating for the

limitations inherent in these cognitive processes. One fundamental principle of

usability related to these cognitive processes is consistency (Oix et al., 2004;

Preece et al., 2002; Shneiderman, 1998), which is discussed in detail below.

3.4.1. Consistency

Consistency has been defined narrowly as referring to similarities within a

product (Mayhew, 1992), so that for example, the same types of information

should be located in the same place and displayed in the same wayan all

screens (Nielsen, 1993). This allows the user to become familiar with the

system more quickly and easily because it reduces the amount of learning

required.

Consistency has also been more broadly defined in terms of external

consistency and consistency with the real world (Grudin, 1989). External

consistency, also known as product compatibility (Mayhew, 1992), relates to

the design of systems being consistent with the design of other systems that

users are familiar with, for example, that the "edit" menu option in MS Word is

1
R~~~ers are referred to Ford (2005) for a detailed discussion and comparison of the

definitions of these terms, which is outside the scope of this study.
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in the same place and performs the same function as the "edit" function in MS

Excel. Consistency with the real world, also referred to as familiarity, relates to

using metaphors, terminology, and other concepts that are known to the user.

Based on these definitions, consistency can therefore be understood to relate

to existing and prior knowledge of the user, in terms of their current and

previous experiences with computer-based systems.

3.4.2. Compatibility

However, Grudin (1989) argues that consistency in system design can be

harmful to the user rather than helpful, and proposes that compatibility is a

better design strategy. He suggests that the system should rather be

compatible with the user's tasks and physical and psychological capabilities

and limitations. For example, Grudin shows that consistency in menu defaults

reduces performance, as the default option is determined based on the

designer's idea of which option is most likely to be selected. However, menus

are used for a variety of tasks and therefore the option that is most likely to be

selected is dependent on the task being performed, and the user's preferred

way of performing that task. Consequently, it is important to ensure that "the

mechanisms of the system match the thoughts and goals of the user" (Grudin,
1989, p.1171).

Grudin's arguments against consistency and for compatibility highlight that the

design of systems should be based not only on the prior experience,

knowledge and skills of users, but also on their preferences, habits and values

within their work context. This view is echoed by various definitions proposed
by other researchers:

• Mayhew (1992) defines compatibility as the ability of the system to be

consistent with the user's profile. In terms of the user context of use

described above, this includes compatibility with the user's skills and

experience, their habits and preferences based on the amount of

training and experience that they have had in the task domain and in

using other software products, and their values, all of which shape their

attitudes towards the job and the use of technology.
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• Moore & Benbasat (1991) define compatibility as "consistent with

existing values, needs, and past experiences of potential adopters".

• Rogers (1983) defines compatibility as the degree to which using an

innovation (technology) is perceived as consistent with the existing

socio-cultural values and beliefs, past and present experiences, and

needs of potential adopters (Rogers, 1983; p. 223), thus once again

incorporating user needs in terms of values and experiences.

• Tornatzky and Klein (1982) define two dimensions of compatibility:

normative or cognitive compatibility which refers to compatibility with

what people feel or think about an innovation, and practical or

operational compatibility, which refers to compatibility with what people

do. These two types of compatibility are expanded forms of Rogers'

definition of compatibility in that compatibility with values and norms

"implies a kind of normative or cognitive compatibility", while

compatibility with existing practices of the users "suggests a more

practical or operational compatibility." (p 33)

• Taylor & Todd (1995) define compatibility as the "degree to which the

innovation fits with the potential adopter's existing values, previous

experiences, and current needs

Synthesizing the views of compatibility in prior research, Karahanna et al

(2006) noted that although compatibility is conceptually viewed as a

multidimensional construct, researchers continue to measure it

unidimensionally. To overcome this problem, they reconceptualised

compatibility into a multidimensional construct consisting of four dimensions,

namely

1) Compatibility with existing work practices, which measures the extent to

which a technology "fits" with a user's current work processes;

2) Compatibility with preferred work style, which measures the extent to

which the technology allows the user to work according to their

preferences;

3) Compatibility with prior experience, which measures the fit between the

technology and the users' past experiences with similar technology; and
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4) Compatibility with values, which measures the extent to which the

technology matches the user's dominant values and beliefs (Karahanna

et al., 2006).

The first three dimensions represent an expansion of Tornatzky & Klein's

(1982) practical or operational compatibility. The fourth dimension -

compatibility with values - was taken directly from Rogers' (1983) definition

and is "subsumed in Tomatzky and Klein's normative or cognitive compatibility"

(Karahanna et al., 2006, p. 784).

3.4.3. Work Practice Compatibility

Karahanna et al define compatibility as "the perceived cognitive distance

between an innovation and precursor methods for accomplishing tasks" (2006,

p.784), and state that "we eliminate compatibility with needs from our

conceptualisation of this construct" (2006, p.783-784). However, it is argued

here that their reconceptualised view of compatibility encompasses both the

stated and implied needs of users".

Compatibility with existing work practices can be viewed as encompassing

both implied needs as well as stated needs. The need to maintain current

habits and work processes is an implied need within the user context of use,

relating to existing skills and habits. In addition, Karahanna et al note that

previous or existing methods of doing work are shaped by features of an

individual's cognitive make-up that have been influenced by the target

technology's precursors as well as by prior beliefs and experiences.

Therefore, compatibility with prior experiences can be seen to include

compatibility with the users' skills obtained during prior encounters with

technology, as well as with their habits and preferences that they have

developed as a result of their prior experiences. Compatibility with values can

be seen as encompassing the attitudes and motivation levels that are shaped

by users' values and beliefs. Thus, it can be said that compatibility with

existing practices, preferences, prior experiences and values relate to the

2 The lead author was emailed with a request for clarification on this issue, but no response
was received.
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implied needs of users in terms of the human issues that are included in the

user context of use described above.

However, implicit in the two dimensions of existing practices and preferences

is the functionality that is required in order to perform the task. Maintaining

existing work practices cannot be achieved without maintaining existing

functionality. Similarly, providing the user with the ability to work in a preferred

way requires that the system takes into consideration all the task

characteristics that may influence the user's method of execution of the task.

These include for example, the activities that make up the task, the order in

which the activities need to be completed, time constraints on activities,

prerequisite information or events, the information that the task produces and

the ability to postpone the start or completion of the task.

Therefore compatibility with existing work practices and compatibility with

preferences can also be viewed in terms of the functional (stated) needs of

users, suggesting that compatibility, as conceptualised by Karahanna et ai,

includes both stated and implied needs.

Thus it can be argued that meeting user needs refers to the extent to which the

system is compatible with users' existing and preferred work practices, prior

experiences and values.

To distinguish between Karahanna et aI's (2006) conceptualisation of

compatibility that does not include compatibility with needs and this study's

conceptualisation of the construct, the construct is renamed as Work Practice

Compatibility.

Work Practice Compatibility thus incorporates and extends the misfit

categorisations of the TIF model. The model takes into account the tasks and

the technology, and the fit between the former and the latter in terms of

functional requirements. It does not, however, take into account the implied

needs as reflected in the context of use, such as the users' skills and

experience, psychological or physical attributes. Thus, from a TTF
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perspective, the implementation of a new ERP system will be considered

successful if the system provides the required functionality specified by the

new business processes. However, this does not take into consideration the

impact of new business processes on an individual's work life, in terms of, for

example, their habits, preferences, training, or beliefs about how to do their

jobs. Work Practice Compatibility does, however, encompass the misfit

categorisations of the POMS Assessment Framework discussed above.

Consequently it is concluded that the concept of user needs is encapsulated

within the multidimensional construct of work practice compatibility, and

further, that for the purposes of this study, Work Practice Compatibility is

considered as the primary antecedent of Quality in Use.

3.5. Summary
The salient points of this chapter are reflected in Figure 11 and summarised

below.

Reviewing the IS and Usability literature, it has been shown that ERP success

should ideally be measured in terms of the benefits that accrue as a result of

using the system. However, as benefits are difficult to measure and may

produce unreliable results, a proxy is required. The traditional proxies of

system usage and user satisfaction were shown to be inadequate; instead,

quality in use, measured in terms of user task performance, was identified to

be an appropriate proxy for measuring ERP success.

Drawing from the Usability and Fit literatures, it was argued that the ability of

the users to accomplish their tasks effectively, effiCiently and with satisfaction

is primarily dependent on the ability of the system to meet users' needs.

These needs encompass both stated or functional needs, as well as implied

needs - the technical requirements relating to the system's behaviour as well

as the operational requirements that relate to the user characteristics that

shape the way in which the users perform their tasks. Based on the

compatibility principle of usability, the multidimensional construct of Work
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Practice Compatibility was identified as the primary critical factor for meeting

user needs, and thus for enabling task performance (quality in use) and the

expected benefits of adopting an ERP system.

In the next chapter, attention is turned to the factors influencing Work Practice

Compatibility within the ERP context.

Figure 11: ERP System Success Concepts

SUCCESS

BENEFITS

MEETING USER NEEDS
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CHAPTER4

FACTORS INFLUENCING
WORK PRACTICE

COMPATIBILITY

"A little Consideration, a little Thought for Others, makes all the difference."
Winnie the Pooh - Eeyore, Winnie the Pooh

4.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, quality in use, measured in terms of user task

performance, was shown to be an appropriate proxy for measuring ERP

success. The importance of Work Practice Compatibility as the key factor for

achieving quality in use was also established. This chapter addresses the

factors that influence Work Practice Compatibility within an ERP context.

To enhance Work Practice Compatibility when implementing an ERP system, it

is necessary to adapt either the system to suit the needs of the users, or the

users' existing practices to suit the business model embedded in the system.

The ways in which adaptation can take place within an ERP implementation

context is discussed in section 4.2.

Adaptation requires a bi-directional transfer of knowledge between the source

(ERP implementation team) and the recipient (the intended users). This

transfer of knowledge occurs mainly during the implementation phase of the

knowledge transfer process. Transfer of knowledge is a difficult process with

many known barriers that relate to the characteristics of the source, the

recipient, and the transfer environment. The factors that affect the knowledge

transfer process are described in section 4.3.

The intended users of ERP systems belong to diverse occupational

communities of practice. Members of these communities display
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characteristics that have been shown to make the knowledge transfer process

even more difficult (Bechky, 2003; Van Maanen & Barley, 1984; Wenger,

McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). A review of the definitions and theories of

occupational communities of practice is presented in section 4.4. The potential

impact of occupational community of practice membership on the knowledge

transfer process is also discussed in this section, which concludes the chapter.

4.2. Adaptation
Misfits occur because organisations and users have unique business

requirements whereas ERP systems are designed to provide a generic

solution based on "Best Practice" (Sia & Soh, 2007; E Wagner & Newell,

2004). Therefore, ERP systems need to be adapted to fit the organisation-

specific context (Newell, Swan, & Galliers, 2000; Savage et al., 2010). To

enhance the fit between the system and the users, and consequently Work

Practice Compatibility, it is thus frequently necessary to either (1) adapt the

system to suit the specific organisational and user work practices and task

needs; (2) adapt the work practices of the users to suit the business model and

processes ("Best practices") embedded within the system; or (3) a combination

of both (Hong & Kim, 2002; Markus et al., 2000; Sia & Soh, 2007). As Gefen

notes: "In other words, how useful the ERP is depends on how well it is

customized to specific client work procedures" (2004, p.271)

4.2.1. System Adaptation

System adaptation ean take the form of customisation or configuration.

Configuration of the modules refers to the parameters that are selected from

those provided within the system. These parameters generally encompass

such issues as security levels, the various business documents that will be

required to complete a particular task, task authorisation procedures and

Interdependencies, and the extent to which these parameters are standardised

across the different organisational units. Configuration of these parameters are

normally standardised across all organisational units, meaning that all

parameters are set in the same way for all the units. A non-standardised
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approach can be used to accommodate organisational units with diverse

business process needs, for example, task authorisation procedures may be

more or less stringent, or some business documents may not be required to

complete a task for a specific organisational unit. The main problem with using

configuration as a system adaptation tool, however, is the limited flexibility that

it allows: there is a finite set of parameters and a finite number of options for

each parameter that is built into the system. If the organisational or user needs

differ from those supported by these parameters and options, then

configuration will not be an appropriate method for adapting the system to

meet these needs.

Customisation, also known as package code modification (Brehm, Heinzl, &

Markus, 2001) requires the reprogramming of one or more modules of the

system to either add or modify the generic functionality that is shipped with the

system, in order to provide support for additional tasks or to change the way in

which the tasks can be performed using the system.

Organisations that deploy their ERP systems via SaaS are limited to the

configuration option. As discussed in section 2.2.4, this currently amounts to

approximately 9% of all organisations. However, for the remaining 91% of

companies using off-site and on-premise deployed systems, there are many

options between configuration and customisation. Brehm et al (2001) identify

seven additional types of system adaptation that can occur between

configuration and customisation, ranging from "Bolt-oris" which has one of the

lowest impacts in terms of the amount of changes to the system, to interface

developments, which has one of the highest impacts. Brehm et al refer to

these 9 adaptation types as "ERP tailoring types" and are summarised in Table

7

Other than configuration, ERP system tailoring is generally strongly

discouraged (for example Brehm et al., 2001; Markus et al., 2000; Sia & Soh,

2007) as it increases implementation time as well as the risk of introducing

bugs into the system, making the system more complex than necessary,

making integration more difficult, and increasing the risks and costs associated
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with future upgrades (Sia & Soh, 2007). The higher the impact in terms of the

amount of changes to the system caused by the tailoring type, the higher the

costs and risks will be. Consequently, it has been suggested that ERP

implementation success depends on the type and extent of system adaptation

(Brehm et al., 2001; Gefen, 2004).
Table 7: ERP Tailoring Types
(Source: (Brehm et ai, 2001, p 6»

Tailoring Type Description Example

Configuration Setting of parameters (or tables), in Define organisational units; create
order to choose between different standard reports; formulate available to-
executions of processes and promise logic; use of a standard
functions in the software package interface to an archive ~stem

Bolt-ons Implementation of third-party Provide ability to track inventory by
package designed to work with product dimensions (e.g., 2 500 m.
ERP system and provide industry- lengths of cable do not equal 1 1000 m.
specific functionality length)

Screen masks Creating of new screen masks for Integrate three screens into one
input and output (soft cow of data

Extended reporting Programming of extended data Design new report with sales revenues
output and reporting options for specific criteria

Workflow Creating of non-standard workflows Set up automated engineering change
programming order approval_Qrocess

User exits Programming of additional software Develop a statistical function for
code in an open interface calculatin__Q___Q_articularmetrics

ERP programming Programming of additional Create a program that calculates the
applications, without changing the phases of the moon for use in
source code production scheduling

Interface Programming of interfaces to Interface with custom-build shopfloor-
development legacy systems or 3rd party system or with a CRM package

products

Package code Changing the source-codes Change error message in warning;
modification ranging from small change to modify production planning

change whole modules

4.2.2. Process Adaptation

Adapting the system to suit user needs requires significant cost and time, and

many organisations choose instead to adopt vanilla implementations -

Implementing the system as Is, without changes. With vanilla implementations,

users are required to make the necessary adjustments to their existing working

practices to match the functionality and work practices embedded within the

system. This can require changes to processes, policies, organisational

structures and roles (Sia & Soh, 2007). The impact of the process adaptation
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can be minor, for example, accepting a different report format or

encompassing an additional processing step within a particular task or activity.

On the other hand, the impacts could be major, for example, the organisation

may need to change its organisational unit structures to accommodate the

cross-functional / process-oriented structure of the business processes

embedded in the package (see 2.4).

The problems associated with adapting existing work processes are numerous:

the extant literature has to date identified significant factors such as resistance

to change, the cost of organisational change management and the loss of

productivity during the transition process (Brehm et al., 2001; Markus & Tanis,

2000; Savage et al., 2010; Skok & Legge, 2002). Resistance to change is a

well-established key success factor in technology innovations (for example

Hirscheim & Newman, 1988; H. Klaus et al., 2000; Sheth et al., 2000), and will

be discussed in more detail in section 4.3 Changes to existing work processes

reduce consistency in terms of users' habitual ways of working (see section

3.4.1). This in turn requires that users learn new ways of working, which are

initially prone to errors during the learning phase and thus incur additional

costs to rectify (Dix et al., 2004; Preece et al., 2002). Organisational change

management initiatives are therefore required to overcome the problems

relating to resistance to change as well as reducing the costs incurred during

the transition phase from the old system and ways of working to the new

system and new ways of working.

4.2.3. Enhancing Work Practice Compatibility

Regardless of which adaptation method is chosen however, the objective of

the adaptation process should be to align the packaged software's embedded

functionality with the needs of the users (Gefen, 2004; Hong & Kim, 2002; E.

T. G. Wang, Lin, Jiang, & Klein, 2007). As discussed in the previous chapter,

this adaptation process should take into consideration both functional as well

as operational needs, thus enabling:

• Compatibility with existing work practices,

• Compatibility with preferred work practices,

• Compatibility with prior experience, and
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• Compatibility with values.

This will lead to a better fit between the system and the users, thus enhancing

work practice compatibility and the resultant quality in use.

4.3. The Knowledge Transfer Process
There are many definitions of knowledge transfer in the literature (Ko et al.,

2005; Lin, 2003; Xu & Ma, 2008). Historically, knowledge transfer was

synonymous simply with knowledge exchange; more recently, knowledge

transfer research is based on a "source and recipient" generic model (Ko et al.,

2005).

Knowledge transfer can occur as an intra-firm transfer of knowledge, for

example, transferring a particular manufacturing process between factories

within a single organisation, or as an external transfer of knowledge, for

example, importing business processes from other organisations within a

particular industry. The main intention of both types of transfer is to obtain

similar results by creating an exact or partial replica of the source's processes

and practices within the recipient unit or organisation (Szulanski, 2000). This

process is known as replication (Szulanski, 2000) or the transfer of knowledge

and Best practice (O'Dell & Grayson, 1998).

The adoption of a new technology can be seen as a knowledge transfer

process (Newell et al., 2000). Complex technologies such as ERP systems

are a combination of knowledge and ideas bundled together into a generic

package that can be used by any organisation within a specified industry.

These packages are then presented to potential adopters as relatively simple,

"best-practice" solutions, whilst at the same time concealing their underlying

complexity. The knowledge embedded within the package is commodified in

this way so that It can be presented as a fixed entity that can be slotted into

any organisational context.
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However, the implementation of an ERP system requires the adoption of the

Best practices embedded within the system to a larger or lesser extent,

depending on the level and type of adaptation chosen. The packaged

knowledge thus requires unpacking so that sense can be made of the various

ideas and practices contained within the package and integrated with existing

organisational knowledge (Newell, Huang, Galliers, & Pan, 2003). Thus, ERP

implementations can be viewed as an external transfer of knowledge between

organisations within a particular industry (Ko et al., 2005). In addition, the

adaptation process itself requires the transfer of knowledge: The

implementation team will need to transfer knowledge about the business

processes embedded in the system to users who learn and apply this

knowledge (Z. Lee & Lee, 2000; Volkoff, Elmes, & Strong, 2004). Similarly,

users will need to transfer knowledge to the implementation team who apply

this knowledge by customising and/or configuring the system to better suit the

requirements of the users (Ko et al., 2005; E. T. G. Wang et al., 2007; Xu &

Ma,2008)

Effective ERP implementations, including adaptation efforts, thus require a

two-way transfer of knowledge: knowledge about the users' current and

preferred working practices, values and prior experiences with technology

needs to be transferred to the implementation team, and knowledge of the

system's embedded business processes needs to be transferred to the users

(E. T. G. Wang et al., 2007; Xu & Ma, 2008). When this knowledge is

transferred successfully, users and the implementation team should have a

better understanding of the differences between work practices, values and

experiences and the processes embedded in the system. This in turn, should

lead to more effective adaptation, resulting in a system that better meets the

needs of the users, and the quality in use that is required for ERP system

success. Hence, this knowledge transfer process is a critical success factor for

ERP adoption success (R. Chan & M. Rosemann, 2001; Jones, Cline, & Ryan,

2006; Z. Lee & Lee, 2000; Parr, Shanks, & Darke, 1999; Volkoff & Sawyer,

2001; Willcocks & Sykes, 2000).
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There are several views about when knowledge transfer can be said to have

taken place. Some researchers take a simplistic view and consider the

transfer to be complete when knowledge is simply exchanged, whilst others

take into consideration the changes that the knowledge incurs on the recipient.

However, the expected benefits of ERP system adoption can only be achieved

through the use of the system (see section 3.2.1), suggesting that the

knowledge about the system needs to be both communicated and applied.

Thus, the transfer of knowledge should incorporate both knowledge movement

and knowledge application. Consequently, Ko et ai's definition of knowledge

transfer is adopted for the purposes of this research study, namely that

knowledge transfer is "the communication of knowledge from a source so that

it is learned and applied by a recipient" (Ko et al., 2005, p.62)

4.3.1. Phases of Knowledge Transfer Process

Knowledge transfer is a lengthy and iterative process. Numerous models of

the process and its phases have been proposed in the literature (Lin, 2003).

Although developed to explain intra-firm knowledge transfer, Szulanski's

(2003) model is seen to be the most appropriate of the above-mentioned

models for ERP implementation research (Ko et al., 2005; Timbrel! et al.,

2001), for three main reasons. Firstly. Szulanski's model is based on Shannon

& Weaver's (1949) theory of communication, thus sharing a common

conceptual foundation with the Delone & Mclean model (1992. 2003) of IS

Success (discussed in 3.2.1) which was used to derive the definition of ERP

success for this research. Secondly. Szulanski's model analyses the transfer

of Best practices. which is the basic premise on which ERP systems are

developed (see chapter 1). Finally. Szulanski's model specifically incorporates

an analysis of the effects of certain characteristics of the source. the recipient

and the practice on the transfer process. As will be demonstrated in the

following section. these characteristics are posited to play a critical role in

successful ERP implementations. particularly in an occupational community of

practice context.
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Szulanski argues that Best practice transfer should be regarded as a process

rather than an event. He identifies four phases for this process, as described

below (2000; 2003):

• Initiation: Begins with the formation of a need and ends when a decision

to transfer is taken. Within an ERP context therefore, the initiation phase

ends when a decision to acquire an ERP system is taken.

• Implementation: Begins when a decision to transfer is taken and ends

on the first day of use. Within an ERP context therefore, implementation

ends on the first day that the system "goes-live". It is during this phase

that information between the implementation team and the users is

transferred in order to configure and/or customise the system

appropriately.

• Ramp Up: Begins on the first day of use and ends when satisfactory

results are first obtained through the use of the new knowledge / system.

For ERP systems, it is only during this phase that actual work practice

compatibility (see section 3.4) can be determined, as it is at this stage

that the users begin to use the system and the effects of the

configuration/customisation can be determined.

• Integration: Once satisfactory results have been obtained, the use of the

new knowledge / system gradually becomes routinised, that is, the new

practices will be integrated into the day to day activities of the users.

It is during the implementation phase that knowledge about the Best practices

and working practices is exchanged between the recipient and the source.

This knowledge is imperative for configuring and customising the system to

effectively meet the requirements of the users. Thus it can be argued that the

implementation phase of the knowledge transfer process is the most crucial

phase for attaining acceptable levels of work practice compatibility.

Comparing the phases in the knowledge transfer process to the phases in the

ERP Adopter life cycle, it can be seen that the phases of each tend to parallel

one other (Figure 12). As discussed previously, Work Practice Compatibility

and ERP success can only be determined during the Usage phase of the ERP
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Adopter life cycle. However, the level of stickiness (discussed next)

encountered during the knowledge transfer process is a matter for

determination during the implementation phase of both the knowledge transfer

process and the implementation phase of the ERP Adoption life cycle.

Therefore, this study is positioned within the implementation and usage phase

of the ERP Adopter life cycle, and the implementation phase of the knowledge

transfer process.

Figure 12: Knowledge Transfer Process and ERP Adopter Life Cycle Phases

Knowledge Transfer Process

Ramp UpInitiation

KT Barriers
Adaptation WPC

ERP Success

Decision Usage

ERP Adopter Life Cycle

4.3.2. Factors Affecting Knowledge Transfer

Effective knowledge transfer, whether internal or external to the organisation,

is strongly influenced by the levels of stickiness - the difficulty in transferring

knowledge - between a source and a recipient (for example Argote, McEvily, &

Reagans, 2003; Ko et aI., 2005; Nonaka, 1994; Szulanski, 2003; Timbrell et

al., 2001). Effective knowledge transfer therefore requires an understanding of

the origins of stickiness within the transfer process in order to incorporate

appropriate interventions to reduce the most significant barriers.
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Szulanski identifies 9 origins of stickiness which he groups into the 4

categories of characteristics of the recipient, characteristics of the source,

characteristics of the knowledge and characteristics of the environment. His

analysis of these barriers included their relative importance during each phase

of the knowledge transfer process. These results were surprising: contrary to

expectations, knowledge factors consistently superseded motivational factors

during each phase. In particular, for the implementation phase (the phase

within which this study is positioned), the knowledge factors of absorptive

capacity, causal ambiguity and arduous relationship ranked as the top three

most important factors respectively. Recipient motivation, which was expected

to rank first, ranked fourth, with source motivation ranking even lower.

Other studies within the IS domain partially reinforce Szulanski's (2003) results

with regard to some of the knowledge factors, but contradict his results in

terms of the motivational factors (Ko et al., 2005; Timbrell et al., 2001). In

addition, the IS literature reports that communication factors are also of critical

importance in the knowledge transfer process, particularly during the

implementation phase when the knowledge is being transferred (Ko et al.,

2005).

Figure 13 reflects the barriers to knowledge transfer selected for inclusion into

this study. These barriers were selected by synthesizing the results of prior

studies within the ERP domain and identifying those factors that were

empirically shown to have an impact on the implementation phase of the

knowledge transfer process. These factors were then grouped according to

Szulanski's three categories of recipient, source and knowledge. To highlight

the importance of communication during the transfer process, Szulanski's

(2003) original category of Context is renamed here as Communication.
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Figure 13: Proposed Factors Affecting the Implementation Phase of the Knowledge
Transfer Process

Source

4.3.2.1. Recipient Characteristics

Szulanski identified three recipient characteristics - absorptive capacity,

retentive capacity and motivation. Retentive capacity refers to the recipient's

ability to integrate and routinise new knowledge. Although found to be of high

importance during the Ramp-up phase, Retentive Capacity was found to have

little impact on the implementation phase (Szulanski, 2003; Timbrell et al.,

2001), and is thus not included in this study.

Recipient

Absorptive Capacity (AC)

The definitions and operationalisations of Absorptive Capacity vary

considerably in the literature (Lin, 2003). The most widely cited definition is

that of Cohen & Levinthal (1990), who define absorptive capacity as the firm's

ability to recognize the value of new, extemal knowledge, assimilate the

knowledge, and apply knowledge to commercial ends. According to Cohen &

Levinthal (1990), absorptive capacity is primarily a result of prior related

knowledge and experience. A recipient that lacks absorptive capacity will be

less likely to recognise the value of new knowledge, less likely to recreate that
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knowledge and less likely to apply it successfully. Szulanski found this to be

the most significant barrier during the implementation phase, whilst Timbrell

(2001) found it to be the second most important within an ERP context.

At the most fundamental level, this prior knowledge includes basic skills and a

shared language, but may also include knowledge of the most recent

developments in a given field (Szulanski, 2003). Based on this definition,

absorptive capacity refers to knowledge about the work domain, that is, the

training and/or experience that provides users with the required knowledge to

perform their jobs.

Within the ERP context, Park et al (2007) operationalise this construct in terms

of prior knowledge relating to the technology, and extends the absorptive

capacity construct into the three interrelated components of users' capacity to

(1) understand external knowledge, (2) assimilate knowledge into their task

environment, and (3) apply the knowledge to the task. Their results provide

empirical evidence that a strong pre-existing knowledge base relating to the

system enables recognition of the value of new information, the ability to

assimilate it and use it effectively when performing tasks.

Consequently, for the purposes of this research study, Absorptive Capacity is

operationalised into a multidimensional construct consisting of two dimensions.

These are

(1) System Domain Knowledge - the users' ability to understand the

functionality and general business process logic of an ERP system well

enough to apply the technology when conducting their work. This is what Park

et al (2007) refer to as understanding ERP systems in technical terms.

(2) Work Domain Knowledge - the users' ability to understand the tasks

and work practices that comprise their jobs. Having a solid understanding of

the work that needs to be performed enables users to better understand how

the new system fits into the work domain, as well as providing the users with
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sufficient work domain knowledge to implement the new system effectively.

This is what Szulanski refers to as technical competence.

Motivation
Within the context of knowledge transfer, motivation refers to the willingness of

the recipients to learn the new knowledge I processes (Szulanski, 2003). As

opposed to the ability of a recipient to learn, apply and integrate new

processes, motivation refers to the willingness of the recipient to do this. Thus,

a recipient may have high absorptive capacity but may not be willing to accept

the new knowledge.

According to Szulanski (2003), the true motivation of the recipient is likely to be

revealed during the implementation stage. The recipient may ignore the

source's recommendations out of misunderstanding, resentment or to preserve

pride of ownership and status. The lack of motivation may present itself at any

stage during the ERP adopter life cycle (T. Klaus, Wingreen, & Blanton, 2007;

Szulanski, 2003), and can take the form of resistant behaviours, for instance,

foot-dragging and sabotage, or attitudes and perceptions, such as the Not-

Invented-Here syndrome.

This construct could be viewed more broadly as Resistance to Change or User

Resistance, which has an extensive body of knowledge in the literature

(Hirscheim & Newman, 1988; T. Klaus et al., 2007; Sheth et al., 2000).

Resistance to change is defined in the management literature as "the forces

against change in work organisations" (Mullins, 1999, p.824). User resistance

is more specific than overall resistance to change, as it involves people

working with a computer-based system (T. Klaus & Blanton, 2010; T. Klaus et

al., 2007). Based on this perception, Klaus et al define User Resistance as

lithe behavioural expression of a user's opposition to a system implementation

during the implementation" (2010, p.627). A comparison of the definitions

provided by Szulanski (2003) and Klaus (2007; 2010) thus suggests that

Motivation and User Resistance can be used interchangeably within the

context of this research, as both conceptualisations include resistance

behaviours as well as attitudes. To maintain as much consistency as possible
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with Szulanski's (2003) original model, it was decided to adopt his "Motivation"

conceptualisation of this construct for this study.

There is an extensive body of literature around the factors that influence both

motivation and resistance, much of which is outside the scope of this study

(Hirscheim & Newman, 1988; Jiang, Muhanna, & Klein, 2000; T. Klaus &

Blanton, 2010; Ram & Sheth, 1989). However, the literature that suggests that

there are interdependencies between the barriers, and more specifically,

between Motivation and the other barriers, are of particular relevance to this

study, and are discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.2.5.

4.3.2.2. Source Characteristics

Szulanski identified two factors relating to this category, source credibility and

source motivation. Within the ERP implementation context, source motivation

is not a useful criterion for studying barriers to knowledge transfer, as the

"source" in such cases refers to the ERP vendor or ERP implementation

consulting firm. Szulanski contends that a knowledge source may be reluctant

to share knowledge for fear of losing ownership or status, or simply due to a

lack of recognition for their efforts (Szulanski, 2000). As discussed above,

ERP system knowledge is commodified (Newell et al., 2000) and thus may well

be considered as esoteric and privileged by the knowledge source. However,

as the source's business well-being is dependent on the success of the

implementation, it can be accepted that the source's "motivation" to transfer

the required knowledge is likely to be at a level that will facilitate, rather than
impede, the transfer process.

Consequently, source motivation is excluded from this study and source

credibility is the only factor in this category that is included for further
investigation.

Source Credibility (SC)

Source Credibility refers to the perception of the users of the credibility of the

source of the knowledge - the degree to which the donor of the Best practice

is perceived to be reliable and trustworthy (Szulanski, Cappetta, & Jensen,
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2004). Within the context of an ERP implementation, the need for trust is

essential (Gefen, 2004). The implementation of an ERP system can result in a

considerable improvement in the company's performance, but can also have

extremely detrimental effects if unsuccessful. In particular, and as discussed

above, ERP implementations require some level of adaptation to align the

system to the specific organisational needs. User organisations depend on

vendors and/or implementation consultants to perform this customisation

effectively, which in tum, reflects the importance of the role that trust plays in

the implementation process (Gefen, 2004) When the source is perceived to

be credible, the knowledge offered by the source tends to be viewed as useful,

thus facilitating the transfer of knowledge (Ko et at., 2005). When the source is

not perceived as reliable, trustworthy or knowledgeable, initiating a transfer

from that source will be more difficult, as recipients will be more likely to

dismiss and reject the knowledge (Szulanski, 2003).

Szulanski found that source credibility was not a significant factor in his study.

In contrast, other IS-related studies have reported that this factor to be of

significance during the implementation phase of knowledge transfer within the

ERP context (for example Gefen, 2004; Ko et al., 2005; Timbrell et al., 2001).

Gefen summarises the importance of source credibility by noting that "trust

determines, among other things, the expected utility people expect to gain from

the business interaction... in proving reliable will substantiate the willingness of

the trusting party to depend on the other individual or group" (2004, p 264).

4.3.2.3. Knowledge Characteristics

Szulanski identified two factors within this category - causal ambiguity and

unproven knowledge. Causal ambiguity - "the absence of know-why ... why

something is done, and why a given action results in a given outcome"

(Timbrell et al., 2001, p.118) - was found to be of relative unimportance in the

context of ERP implementations (Timbrell, 2001) and is therefore not explored

further in this study.
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Unproven Knowledge

Unproven knowledge refers to whether the knowledge being transferred has

previously been shown to be of use by others in similar contexts. Knowledge

with a proven record of past usefulness is less difficult to transfer, because

there is proof that the knowledge is effective within similar contexts.

Recipients of unproven knowledge therefore may be sceptical of its relevance

(Szulanski, 2003), and thus it may be more difficult to persuade users to

accept the knowledge (Rogers, 1983). In particular within the ERP context,

due to the need to adapt business processes to some extent, unproven

knowledge makes it even more difficult to justify these changes. Thus, when

there is evidence that the knowledge has proven to be robust in other

environments, and the source is reputable, uncertainty is reduced.

Unproven knowledge was ranked as the second most important factor in the

ramp-up phase of the transfer process within an ERP implementation context

(Timbrel! et al., 2001), and only seventh in importance in the implementation

phase. In contrast Szulanski found this factor to rank fourth during the

implementation phase within an inter-firm context, and of no relative

importance during the ramp-up phase. Despite the relatively low rankings of

this factor reported during the implementation phase, it is posited that within

the occupational communities of practice context the factor may take on a

more important role (see Section 4.4.3).

4.3.2.4. Communication Characteristics

As noted above, Szulanski's original category of Context is renamed in this

study as Communication to highlight the importance of communicating

information during the transfer process. He identified two factors within this

category - barren organisational context and arduous relationship. Arduous

relationship is included in this study as it has been found to be important (Ko et

al., 2005; Markus et al., 2000; Robey et al., 2002; Soh et al., 2000; Szulanski,

2003). Barren organisational context is operationalised in terms of the facilities

provided at the organisational level and is thus considered outside the scope

of this study. Instead, shared understanding (Ko et al., 2005) which has been

found to influence knowledge transfer has been incorporated.
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Arduous Relationship

Arduous relationship refers to the nature and quality of the relationship

between the source and the recipient, and has been found to be a critical

factor in successful intra- and inter-firm knowledge transfer (Argote et al.,

2003; Ko et al., 2005; Szulanski, 2003). Defined as an emotionally laborious

and distant relationship between a source and a recipient (Szulanski 1996), it

affects the ability of the source to transfer the required knowledge and the

ability of the recipient to learn and apply that knowledge (Ko et al., 2005).

Within an ERP implementation context, of an ERP implementation, ease of

communication between the consultant or implementation team and the

intended user is crucial, as the transfer process requires regular interaction

(Nonaka, 1994). Users may require additional explanations to verify the

relevance of the new system to their needs. likewise, consultants may need

additional information from the users to understand and fill gaps in their

knowledge about the new system. The success of these interactions is

dependent on the ease of communication.

Shared Understanding

Shared Understanding is defined as the similarity in the source and recipient's

work values, norms, philosophy, problem-solving approaches, and prior work

experience (Ko et al., 2005). Without a shared understanding, there is a

tendency for the parties to disagree about what they are doing and why, which

leads to poor outcomes (Ko et al., 2005).

Within an ERP implementation context, a shared understanding between

consultants and users in terms of their prior work experiences, values and

problem-solving approaches is argued to lead to a greater likelihood that they

would be able to work together effectively to achieve a positive outcome. For

example, Soh et al (2000) found that knowledge transfer between key users

and ERP Implementation teams was severely hindered due to the diversity in

backgrounds, interests and knowledge bases of the participants. A shared

understanding therefore makes it easier to transfer knowledge between a

source and a recipient, due to an increase in understandability.
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4.3.2.5. Interdependencies between barriers

Based on the above definitions of the barriers to knowledge transfer, it is

evident that there are interdependencies between these (Ko et al., 2005;

Szulanski, 2003), and that these interdependencies can be argued in both

directions.

For example, Szulanski suggests that source credibility may increase recipient

willingness to accept the new knowledge (recipient motivation), but could at the

same time reduce the recipients' need to validate the usefulness of the

knowledge (unproven knowledge). In contrast, it could equally be argued that

the more useful the knowledge has been proven to be in similar contexts, the

more credible the source will be perceived to be. Similarly, Ko, et al. (2005)

posited that source credibility could also affect the quality of the relationship

between the recipient and the source. Their findings reported that the more

credible the consultant was perceived to be, the less arduous the relationship

between the consultant and the user tended to be. Similarly, Bashein &

Markus (1997) reported that IS specialists were excluded from strategic

initiatives in which IT played a critical role, because they were perceived to

have little credibility.

Although only one interdependency between the arduous relationship barrier

has been linked with one other barrier in the literature, other barriers can

clearly be seen to be related to this factor as well. Arduous relationship refers

to the recipient's willingness to communicate and collaborate with the source.

Thus, unproven knowledge, motivation and shared understanding can be seen

as affecting, or being affected by, the arduousness of the relationship between

the source and the recipient.

The same argument holds true for the Motivation factor. For example, it is

evident from the above that difficulties in communication (arduous

relationships), lack of source credibility, unproven knowledge and a lack of

shared understanding can adversely affect the users' willingness to accept the

new system (recipient motivation). For example, consultants who have

different work practices and values to those of users may be considered
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unreliable and ill-equipped to provide a system that meets user needs, thus

reducing the motivation of the users to accept the system that is being

provided. In contrast, it is equally plausible to argue that the motivation of the

recipients has an effect on these barriers. For example, a lack of motivation

could be seen to reduce shared understanding and increase the arduousness

of relationships because recipients would be unwilling to communicate and/or

make the effort to bridge any communications gaps with the implementation

team.

An investigation of the full spectrum of the interdependencies between the

knowledge transfer barriers falls outside the scope of this study. However, to

reduce the complexity of the study's research model, it was necessary to

identify these interdependencies so that a subset could be selected for

inclusion into the model. This aspect is discussed further in section 5.4.2.

In summary, this section has discussed the importance of the knowledge

transfer process for enhancing the compatibility of the system to the needs of

users. To provide a fuller understanding of the problems associated with ERP

success, it is necessary to understand the factors that shape user needs and

how these factors may influence the knowledge transfer process. This is

discussed next.

4.4. Occupational Communities of Practice
Changing a business system, as in the case of implementing an ERP system,

will affect the people associated with that business system (Toomey, 2009,

p.228). The nature of the people involved determines how they will react to

that change. Therefore, when implementing a new technology, it is important

to understand the behaviour of people as individuals, and as a consequence of

the communities that are involved. The organisational environment comprises

multiple occupational communities of practice (Oeops) - a "community of

communities of practices" (J. S. Brown & Duguid, 2001). For example,

employees within the accounting and finance department may belong to the

Institute of Chartered Accountants, or employees within the sales and
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marketing function may be members of the Chartered Institute of Marketing.

The working practices of the members of these oeops are shaped, to a large

extent, by the rules and policies that govern the community, and also

influenced by the training, organisational experience and apprenticeship

programme that members undergo in order to become fully fledged and

capable members of the community (H. M. Trice, 1993). In general, oeops

display specific characteristics that are enhanced by a strong sense of

commitment to the community. These characteristics could adversely affect

the knowledge transfer process, which, in turn, could affect the adaptation

process required to enhance the fit between the users' work practices and the

work practices embedded within the system.

These communities influence, to a large extent, the working practices of their

members, thus influencing user requirements of the system, and potentially

causing conflicting requirements between each other.

A brief review of communities of practice is provided, followed by a more

detailed discussion of occupational communities of practice. A comparison is

drawn between occupational and professional communities of practice. The

characteristics of these communities that appear to be most relevant to this

study are discussed, in terms of their posited effects on the knowledge transfer

process.

4.4.1. Communities of Practice (CoPs)

The term "Communities of Practice" was coined by Lave & Wenger (1998) to

refer to the community that acts as a "living curriculum" for apprenticeship

systems (Wenger, 2006). A community of practice is defined as "groups of

people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic and

who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting on an

ongoing basis" (Wenger et al., 2002, p.4). To distinguish a community of

practice from a general community (Wenger, 2006), three characteristics are

required (Wenger et al., 2002):
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• A Domain - the community of practice needs to have a common domain

of interest from which its identity is derived. Members of the community

are thus expected to display a commitment to that field of knowledge

and to have a shared competence that distinguishes them from people

outside of the community.

• A Community - although it is not necessary for members to work

together on a daily basis, the concept of a community requires that

members need to interact regularly. Such interaction usually takes the

form of joint discussions or activities, helping each other and sharing

information. In essence, this interaction leads to the building of

relationships so that members can learn from each other.

• A Practice - members of a community of practice are practitioners.

They build a common set of tools, language, routines, artefacts

(Wenger, 1998) and ways of addressing issues which leads to the

development of a shared practice within the specific domain.

Communities of Practice can relate to many different types of groups of

people, including those who share a similar line of work or occupation. These

are referred as Occupational Communities of Practice (Bechky, 2003; Van

Maanen & Barley, 1984). The members of occupational communities of

practice are the intended users of ERP systems, and are therefore the focus of

this study.

4.4.1.1. Occupational Communities of Practice (OCoPs)

Occupational Communities of Practice are defined as:

• "a group of people who consider themselves to be engaged in the same

sort of work;

• whose identity Is drawn from that work

• who share with one another a set of values, norms and perspectives

• that apply to but extend beyond work-related matters" (Van Maanen &

Barley, 1984, p.287)
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For the purposes of this study, professions are viewed as occupational

communities. The concept of professional communities of practice has

attracted an extensive debate in the literature (for example Abbott, 1988; Bloor

& Dawson, 1994; Scott, 2008; Turner & Hodge, 1970) which falls outside the

scope of this thesis. Relevant to this study, however, is Wang et aI's (2004)

observation that professional communities are defined in exactly the same way

as occupational communities of practice, that is, in terms of their members'

strength of identity and involvement with the community. This notion is

supported by Van Maanen & Barley's observation that "when unpacked by

speciality and interest. .. they differ from other lines of work (and each other)

only by virtue of the relative autonomy each is able to sustain within the

political economy of a given society" (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984, p.287).

The characteristics of community of practice members are discussed in more

detail in section 4.4.2.

Occupational communities tend to create unique "work cultures" consisting of

codes of conduct that include standards for appropriate behaviour as well as

working practices (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984).

As with communities of practice in general, the concept of practice within

occupational communities includes the language, tools, symbols, and

procedures that relate to the community. Within the context of occupational

communities, this domain of interest relates to the work that is being carried

out within the occupational domain, in other words, the shared practices that

have been developed by and within the community. These shared practices

include not only the explicit, but also the tacit knowledge that is contained

within the community. Such tacit knowledge relates to the historical and social

context that shapes the occupational community: the underlying assumptions,

shared world views, traditions and rules of thumb that are undocumented but

part of the domain narrative that is shared exclusively with members (Wenger,

1998).

Individuals become members of an occupational community of practice

through participation in the community's activities, and by learning the
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appropriate work behaviours and norms (Bechky, 2003, p.317). Whilst it is

often necessary to adapt such work behaviours to fit the specific organisational

context or "locus of practice" (Betchky, 2003), occupational communities of

practice shape their members' work activities in terms of how and why such

activities are performed - "it is doing in a historical and social context that

gives structure and meaning to what we do" (Wenger, 1998, p.47). User

requirements are necessarily derived from their work practices. Thus it follows

that the needs of ERP users who are members of occupational communities of

practice are shaped by that community and by the shared practices and

historical and social context within which those practices are conducted (Van

Maanen & Barley, 1984).

4.4.2. Characteristics of OCoP Membership
Synthesis of the relevant literature identifies three characteristics of members

of occupational communities that are relevant to this study (Bechky, 2003; Van

Maanen & Barley, 1984; Wenger et al., 2002). These are occupational

commitment, the need for self-control and subjective norm, discussed below.

4.4.2.1. Occupational Commitment (OCS)

Historically, commitment was studied within the domain of organisational

behaviour. Meyer & Allen's (1991) synthesis of the extant literature on

organisational commitment led to the development of a three-component

model. This model identified three distinct dimensions of the construct,
namely:

(1) Commitment as an affective attachment to the organisation, which they

referred to as affective commitment;

(2) Commitment as a perceived cost associated with leaving the organisation,

which they referred to as continuance commitment; and

(3) Commitment as an obligation to remain with the organisation, which they

refer to as normative commitment.

More recently, Interest in this concept has broadened to the domains of unions,

professions, careers and occupations (Meyer et ai, 1993). The terms
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occupation, profession and career have been used "somewhat

interchangeably in the commitment literature" (Meyer, Allen, & Smith, 1993,

p.539). For example, Wang et al suggest that "a profession is generally defined

as an occupation requiring advanced education and specialist knowledge" (X.

Wang & Armstrong, 2004, p.378). Meyer et al (1993) chose the term

occupation over profession because they believed that both professionals and

non-professionals can experience commitment to the work that they do.

For the purposes of this study, the definition of occupation is adopted from Lee

et ai, which is stated as "an identifiable and specific line of work that an

individual engages in to earn a living at a given point in time (e.g., nurse,

banker, clerk). It is made up of a constellation of requisite skills, knowledge,

and duties that differentiate it from other occupations and, typically, is

transferable across settings" (K. Lee, Carswell, & Allen, 2000, p.800).

Occupational commitment has been defined as "a person's belief in and

acceptance of the values of his or her chosen occupation or line of work, and a

willingness to maintain membership in that occupation" (Vandenberg &

Scarpello, 1994, p.535). This definition implies a uni-dimensional view of the

construct (Blau, 2001; Irving, Coleman, & Cooper, 1997; Meyer et al., 1993).

However, Meyer et al (1993) believed that like organisational commitment,

occupational commitment should be multi-dimensional in nature.

To this end, Meyer et al examined the applicability of their three-component

organisational commitment model (1991) within the context of occupational

commitment. Their study demonstrated that occupational and organisational

commitment were distinct constructs, and that occupational commitment, like

organisational commitment, should be operationalised in terms of the three

components of affective, normative and continuance commitment. Empirical

support for the generalisability of the model across occupations was also

reported by Irving et al (1997).

Blau (2001, 2003) challenged the model, suggesting firstly that the

continuance dimension be split into 2 further dimensions of accumulated costs
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and limited alternatives, and secondly, that the discriminant validity of the

dimensions had not been appropriately established. Blau & Holladay (2006),

however, concluded that a 1-factor measure for continuance commitment was

in fact sufficient. Further, in support of Meyer et ai's findings, whilst the other

two dimensions appeared to depend interactively on each other, affective

commitment was a 'stand alone' commitment dimension that demonstrated

sufficient discriminant validity. Consequently, Meyer et ai's (1993) model of

occupational commitment is accepted for the purposes of this study.

Each of the three dimensions of occupational commitment implies a different

reason for remaining in the chosen occupation. Members with a strong

affective commitment will stay in their chosen occupation because they want

to. In contrast, members with a strong continuance commitment will stay

because they feel need to, and those with a strong normative continuance will

remain because they feel obliged to do so (Meyer et al., 1993). In addition,

commitment can vary in strength, from "somewhat bound to unconditionally

bound" (Meyer & Herscovitch, 2001, p.318). The more committed the

member, the more one would expect the member to display behaviours that

reflect the community's practices, values and norms.

Occupational commitment thus refers to a member's sense of belonging to, or

interdependence with, a community or collective (Koh & Kim, 2004). A strong

occupational commitment results in high levels of self-control (see Section

4.4.2.2) and subjective norm (see Section 4.4.2.3) (Van Maanen & Barley,

1984; X. Wang & Armstrong, 2004).

4.4.2.2. Need for Self-Control

Occupational communities are founded on the belief that only the members

possess the proper knowledge and skills required to decide on how the work is

to be performed and assessed. Furthermore, members expect that they will

dictate the entrance requirements to the community.

Although a job role is created within an organisation, the work that comprises

such a role is generally linked to an occupational community. Members
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develop among themselves their own understanding of what their practice is

about (Wenger, 1998), Differences between what management expect to be

done and what is actually done are often the result of occupational members

doing what they feel they must do, based on this understanding and historically

developed shared practice (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984).

Thus, the organisation cannot autonomously control the work practice as the

latter is shaped and regulated by the referent occupational community.

4.4.2.3. SubjectiveNorm

In the IS literature, the Subjective Norm has been identified as an important

antecedent to a person's intention to use a technology (for example Ajzen,

1991; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Taylor & Todd, 1995; Venkatesh & Morris,

2000), including ERP systems (Bagchi, Kanungo, & Dasgupta, 2003; Chung,

Skibniewski, & Kwak, 2009; Elragal & Bhirry, 2011). It is defined as "a

person's perception that most people who are important to him think he should

or should not perform the behaviours in question" (Fishbein & Azjen, 1975, p

302). In mandatory settings, such as in the use of ERP systems, it has been

reported that users will use a certain technology that they may not find to their

liking if:

• they believe their important referents think that they should; and

• they are sufficiently motivated to comply with those referents (5. A.

Brown et al., 2002; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).

Within an occupational community context, members seek both support and

affirmation to maintain a sense of belonging and identity and consequently

select their referent others from the community (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984).

Members look to their referent group for approval for their actions and work

practices, including the use of technology (Taylor & Todd, 1995; Tulu et al.,

2006; E. T. G. Wang et al., 2007). The appropriateness of a technology and its

related work practices are often influenced by the opinions of community

members (Tutu et al., 2006).
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Thus, within the context of this study, subjective norm relates to the effect that

referent others have on the motivation and attitude of members to accept

technology-related work-practices.

4.4.3. OCoP Characteristics and ERP Success

Different communities of practice have different knowledge bases, rituals, and

so forth (J. S. Brown & Duguid, 1991). Knowledge tends to leak in the direction

of shared practices and sticks when practices are not shared (J. S. Brown &

Duguid, 2001). People with different practices have different assumptions,

world views, interpretations and ways of making sense of their world. In

keeping with the Relativist philosophy underpinning this research (see section

6.2.2), it is argued that each person constructs their understanding of the world

on the basis of their experiences with it (Bechky, 2003). ERP consultants and

vendors have their own experiences, interactions, language, and so forth, and

can be construed as comprising a distinct community of practice. Thus, the

understandings that consultants and the other occupational communities that

are part of the ERP implementation have may be different, causing the flow of

knowledge between these communities to be sticky (Bechky, 2003; J. S.

Brown & Duguid, 2001). This suggests that membership of different

communities of practice could negatively influences the knowledge transfer

barrier of shared understanding.

In addition, the three characteristics of members of occupational communities

identified above may affect the knowledge transfer process

Occupational Commitment (OCS)

The three dimensions of occupational commitment each have different

implications on the work behaviours and intentions of members. An

attachment that is borne out of desire rather than need or obligation is a

stronger and more naturally positive force (Blau & Holladay, 2006). Thus,

members who are affectively committed are thus expected to identify more

strongly with the community, and behave in ways that are beneficial to, and

promote the community and its interests. In contrast, it has been found that
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continuance commitment has led to opposite behaviours (Meyer et al., 1993).

This suggests that affective commitment could reduce member's willingness to

accept knowledge from outsiders, thus negatively affecting the knowledge

barrier of Motivation.

Further, this suggests that members who are affectively committed would be

more likely to keep up with the latest developments in the occupation, through,

for example, attending conferences, or participating in relevant associations

(Meyer et ai, 1993). Such members can be expected to have a high absorptive

capacity in terms of work domain knowledge. Thus, affective commitment is

seen to also positively affect the knowledge transfer barrier of Absorptive

Capacity.

Need for Self-Control

The need for self-control emphasizes that work practices are regulated by

members only and those members are resistant to changes originating from

outside the community. Thus, attempts by organisations to impose outside

practices, such as those embedded within an ERP system, will be met with

resistance. In addition, members tend to be unwilling to share their specialist

knowledge with outsiders as this sharing reduces their status and self-control

(Van Maanen & Barley, 1984). Within an ERP implementation context, this

suggests that members would be unwilling to precisely describe their work

practices to ERP consultants, thus making communication more difficult.

Consequently, self-control can be seen to negatively affect the knowledge

transfer barrier of motivation and enhance the arduousness of relationships

between users and consultants.

Subjective Norm

The need for members to seek approval from their referent others suggests

that subjective norm could negatively influence the knowledge transfer barriers

of source credibility, unproven knowledge and motivation. Members may

consider consultants to be outsiders and thus to be unreliable sources of

acceptable and legitimate working practices. In addition, unless the
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technology itself is endorsed by referent others, or previously proven to be of

use to other members, members would be unwilling to use the technology, that

is, members' motivation to accept the technology would be negatively affected,

and the technology would be considered to be unproven knowledge.

Thus, it is posited that the effects of occupational community of practice

membership on ERP success is not a direct effect, but rather mediated through

the effects of on the knowledge transfer barriers. These barriers, in turn, are

posited to affect Work Practice Compatibility, which is identified as the primary

antecedent of success.

4.5. Summary
In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that in order to enhance Work

Practice Compatibility when implementing an ERP system, it is necessary to

adapt either the system to suit the needs of the users, or the users' existing

practices to suit the business model embedded in the system (Hong & Kim,

2002). This requires a bi-directional transfer of knowledge between the users

and the implementation team.

It has also been shown that a major problem in ERP implementation is

overcoming the barriers to effective knowledge transfer (Volkoff et al., 2004).

Six barriers have been identified for investigation in this study, namely,

Absorptive Capacity, Arduous Relationship, Motivation, Shared Understanding,

Source Credibility, and Unproven Knowledge.

Review of the communities of practice literature identified that those users of

ERP systems who belong to occupational communities of practice display

characteristics that are enhanced by a strong sense of commitment to the

community. These characteristics could have a significant impact on the

stickiness of the knowledge transfer process, the ability of the members to

adapt to new processes, and the level of resultant requirements mismatches

that could be detrimental to ERP success. This suggests that a strong sense

of commitment to the occupational community of practice (OCOP) could
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increase stickiness during the knowledge transfer process, thus having a

detrimental effect on work practice compatibility and resultant overall

implementation success.

Having reviewed the extant literature relevant to this research in the last three

chapters, it is now possible to discuss the research model and hypotheses of

this study. This is addressed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES

"Beforebeginninga Hunt, it is wise to ask someonewhat you are looking
for beforeyou begin lookingfor it."

Winnie the Pooh - Pooh's Little Instruction Book

5.1. Introduction
The previous three chapters explored the extant literature relevant to this

research. Guided by this literature review, the propositions underpinning this

research can now be explicated (5.2), followed by a presentation of the

research statement (5.3),

The theoretical framework for this research is presented in section 5.4, which

decomposes the research statement into a set of hypotheses. These

hypotheses form the basis for the formulation of an overall research question,

which in turn is decomposed into sub-questions (5.5). Section 5.6 concludes

the chapter by assembling the hypotheses into the research model for this
study.

5.2. The relationship between Occupational
Community of Practice and Quality in
Use

Based on the literature review discussed in the previous three chapters, this

research is framed by the following propositions (1) increased job performance

is achieved through system compatibility with work practices, (2) work

practices are shaped by occupational communities of practices, (3) adaptation

between the system and work practices is required during implementation, and

(4) knowledge transfer, which is crucial for successful ERP implementation, is
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difficult and consists of many barriers that are exacerbated by OCoP

characteristics

Collectively, these four propositions form the basis on which this research is

based, namely that occupational communities of practice strength of

commitment (OCS) will increase resistance to new knowledge and practices,

thus interfering with the knowledge transfer process and reducing the ability of

the consultants and users to mutually adapt the system to suit the users' needs

in terms of existing, past, preferred and imposed working practices. This in

turn will decrease the users' ability to achieve enhanced performance with the

system. Thus, knowledge transfer barriers, adaptation and Work Practice

Compatibility are intervening variables (Bryman & Bell, 2003) in the

relationship between Occupational Community of Practice strength of

commitment and Quality in Use.

5.3. Problem Statement
Based on the above, the following overall problem statement for this research

can be derived:

ERP systems ought to be compatible with Occupational Communities of

Practice work practices in order to achieve the expected benefits of

improved job performance

The associated sub-problems are as follows:

1. The relationship between occupational strength of commitment (OCS)

and the barriers to the knowledge transfer process is not known

2. The relationships between adaptation, knowledge transfer barriers and

work practice compatibility are not known

3. The relationship between work practice compatibility and self-perceived

individual performance is not known
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5.4. Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this research study is based on the problem

statement and sub problems listed above. Collectively, these problems

suggest that investigating the problem of ERP success through the lens of

occupational communities of practice could reveal an unidentified, and

significant, explanatory factor of ERP adoption outcomes.

In the following sections, the hypotheses relating to each of these relationships

are explicated

5.4.1. The Relationship between OCoP Commitment and
Barriers

The implementation of an ERP system requires changes to existing working

practices to a larger or lesser extent due to the necessity of having to adopt the

Best practice processes embedded within the software. This occurs through a

knowledge transfer process - ERP consultants need to transfer knowledge

about the business processes embedded in the system to users who learn and

apply this knowledge. Similarly, users will need to transfer knowledge to

consultants who apply this knowledge by customising and/or configuring the

system to better suit the requirements of the users. This knowledge transfer

process is a lengthy and difficult process with many known barriers.

As discussed in the literature review, Szulanski (2003) identified a

comprehensive framework for inter-firm transfer of knowledge. Prior research

within the ERP context identified the relative importance of these barriers per

phase of the knowledge transfer process (Ko et al., 2005; Timbrell et al.,

2001). As the implementation phase is considered the most crucial phase of

the process, only those barriers that were found to influence this phase are

included in the research model and hypotheses (see Section 4.3.2).

Organisations employ staff members who belong to various Occupational

Communities of Practice (OCoP). One of the characteristics that such

members display is Occupational Commitment (OCS), which refers to one's

sense of belonging to a collective (Koh & Kim, 2004). A strong sense of

commitment results in high levels of self-control and subjective norm (Van
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Maanen & Barley, 1984; X. Wang & Armstrong, 2004). A strong sense of

commitment suggests that the member is more entrenched in the community

and its accepted ways of working than members with a lesser sense of

community.

Consequently it is expected that OCoP membership will strengthen these

barriers, and further, that the higher the strength of occupational commitment

(OCS), the stronger the barriers will be against outside interference. This

expectation can be rephrased into the following general hypothesis:

H5 High levels of Occupational Community of Practice Strength of

Commitment will affect the barriers to the knowledge transfer process

The anticipated effect of occupational community of practice membership and

the strength of occupational commitment on each of the barriers relevant to the

implementation phase of the knowledge transfer process are discussed next.

5.4.1.1. Absorptive Capacity

Being a member of an occupational community of practice suggests that the

users have been through a training or apprenticeship programme that provides

them with the knowledge base required to perform their jobs, as well as a

shared language and knowledge about the most recent developments in their

field (Park et al., 2007; Szulanski, 2003). This suggests that absorptive

capacity of the new knowledge is enhanced, due to the training and prior

knowledge that are acquired as part of becoming an established member of a

community.

Thus, it is argued that a user's ability to understand the tasks and work

processes that comprise their jobs can help them to understand the

functionality and business process logic of an ERP system well enough to

enable evaluation and utilisation of the system. Therefore, occupational

community of practice members' knowledge stocks should be sufficient to

enable evaluation and utilisation of new knowledge, both in terms of the work

domain as well as in terms of the system domain. As discussed previously

(see Section 4.4.3), It is expected that the higher the level of commitment to
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the community, the more likely the members will be to immerse themselves in

the knowledge and keep up with latest developments.

Therefore it is posited that

H5-1 High levels of commitment will increase Absorptive Capacity

of Work domain knowledge

H5-2 High levels of commitment will increase Absorptive Capacity

of System domain knowledge

5.4.1.2. Motivation

Best practice processes are often ignored if they are considered to be foreign

(Green, 2001). The processes embedded within an ERP system are industry

Best Practice, not Best Practice originating from occupational communities of

practice, and are therefore more likely to be viewed as foreign. In addition,

OCoPs inherently resist changes to existing working practices that originate

from outside the community - the Not Invented Here syndrome (Szulanski,

2003). Thus it can be argued that OCoP membership will reduce members'

willingness to accept changes to their working practices originating from the

new system. Further, the more committed the member is to the OCoP, the

less willing they may be to learn and accept new knowledge from outside the

community

Levels of motivation could be further reduced if members perceive the new

technology to be a threat to their status (T. Klaus et al., 2007; Markus & Tanis,

2000). The implementation of an ERP system, which is designed to integrate

and streamline processes, may be construed as an attempt to reduce the

autonomy and status of occupational communities within the organisations. In

these cases, such innovations will be resisted or even sabotaged (Timbrell et

al., 2001; Van Maanen & Barley, 1984).

Therefore it is posited that

H5-4 High levels of commitment will decrease Motivation
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5.4.1.3. Source credibility

Donors of the new knowledge are ERP vendors and/or the implementation

team, both of which are considered to be outsiders from an DCoP perspective

(Bechky, 2003). A strong sense of occupational commitment suggests that

Deop members will view these donors as unreliable sources of knowledge

and working practices (Szulanski, 2003). Furthermore, as discussed in 4.4.2.3,

members of an OCoP with a strong sense of community are more likely to

have a high sense of subjective norm; thus the question of whether a particular

software technology is appropriate and acceptable may be influenced by the

opinions of the community at large, and in particular by those members that

help to define and regulate the occupational practices (5. A. Brown et al.,

2002; Venkatesh & Morris, 2000). Members with a strong sense of community

are expected to be influenced more strongly by the recommendations of other

members of the community. Therefore, the past successes or failures of the

ERP system from the perspective of other members will substantially influence

the credibility of the system, its vendors and its embedded work practices

(Chau & Hu, 2001; Tulu et al., 2006). Thus it is posited that

H5-5 High levels of commitment will decrease Source Credibility

5.4.1.4. Unproven knowledge

Once again referring to the subjective norm, if the ERP system has not yet

been widely implemented and used by members of the community in other

organisations, there will be no proof of its acceptability, thus negatively

influencing the effectiveness of the knowledge transfer process. Therefore it is

hypothesized that

H5-6 High levels of commitment will increase the perceptions of

Unproven Kt10wledge

5.4.1.5. Shared Understanding

Membership of an OCoP suggests specialised knowledge of the tasks, work

practices and regulations that are regulated by the community of practice. The

ways in which people actually work usually differs quite substantially from the
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descriptions of that work in manuals, training programs and job descriptions (J.

S. Brown & Duguid, 1991). These descriptions do not take into account the

specialist knowledge that is developed as a result of community membership

and the locus of practice within which employees work. Because this

knowledge is embedded within the context which gave rise to its use, it can

never be fully explained (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984). This suggests that it is

not possible for ERP developers to have an in depth understanding of the

various functions' activities, but only a superficial understanding of what needs

to be done.

Unless the ERP vendors and the implementers are themselves members of

that community, it is unlikely that the source and the recipient will have shared

work values, norms, philosophy, problem-solving approaches, and prior work

experience, thus making knowledge transfer more difficult. Consequently, it is

posited that

H5-7 High levels of commitment will decrease shared

understanding between ERP users, vendors and

implementers.

5.4.1.6. Arduous Relationship

Arduous relationship refers to the ease of communication between the users

and the implementation team. The transfer of knowledge occurs through

communication, and therefore the success of this transfer is dependent on the

the "intimacy of the relationship" (Szulanski, 2003, p.31). Given the member's

specialist knowledge of their job and tasks, as derived from their training and

educational programs, it is expected that the higher the occupational

commitment of the member, the less there will be a shared understanding of

the "meaning of theories .... measures and accepted results" (Szulanski, 2003,

p.31) between the user and the implementation team. In addition, members

may be unwilling to share their specialist knowledge with the consultants

because they may perceive this as reducing their status and self-control (Van

Maanen & Barley, 1984). It can therefore be argued that Arduous Relationship

reflects to some extent the level of shared understanding between users and

the implementation team. Following this logic, it can Similarly be reasoned that
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perceptions of unproven knowledge and source credibility, as well as the levels

of motivation could be reflected in the level of Arduous Relationship. Thus it

can be argued that Arduous Relationship is a multi-dimensional construct that

is comprised of Shared Understanding, Unproven Knowledge, Source

Credibility and Motivation. However, this proposition falls outside the scope of

this study and will not be included in the research model.

Thus, it is hypothesized that

H5-3 High levels of commitment will increase arduous relationship

5.4.2. The Relationship between Barriers and Work Practice
Compatibility

The extant literature suggests that work practice compatibility will be enhanced

by the effectiveness of the knowledge transfer process. When knowledge is

transferred successfully, users and the implementation team have a better

understanding of the functionality and process models embedded in the

package, leading to a better identification of the differences between existing,

preferred and imposed work practices and the processes embedded in the

system, This in tum should lead to more effective customisation and/or

organisational change initiatives, resulting in a better fit between the system

functionality and the user requirements, that is, higher levels of perceived work

compatibility .

The literature further suggests that interdependencies exist between the

barriers, and specifically, that there is a relationship between Motivation and

the other barriers. This relationship can be argued for in both directions, as

discussed in section 4.3.2.5.

For parsimonious purposes, and to decrease the complexity of the model, it is

therefore posited that all barriers will affect Motivation and Motivation will have

an effect on work practice compatibility, thus

H3-1 Decreased Motivation will decrease perceptions of

Compatibility with Existing Practices
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H3-2 Decreased Motivation will decrease perceptions of

Compatibility with Imposed Practices

H3-3 Decreased Motivation will decrease perceptions of

Compatibility with Preferred Practices

The expected effects of the barriers to the knowledge transfer process on

Motivation, within the context of occupational communities of practice are

discussed next

5.4.2.1. Absorptive Capacity

Absorptive Capacity refers to a user's ability to understand and apply new

knowledge based on their prior stocks of knowledge. As discussed in the

literature review, effective knowledge transfer consists of understanding, as

well as internalisation, of the new knowledge. The recipient's stock of prior

knowledge is largely shaped by the community of practice's work processes

and signature processes that were developed over time to accommodate the

unique requirements of the organisation. Thus it can be argued that unless the

new knowledge from external sources is well aligned to this prior knowledge, a

high absorptive capacity of the members could result in an evaluation of a poor

fit between the system functionality and the member's task requirements. As

noted by Brown and DuGuid (2001), the capacity to assimilate new knowledge

is not just about intelligence, but is also influenced by the way in which the

relevant discipline or profession or organisational context shapes the outlook of

the individuals. For example, Tulu et al (2006) reported that within a medical

professional community of practice context, a physician's self perceived

professional role mayor may not appear to be compatible with a particular set

of technology-based work practices, particularly when peer recommendations

are involved in the choice of medical information technologies.

This issue is particularly relevant when there is a strong occupational

commitment and the system requires work practices in conflict with the

accepted working practices of the OCoP. Therefore, whilst Absorptive

Capacity has a positive effect on knowledge transfer, it can equally have a

negative impact on perceived work compatibility.
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Within an DCoP context therefore, it is possible that enhanced absorptive

capacity would result in a better understanding of the ERP business model and

processes, and their implications in terms of imposed (regulated), existing and

preferred working practices. Should this enhanced understanding result in the

identification of misfits between the processes provided by the system and

those required by the community of practice, members may be unwilling to

accept the system. Therefore, it is posited that

H4-1 Increased Absorptive Capacity of System domain knowledge

will decrease Motivation

H4-2 Increased Absorptive Capacity of Work domain knowledge

will decrease Motivation

5.4.2.2. Source credibility

Source Credibility is the degree to which the donor of the Best Practice is

perceived to be reliable and trustworthy (Gefen, 2004; Szulanski et al., 2004).

Based on this definition, it makes sense to suggest that the lower the

perception of donor reliability, the lower will be the users' motivation to learn

the new knowledge being offered. Therefore, it is posited that

H4-4 Increased Source Credibility will increase Motivation

5.4.2.3. Shared Understanding

Shared Understanding is defined as the similarity in the source and recipient's

work values, norms, philosophy, problem-solving approaches, and prior work

experience (Ko et al., 2005). Within an ERP and DCoP context, a low Shared

Understanding (SU) highlights the fact that the ERP implementation team are

outsiders to the DCoP (Soh et al., 2000), thus enhancing the resistance of the

members to accepting knowledge from outside, ie exacerbating the Not-

Invented-Here syndrome. This would suggest that a low SU negatively

influences Motivation. Thus it is posited that a shared understanding between

the recipient and the source can enhance motivation as it suggests a closer

relationship between the source and the recipient, in other words, that the

source is not seen as so much of an outsider. Therefore, it is posited that
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H4-6 Increased Shared Understanding will increase Motivation

5.4.2.4. Unproven knowledge

Unproven knowledge refers to whether the knowledge being transferred has

been previously proven to be of use by others (Szulanski, 2003). Unproven

knowledge makes it more difficult to persuade potential recipients to accept the

knowledge transfer and the accompanying technology (Rogers, 1983). Once

again, this suggests that unproven knowledge will have an impact on the

users' willingness to learn the new knowledge. In addition, it can also be

argued that the more useful the knowledge has been proven to be, the more

credible the source will be viewed. Therefore, it is posited that

H4-5 Increased Unproven Knowledge will decrease Motivation

5.4.2.5. Arduous Relationship

As discussed above, arduous relationship refers to the ease of communication

between the user and the implementation team. Difficulties experienced with

communications would make it more likely that users become unwilling to

cooperate and communicate their needs and ideas with the implementation

team. Therefore it is posited that

H4-3 Increased levels of Arduousness in the Relationship between

the implementation team and the end users will decrease

Motivation

5.4.3. The Relationship between Work Practice
Compatibility and Quality in Use

Quality in use relates to the benefits that are realised as a result of system use.

From a user perspective, these benefits refer to enhanced task performance,

such as increased speed, ease of task execution and increased task

effectiveness. Quality in use requires a good fit between the user, the task and

the technology, that is, quality in use requires that the system is compatible

with users' work practices.
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As discussed in Chapter 2, the construct of Work Practice Compatibility

employed for this study is defined similarly to that proposed by Karahanna et al

(2006), but with the understanding that the construct includes the needs of .

users.

Karahanna et al (2006) identified four sub-dlmensions of compatibility, namely

(1) compatibility with existing work practices, (2) compatibility with preferred

work practices, (3) compatibility with values, and (4) compatibility with prior

experience. Within an DCoP context, it is argued that the compatibility with

values sub-dimension be redefined to emphasize the referent community of

practice values. The prior experience dimension relates to prior experience

with technology and is therefore considered to be subsumed by the Absorptive

Capacity of System domain construct and is therefore excluded from the

compatibility construct. Thus it is posited that

H1 Increased perceptions of Compatibility with Work Practices will

positively influence the perceptions of enhanced job performance.

From a theoretical perspective, Moore and Benbasat suggest that there could

be a relationship between compatibility and quality in use: "it is unlikely that

respondents would perceive the various advantages of using a PWS (personal

work station), if its use were in fact not compatible with the respondent's

experience or work style" (1991, p.208). This experience or work style can be

viewed as users' current working practices. Further theoretical support for this

notion was derived from the usability literature: maintaining consistency with

existing practices means that users do not have to go through a substantial

learning curve resulting in increased time, effort and mistakes when using the

system initially (Oix et al., 2004; Grudin, 1989). Therefore, innovations that fit

well with existing practices have been shown to lead to enhanced job

performance in terms of increased speed, accuracy and ease of task execution

(for example Compeau, Meister, & Higgins, 2007; Karahanna et al., 2006; Sun

et al., 2009).

From an OCoP perspective, this is even more important: as discussed in

chapter 3, members of an occupational community of practice tend to have

strong resistance to outside interference, and therefore perceived changes to
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existing ways of working would not be willingly accepted. Consequently it is

posited that

H1-1 Increased perceptions of Compatibility with Existing Practices

will positively influence the perceptions of enhanced job

performance

People tend to want to behave in ways that are consistent with their deeply

held values (Compeau et al., 2007). The stronger the commitment to their

OCoP, the more the OCoP shapes their values. This suggests that

technologies that are consistent with the practices imposed by occupational

communities of practice are likely to be perceived as being consistent with

members' referent value systems, thereby contributing to increased

perceptions of compatibility (Compeau et al., 2007; Karahanna et al., 2006;

Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Therefore it is posited that

H1-2 Increased perceptions of Compatibility with Imposed

Practices will positively influence the perceptions of enhanced

job performance

Compatibility with Preferred Practices has been shown to be strongly related to

benefits of use in previous research (Agarwal & Prasad, 2000; Karahanna et

al., 2006; Moore & Benbasat, 1991) It has been suggested that the reason for

this is because individuals would believe that a technology would provide them

with better job performance if they believe it will be compatible with how they

would prefer to work, given the choice (Compeau et al., 2007). This notion is

supported by Venkatesh and Davis (2000) who hypothesize an influence of job

relevance which they liken to compatibility. This relationship is also supported

by Chau and Hu (2001) and Chen (2002).

Within an OCoP context, an individual's preferred work style is likely to be

consistent with his or her values, particular in terms of the work practices

stemming from a referent OCoP. Therefore it is posited that

H1-3 Increased perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred

Practices will positively influence the perceptions of enhanced

job performance
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5.4.4. The Relationship between Adaptation and Work
Practice Compatibility

As discussed in Section 4.2, to enhance Work Practice Compatibility when

implementing an ERP system, it is necessary to (1) adapt the system to suit

the needs of the users (system adaptation), (2) adapt the users' existing

practices to suit the business model embedded in the system (process

adaptation), or (3) engage in a combination of both process and system

adaptation (Hong & Kim, 2002; Law & Ngai, 2007; Markus et al., 2000; Sia &

Soh,2007).

Regardless of which method is chosen, the objective of the adaptation process

should be to align the system's embedded processes with the needs of the

users (Gefen, 2004; Savage et al., 2010; E. T. G. Wang et al., 2007).

The impacts of process adaptation and system adaptation on work practice

compatibility have been considered in many studies. For example, Hong &

Kim (2002) found empirical evidence that both process and system adaptation

had moderating effects on the relationship between the organisational fit of an

ERP system and the success of its implementation. Similarly, Law and Ngai

(2007) reported that companies were engaging almost equally in both process

adaptation (70% of respondents) and system adaptation (68% of respondents)

as a means of achieving ERP business process fit.

However, it is posited that within an OCoP context, process adaptation

initiatives could negatively affect Work Practice Compatibility, while system

adaptation initiatives could positively affect Work Practice Compatibility.

Process adaptation requires a collaborative effort between the users and the

implementation team; users need to provide information about existing work

practices and the team needs to provide suggestions on how these existing

practices can be adapted to better suit the system's embedded functionality

(see Section 4.3). However. OCoP membership reduces members'

willingness to accept changes to their working practices that originate from

outside the community (see Section 5.4.1.2). This may cause members to be
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unwilling to share the required information about their working practices, or to

collaborate effectively during the process adaption initiative that is necessary

for the successful redesign of working practices.

In contrast, it is expected that community of practice members will be

cooperative and supportive of changes to the system to accommodate their

working practices. Thus it is posited that:

H2 Adaptation will affect perceptions of Work Practice Compatibility

Specifically:

H2-1 Process adaptation to suit the Best Practices embedded

within the system will decrease perceptions of Compatibility

with Existing Practices.

H2-2 Process adaptation to suit the Best Practices embedded

within the system will decrease perceptions of Compatibility

with Imposed Practices.

H2-3 Process adaptation to suit the Best Practices embedded

within the system will decrease perceptions of Compatibility

with Preferred Practices.

H2-4 System adaptation to suit existing work practices will enhance

perceptions of Compatibility with Existing Practices.

H2-5 System adaptation to suit imposed work practices will

enhance perceptions of Compatibility with Imposed Practices.

H2-6 System adaptation to suit preferred work practices will

enhance perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred

Practices.
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5.4.5. The Relationship between Adaptation and Barriers

Members of occupational communities of practice inherently resist changes to

existing and accepted working practices. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect

that if the system is adapted to comply with the community's accepted

practices, members will be more willing to accept the system. In contrast, it is

also reasonable to expect that if adoption of the system is perceived to require

working practices that conflict with accepted or regulated working practices,

members' willingness to accept the system will be reduced. Thus, it is

hypothesized that:

H6-1 Process adaptation to suit embedded Best Practices will

decrease Motivation

H6-2 System adaptation to suit user requirements will increase

Motivation

5.5. Research Question
The theoretical framework as outlined above has resulted in the formulation of

the following overall research question:

To what extent do variances in Occupational Communities of Practice

Strength of Commitment explain ERP Implementation Success, as

measured in tenns of Self-Perceived Individual Perfonnance?

This question is decomposed into the following three sub-questions for ease of

operationalisation and focus:

1. What is the relationship between OCOP Strength of Commitment and

the barriers to the knowledge transfer process?

2. What is the relationship between system I organisational adaptation,

barriers to the knowledge transfer process, and Work Practice

Compatibility?

3. What is the relationship between Work Practice Compatibility and self-

perceived job perfonnance?
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5.6. Research Model
Figure 14 reflects the full research model and hypotheses for this study. Due

to the number of hypotheses related to the suh-dimensions of Work Practice

Compatibility, the Process and System Adaptation relationships are modelled

as a high-level relationship in this diagram. Figure 15 reflects the individual

hypotheses related to these two sets of relationships.

Figure 14: Research Model

H2-4 - H2-6
Refer to Fig 15

H2-1- H2-3
Refer to Fig 15BARRIERS

Key:
ACS = Absorptive Capacity Work Domain Knowledge; ACW = Absorptive Capacity System
Domain Knowledge; AR = Arduous Relationship; MOT = Motivation; PA = Process Adaptation;
QIU = Quality in Use; SA = System Adaptation; SC = Source Credibility; SU = Shared
Understanding; OCS = Occupational Community of Practice Strength of Commitment; WPE =
Compatibility with Existing Practices; WPI = Compatibility with Imposed Practices; WPP =
Compatibility with Preferred Practices; UK = Unproven Knowledge
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Figure 15: Research Model: Hypothesized Relationships between Adaptation and WPC

H2-6 -, H2-3

/

5.7. Summary
This chapter presented the research model and hypotheses for this study, as

well as the theoretical framework on which the model was based. The research

problem was identified, and a set of research questions formulated.

The research design and methods and techniques selected to investigate the

research model and answer the research question are addressed in the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

RESEARCH DESIGN

Piglet: 'Pooh?' Pooh: 'Yes, Piglet?' Piglet: 'I've been thinking ...' Pooh:
'That's a very good habit to get into, Piglet.'

Winnie the Pooh - The House at Pooh Corner

6.1. Introduction
Chapter 5 identified that the research problem was to determine the extent to

which occupational strength of commitment explains variances in ERP

systems success, as measured in terms of self-perceived individual

performance. The purpose of this chapter is to outline the research design and

methods selected for this study, as well as the ethical considerations that

needed to be accommodated.

The chapter begins with a presentation of some possible research designs,

after reviewing some practical and ontological and epistemological

considerations (6.2). A description of the required sample characteristics is

then discussed (6.3). This is followed by a review of appropriate data

collection (6.4) and data analysis (6.5) methods. Ethical considerations are

addressed in section 6.6. This is followed by a review of the guidelines for

developing a survey instrument (6.7). Section 6.8 provides a detailed

explanation of how the constructs selected for investigation were

operationalised.

6.2. Research Design
Two issues should be taken into consideration when selecting

research strategy and design (1) epistemological and

considerations, and (2) practical considerations (Bryman &
Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 2006)

appropriate

ontological

Bell, 2003;
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6.2.1. Practical Considerations

The choice of research design, methods and techniques for this study was

influenced to a large extent by the practicalities of obtaining the required data.

Industry collaboration had been secured with a global software implementation

consulting company (ConCo) that specialises in ERP systems, who had

undertaken to secure participation in this study from their customers. Due to

customer confidentiality policies, ConCo's collaboration was conditional on

such participation occurring through a web-based survey instrument that could

be completed and returned anonymously by the user.

Given ConCo's extensive client base, and the large numbers of users that

many of its clients comprised, it was envisaged that sufficient responses would

be obtained to enable a more granular approach to answering the research

question. Specifically, the main study was designed to enable analysis of the

following:

• Any differences in levels of perceptions of ERP success between different

occupational communities of practice, for example, would accounting and

finance users have higher levels of perceived usefulness than marketing

and sales users?

• Any difference in levels of difficulty during the knowledge transfer process

as a result of differences in occupational communities of practice, for

example, would accounting and finance users be more resistant than

human resources users?

• The effect of the amount of time that users had been using the new system

on user perceptions of work practice compatibility and usefulness. For

example, would users eventually become used to the new system and

either regain or surpass their previous levels of productivity, and how long

would it take to reach these levels?

• The effect of different categories and types of ERP systems in terms of

barriers, perceptions of work practice compatibility and/or perceived
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usefulness, for example, are Tier I systems generally perceived to be more

or less useful than Tier II or Tier III systems?

• The extent to which the length of tenure or length of time in a particular line

of work affects the levels of difficulty during the knowledge transfer process,

perceptions of work practice compatibility and/or perceptions of usefulness.

For example, would a user who has been working in the same job for 10

years be more resistant to the adoption of a new system than someone

who has only been in that job for 2 years?

As ConCa's collaboration was deemed invaluable to this study in terms of

acquiring the necessary data from participants with the required

characteristics, it was agreed to meet their condition as stipulated.

Consequently, a survey research design was chosen coupled with the use of a

questionnaire for data collection and quantitative methods for data analysis.

The choice of design and related methods are compatible with other similar

studies performed within the IS and Management disciplines (for example

Compeau et al., 2007; Karahanna et al., 2006; Ko et al., 2005)

As discussed in the following section, a review of research philosophies

supports the choice of research design and methods.

6.2.2. Ontological and Epistemological Considerations

Epistemological and ontological considerations, together with research

strategy decisions form the basis for research design decisions in both

management research (Easterby-Smith et al., 2006) and business research

(Bryman & Bell, 2003). Ontology refers to the assumptions that one makes

about the nature of reality, whilst epistemology refers to a general set of

assumptions that one makes about the best ways of enquiring into that reality

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2006). Thus, the methods selected for data collection

and analysis should reflect the characteristics of the ontological and

epistemological position of the researcher.

The focus of the social sciences is people and their institutions, and therefore

management and business research ontologies and epistemologies draw from
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the social sciences. Numerous ontologies and epistemologies exist in the

social science research arena; with different authors presenting different

taxonomies (for example Bryman & Bell, 2003; Easterby-Smith et al., 2006),

resulting in conflicts and confusions (Bryman & Bell, 2003). The taxonomy

presented by Easterby-Smith (2006) will be used as a framework for purposes

of this research and this discussion.

For social science research, there is a core debate that is epitomized by the

characteristics and implications of Positivism and Social Constructionism,

which are at opposite sides of the epistemological spectrum and are thus in

direct opposition to one another. In essence, Positivism is characterised by the

view that the world is objective and external to oneself, whilst Social

Constructionists hold the belief that reality is socially constructed and given

meaning by people. The implications on the research process of these two

opposing beliefs are summarised in Table 8.

Table 8: Contrasting Implications of Positivism and Social Constructionism
(Source: (Easterby-Smith et al., 2006, p.30)

Positivism Social Constructionism

The Observer Must be independent Is part of what is being observed

Explanations Must demonstrate causality Aim to increase general
understanding of the situation

Research progress Hypothesis and deduction Gathering rich data from which
through ideas are induced

Concepts Need to be operationalised so they Should incorporate stakeholder
can be measured perspectives

Generalisation Statistical probability Theoretical abstraction
through

Sample required Large numbers selected randomly Small number of cases chosen for
specific reasons

A third main approach encompassing epistemology and ontology in the social

sciences is Relativism (Easterby-Smith et al., 2006), and is closely associated

to Positivism. Whilst positivism relies on the design of experiments to precisely

measure key factors in order to test predetermined hypotheses, relativism

takes into consideration the practical difficulties of gaining direct access to

reality. This means that relativist research will usually make use of a
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triangulation of methods, and by surveying viewpoints and experiences of large

samples of individuals. In addition, whilst Positivist researchers expect their

research to result in identification of causality, Relativist researchers believe

that it is only a matter of probability that the views collected will provide an

accurate indication of the situation, and the expected outcomes are

correlations rather than definitive causality. The differences between the three

epistemologies are summarised in Table 9.

Table 9: Methodological implications of epistemologies within social science
(Source: (Easterby-Smith et al., 2006, p.34»

R
0

0

"'ss;; '", '0 Positivism 0 Relativism Social,
Yf!"Y

Constructionism' ss « s

~1W,t~~1;"~~ * 0 0 ,,0
B ",% li t MY "

0
«

0 0

Aims Discovery Exposure Invention

Starting Points Hypothesis Supposition Meanings

Designs Experiment Triangulation Reflexivity

Techniques Measurement Survey Conversation

Analysis I Verification I Probability Sense-making
Interpretation Falsification

Outcomes Causality Correlation Understanding

The ontological and epistemological positions underlying this research need to

be chosen in terms of its context and of the entities that are being investigated.

To answer the research question it was necessary to collect data on user

perceptions. Perceptions are a belief-based construct because they are

shaped by values, experiences and knowledge. This suggests that each

individual views reality in a different way and constructs their own subjective

reality in their minds, which is shaped by their own individual belief structure

that in turn is based on their values, beliefs and knowledge. Thus it could be

argued that, from a management or business perspective, the underlying

ontological position of the current research is that meaning is socially

constructed, and therefore human behaviour can only be understood through

understanding the socially-constructed meanings that people give to particular
phenomena ..

However, technology is viewed as a socia-technical system, meaning that work

systems are composed of both human and technological elements, and that
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the interaction of people (a social system) with tools and techniques (a

technical system) should be the central issue. Thus, in contrast to the

technological determinism view that was prevalent in the early twentieth

century which advocated that social change, including changes in

organisations and work is primarily dictated by technology, the socio-technical

view is that technology shapes, and is shaped by, its users (Emery & Trist,

1960; C. J. Stefanou, 2002; Trist, 1981) This view of technology in

organisations suggests that the system itself is an objective entity that has a

reality external to social actors. The impacts that the system has on its users

are dependent on a variety of user characteristics, including their prior

knowledge, experiences and beliefs. However, these impacts are also

objective entities, and the goal of information systems research in this instance

is to identify the key user characteristics that influence these impacts.

Consequently, based on the philosophical frameworks discussed above,

Relativism is deemed the most appropriate ontological and epistemological

position for this research because

• It is not possible to conduct a true experiment as required by the

Positivist approach. In order to conduct an experiment it is necessary to

be able to manipulate the independent variable(s) to be able to establish

whether or not it has an effect on the dependent variable (Bryman &

Bell, 2003; Hair et al., 2003). However, in the case of this study, as is

the case for most management research, the independent variables

under investigation cannot be manipulated (Bryman & Bell, 2003). In

contrast, the Relativist approach makes use of correlational research

which observes the co-occurrence of variables to determine whether

there is a correlation between the variables (Field, p 15), which can be

achieved in the context of this study.

• It is the researcher's world view that there is a reality that exists external

to social actors, but that individuals may understand that reality differs

based on the meanings that they ascribe to it, based on their own

beliefs, values and experiences.
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The primary data collection method used in a relativist approach to research is

the survey, as reflected in Table 5 above. Given the need to obtain data from

users representing different ERP systems (see section 6.3 below), it was

necessary to obtain a large sample from different organisations: such a study

is referred to as a cross-sectional survey (Bryman & Bell, 2003; Easterby-

Smith et al., 2006). Due to the large number of data that would be generated

from such a wide sample, a quantitative approach to the analysis deemed

most effective, and consequently a questionnaire-based survey was

considered more appropriate than an interview-based survey.

Thus, from a research philosophy perspective, it is demonstrated that the use

of a survey, coupled with a questionnaire and quantitative analysis methods, is

appropriate for this research context.

6.3. Sampling
It was necessary to collect data from a large, diverse pool of actual ERP end-

users to effectively conduct this study. No specific job title, location or system

was required for the purposes of this study; the primary requirement was that

the respondent was a bona fide end-user of a recognised ERP system of any

kind. Other respondent characteristics that were required included the

following: participants should

• have been involved in the implementation process

• have been in the same job pre- and post-implementation to be able to

judge the extent to which the system is compatible with existing working

practices

• be representative of all levels of the organisation, that is, from top

management through to operations, to avoid biasing the results based

on the views of a single organisational level.

• be representative of different occupational communities of practice, to

control for the possibility that some systems may be more compatible

with specific occupational communities than with others (see section x)

• be a mix between genders
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• belong to differing age groups

• have used the system for different periods of time, to control for

differences in levels of experience with the technology which could

distort results (see section 3.3.1)

In addition, it was important that a diverse range of ERP systems were

represented by the sample to avoid biasing the results in favour of a single

vendor.

As all of the above requirements could be met using the clients of the

collaboration company ConCo, it was intended to restrict the sample

population to their clients. However, one week before the main study was due

to be implemented, ConCo reneged on their collaboration agreement, citing

customer confidentiality and data protection policies as their reasons. As a

result, the intended data collection method had to be revised.

Numerous alternative collection methods were explored, the details of which

are described in Section 9.2. The overarching method used was social

networking, thereby considerably extending the sample population. Limitations

of the use of this method, the associated potential problems and the

mechanisms put in place to limit these problems, are also described in Section

9.2.

6.4. Data Collection
Two data collection phases were undertaken: the first phase involved

collecting pilot study data, the second collected data for the main study.

Online questionnaires were developed specifically for the purposes of this

study; the development of the pilot study research instrument is discussed in

detail in section 6.7 and the revisions required for the main study instrument

are described in section 8.2.

Both on-line surveys were hosted by the web-based survey company Survey

Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com ). Access to the pilot study was done via

the Information Systems department of the company that agreed to participate
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in the pilot study. Access to the main study survey was through links provided

on appeals posted on various social networking groups, emailed to various

related organisations and individuals, and posted on web-based articles (see

Section 9.2 for more details).

For both the pilot and main studies, data were collected about ERP end-users'

• commitment to their occupational community of practice;

• involvement in the implementation of the system;

• perceptions of the system implementation team and their relationship

with them;

• perceptions of system compatibility with job needs; and

• perceptions of the impact of the system on their job performance.

6.5. Data Analysis
Data analysis was carried out on two separate sets of data, namely the pilot

study data set and the main study data set. The objective of the pilot study

data set analysis was to test the reliability and validity of the research

instrument, so that any weaknesses found could be removed prior to the

administration of the main study.

The main study data was analysed in order to answer the research questions.

This analysis required two phases: firstly it was necessary to re-assess the

validity of the research instrument as it had been revised in order to eliminate

the weaknesses identified during the pilot phase; thereafter the research model

and hypotheses could be tested.
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6.5.1. Selection of Quantitative Analysis Techniques

Statistical methods used to test hypotheses can be categorized into three

types, namely univariate, bivariate and multivariate (Hair et al., 2003). The

choice of a particular statistical technique is dependent on the type of

measurement used (as discussed in section 6.7.2) and the number of variables

examined simultaneously.

Univariate statistics can only assess a single variable, while bivariate statistics

can assess two variables. In contrast, multivariate statistics can assess many

variables at the same time, including dependent and independent variables

(Bryman & Bell, 2003; Field, 2009). Frequency tables are an example of an

univariate analysis technique, Simple linear regression and one-way ANOVA

are examples or bivariate analysis techniques; and multiple regression, factor

analysis and MANOVA are examples of multivariate techniques. These

techniques, also referred to as first-generation techniques, can be used to test

theoretical hypotheses based on the analysis of empirical data.

6.5.1.1. Factor Analysis

Factor analysis (FA) refers to a set of statistical techniques that is used to

identify a groups or clusters of variables (Field, 2009, p.628). This set of

techniques has three main uses: (1) to understand the structure of a set of

variables, (2), to develop a questionnaire to measure one or more

unobservable variables, and (3) to reduce the number of variables under

investigation to a more manageable size while retaining as much of the original

information as possible.

There are two main categories of factor analysis, namely Exploratory Factor

Analysis (EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA).

EFA is used for questionnaire design and data reduction. For example, a

researcher may not have any idea as to how many underlying dimensions

there are for a given data set. EFA can be used as a way of determining the

minimum number of hypothesized factors that can account for the observed

covariation, thus at the same time reducing the number of variables that are
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required to investigate specific constructs. On the other hand, CFA is used for

hypothesis testing - for example, identifying the relationship structures

between variables (Field, 2009), or for testing which variables belong to a

particular dimension (construct) (Kim & Mueller, 1978). Therefore, CFA is a

means of confirming hypotheses, either about correlations between

dimensions, or about which variables reflect those dimensions. EFA is a

means of exploring the fit between variables and dimensions, without an a

priori hypothesis guiding the process.

The distinction between CFA and EFA is not always straightforward. For

example, when validating questionnaires, a researcher may use CFA or EFA

as a means of checking the meaning of one or more variables, by determining

which variables load onto which factors.

6.5.1.2. PLS·SEM

First-generation techniques, such as Factor Analysis, have three limitations,

namely

• The assumption that all variables can be considered as observable - in

most business and management research, very few of the variables

under investigation can be considered as observable, such as age and

gender. The majority of variables, however, are unobservable,

particularly those relating to opinions and attitudes.

• The need for a simple model structure, which is particularly unlikely

when there, is a need to investigate the potential effect of mediating or

moderating variables on the relationship between one or more

dependent and independent variables.

• The sample size - there is some debate on the minimum sample size

required for Factor Analysis, Traditional recommendations include

absolute sample sizes (ranging from 200 to 1000) and number of cases

per variable (ranging from 3:1 to 6:1) (de Winter, Dodou, & Wieringa,
2009)
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Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a technique that has become quite

prevalent as a way of overcoming the limitations of first-generation techniques

(Esteves, Casanovas, & Pastor, 2003; Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004). Firstly, the

testing of structural relationships between unobservable variables can be

accommodated (Long, 1994). This set of techniques allows the researcher to

construct unobservable (latent) variables that are measured by indicators (also

called items, manifest variables or observed measures), thus allowing the

researcher to "statistically test a priori substantive/theoretical and

measurement assumptions against empirical data (Le. confirmatory analysis)"

(Chin, 1998a, p.vii).

In general, there are two approaches to SEM, namely the covariance-based

approach and the variance-based (or components-based) approach.

Covariance-based SEM (CB-SEM) "attempts to minimize the difference

between the sample covariances and those predicted by the theoretical

modeL ..Therefore, the parameter estimation process attempts to reproduce

the covariance matrix of the observed measures" (Chin & Newsted, 1999,

p.309). The most common tool used to perform covariance-based SEM is

LlSREL, the program developed by Joreskog in 1975 (Joreskoq, 1982), and

consequently the term LlSREL is often used as synonymous for covariance-

SEM (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004).

In contrast, variance-based SEM focuses on maximizing the variance of the

dependent variable(s) explained by the independent ones (Hair, Ringle, &

Sarstedt, 2011). Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-

SEM) is the most well-known instance of variance-based SEM, and has

become the approach most widely used in marketing and business research

(Hair et al., 2011; Henseler, Ringle, & Sinkovics, 2009), and in particular, for

success factor studies in marketing (Henseler et al., 2009). PLS-SEM is

conceptually and practically similar to multiple regression analysis in that the

primary objective is to maximize explained variance in the dependent variable;

however, unlike multiple regression, PLS-SEM also makes it possible

investigate the reliability and validity of the measures at the same time (Hair et

al., 2011; Henseler et al., 2009).
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Generally speaking, the theoretical differences between PLS-SEM and CB-

SEM are quite straightforward: if the objective of the research is theory testing

and confirmation, then CB-SEM should be used. If, however, the research

seeks to generate theory and be predictive, then PLS-SEM is the most

appropriate approach to follow. Nevertheless, there are many conditions

under which PLS-SEM can be selected for theory testing and confirmation, the

most relevant of which are listed below':

• When the sample size is inadequate for CB-SEM

The minimum sample size for PLS-SEM is the larger of either (1) 10 times the

largest number of structural paths directed at a particular latent construct in the

model, or (2) ten times the largest number of formative indicators used to

measure one construct (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004; Hair et al., 2011). In

contrast, CB-SEM requires a minimum of 100 observations, with 200

observations being preferable to avoid results that cannot be interpreted

(Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004).

• When the structural model is complex, that is, there are many

constructs and many indicators (Chin & Newsted, 1999; Esteves et al.,

2003)

6.5.1.3. Selection of Analysis Techniques

As noted above, the objective of the pilot study was to validate the

questionnaire in terms of the measures used for each of the constructs.

Consequently, CFA was selected for this purpose as no structural relationship

analyses were required, and the sample size was adequate to meet the

minimum requirements (de Winter et al., 2009; Sapnas & Zeller, 2002).

However, for the main study, first-generation techniques were rejected in

favour of PLS-SEM, for the following reasons:

• The number of observations was inadequate for both Factor Analysis

and CB-SEM, but adequate for PLS-SEM

3 For a full list and description of the rules of thumb for selecting the most appropriate of these
techniques, the reader is referred to Hair, et al.,(2011)
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• The model was complex, with many constructs and many indicators

• The use of PLS-SEM is especially suited for exploratory studies where

the measures are new and the relationships had not been tested before

(Esteves et al., 2003). In the case of this research study, the survey

instrument was newly-developed, thus the measures were new. In

addition, the core relationship between Occupational Community of

Practice Strength of Commitment and knowledge transfer barriers and

Work Practice Compatibility have not previously been tested.

• Given that the purpose of this study is to explain the variances in ERP

success, and given that the primary objective of PLS-SEM is to

maximise the explained variance of the dependent variable, the use of

this technique over CB-SEM is to be preferred.

• In contrast to regression and factor analysis approaches, PLS-SEM

allows for the simultaneous assessment of the structural and

measurement model. This means that the hypothesized relationships

between the constructs can be assessed for empirical validity, and at

the same time the measures can be assessed as to how well they relate

to each construct. Hence, PLS-SEM is a more rigorous approach to

data analysis than regression approaches (Henseler et al., 2009)

Thus, PLS-SEM was used to assess the psychometric properties of the

revised study instrument, and to test the research model and hypotheses. The

results of the analysis of the main study data is discussed in detail in Section
9.4.

6.5.2. Reliability and Validity

In most types of research, including IS and social science research, many of

the variables that are of interest and the outcomes that are of importance are

abstract concepts or theoretical constructs (Kimberlin & Winterstein, 2008;

Straub, Boudreau, & Gefen, 2004). The value of the research and the

conclusions that are drawn from the results is dependent on the quality of the

instrument that was used to measure the constructs of interest. The two key
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indicators of the quality of a measurement instrument are reliability and validity

of the measures (Bryman & Bell, 2003; Field, 2009).

Reliability refers to the consistency of a measure. A test is considered reliable

if the results can be interpreted consistently across different situations (Field,

2009; Sapsford, 2007). Validity is the extent to which a test measures what it

claims or intends to measure (Field, 2009; Sapsford, 2007). Straub et al

(2004) present a detailed review of the different types of reliability and validity,

and their applicable measurement techniques They also provide a set of

guidelines for IS research, which identifies the available research validities and

indicating their recommendations for their use.

However, given the objective of the pilot study, the main concerns were to

• determine the extent to which the measures that should be related to

each other within the same construct were in fact related to each other.

This was assessed by measuring internal consistency, using

Cronbach's Alpha coefficient. Internal consistency gives an estimate of

the equivalence of sets of items from the same test (Kimberlin &

Winterstein, 2008). The coefficient of internal consistency is based on

the assumption that items measuring the same construct should

correlate. Internal consistency has been recommended as a mandatory

test (Straub et al., 2004) and has also proved to be very popular in both

IS and social science research. The most widely used and

recommended method for estimating internal consistency is Cronbach's

Alpha (Field, 2009; Straub et al., 2004), which is a function of the

average inter-correlations of items and the number of items in the scale.

• determine the extent to which "the measures selected for a given

construct are, when considered together and compared to other

constructs, a reasonable operationalisation of the construct" (Straub et

al., 2004, p. 388). This issue relates to construct validity, which consists

of two key concepts: convergent and discriminant validity (Sapsford,

2007). Convergent validity is demonstrated if the items thought to make

up a construct correlate highly with one another, particularly when

compared to the convergence of items relevant to other constructs
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(Straub et al., 2004). The comparison with other constructs

distinguishes convergent validity from internal consistency. Discriminant

validity is demonstrated when there is no cross-loading on constructs by

theoretically unrelated measures. Discriminant and convergent validity

were measured using Factor Analysis, a technique popularly used by

other related studies (for example Compeau et al., 2007; Karahanna et

al., 2006) and recommended by Straub et al (2004).

• Understand the reasons for any weaknesses identified. Face validity

was used for this purpose. Face validity is the simplest form of validity

that is based on the content and phrasing of the item (Sapsford, 2007),

which could lead to a better understanding of any problems identified

with the psychometric properties of the scales.

Section 7.5 provides a comprehensive discussion of the pilot study analysis

results.

For the main study, reliability was also assessed through internal consistency,

measured using Cronbach's Alpha. As discussed above, for the main study,

the PLS technique was adopted for data analysis, and therefore validity was

assessed in conjunction with the structural relationships between the variables.

Section 9.4.1 provides a detailed discussion of the validity results for the main

study.

6.6. Ethical Considerations
Ethical approval was obtained for this project (see Appendix 1) during October

2010 after demonstrating adherence to the relevant ethical guidelines as set

out by the Open University (available at http://www.open.ac.uk/research-

ethics/index.shtml). Some of the more important considerations are briefly

discussed below.
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6.6.1. Informed Consent

At the individual level, consent was obtained on the first page of the

questionnaire. On the first page of the survey, respondents are advised of the

purpose of the research study and are asked to confirm their consent by

clicking on the appropriate consent box (See Appendix 1). As explained in

Appendix 1, the survey responses are completely anonymous and therefore

individual responses cannot be identified. As such, all responses are included

in the final data set.

For the pilot study, it was necessary to obtain consent at the company level as

the study was administered as a case study within a single organisation.

Consent at the company level was obtained from the National IT Manager

through telephone discussions and confirmed via email.

6.6.2. Confidentiality and Privacy

Respondents are identified by a random number allocated by the internet-

based company hosting the survey. Any personal information requested from

the respondent. such as name and email address, was optional. Responses

were coded by the researcher personally. and all statistical analyses were at a

level of aggregation that will prevent any individual identification.

6.6.3. Harm, Risk and Deceit

No deception was required for this study and therefore all participants were

able to provide informed consent. All data were anonymised and therefore the

participants were not at risk of detrimental consequences by participating.

6.7. Development of the Survey Instrument
Due to the unique integration of concepts selected for investigation, a survey

instrument was developed specifically for this research. This section begins

with a discussion of the guidelines used for the design of questionnaires,

followed by a review of the measurement types and scales that were selected

for use in the questionnaire.
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6.7.1. Guidelines for Questionnaire Design

The following guidelines proposed for questionnaire design (Blaxter, Hughes,

& Tight, 2006; Ghauri & Grenhauq, 2002; Olivier, 2004; Riley, Wood, Clark,

Wilkie, & Szivas, 2000; Trochim, 2000) where adhered to during the

development of he survey instrument:

• Questions and answers provided should use simple and concise

language. Consideration must be taken of the respondent's educational

level, knowledge of the subject matter and mother tongue of the

respondents (Ghauri & Granhauq, 2002)

• No unrealistic demands should be made on the respondents in terms of

time, know-how, memory or willingness to respond. Insufficient time will

cause the respondents to rush, decreasing the accuracy of the

information provided. Asking respondents questions that they do not

understand or that require a lot of effort to complete will more often than

not cause them to give up (Olivier, 2004)

• Each question should be about one thing only. Having double-barrelled

or portmanteau questions makes it difficult to select only one answer,

thus potentially reducing the accuracy of the responses.

• Questions should not be of a directive nature, directing the respondent

to a specific answer or opinion. This will result in the respondent

contributing negatively to the conclusions of the study (Ghauri &
Grf2Jnhaug,2002)

• The provision of escape routes (for example, 'don't know' or 'not sure'

options) for questions should be used with care. Self-administered

questionnaires generally have a lower response rate (of about 22%) if

no escape routes are provided. However, escape routes are used by

respondents wanting to avoid answering questions, which will naturally

prevent the researcher from obtaining the required information.

Therefore, Ghauri and Grf2Jnhaug (2002) suggest that escape routes

should not be used. However, it has also been suggested (Hair et al.,

2003; Olivier, 2004) that each question should have an escape route, in

order to prevent respondents from fabricating answers to questions that

they may find sensitive in nature or genuinely do not have an answer
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for. Consequently, it was decided to make use of a "Not Applicable"

option where appropriate. "Somewhat agree" and "Somewhat disagree"

options were used instead of "Don't know" or "Not Sure" options for all

appropriate question,

• Questions should be asked in a polite and soft manner. They should

not irritate, offend or provoke the respondents (Ghauri and Grenhauq,

2002)

• The order of the questions must be considered. It is important to place

sensitive questions in the right place so that the respondent can

understand why the question needs to be asked. In addition, questions

should be asked in a logical and systematic sequence to avoid

misunderstandings (Ghauri and Gremhaug, 2002). Easy to answer and

positive questions should be asked first, otherwise the respondents may

be given the impression that all the questions are complicated and

difficult, resulting in them not responding at all.

• All questions pertaining to a particular section should be coded either

positively or negatively, as reverse-coding of items can introduce

systematic error (Blau & Holladay, 2006; Irving et al., 1997)

• The layout should be easy to follow. In particular, the more professional

the appearance of the questionnaire, the better the responses that are

elicited (Olivier, 2004).

• Clear instructions must be provided.

• A pilot study should be conducted to test the questionnaire before the

real study begins. (Olivier, 2004). This will allow the researcher to

determine whether or not the preceding guidelines have been correctly

implemented.

6.7.2. Data Measurements

Multi-item scales were developed for each construct; most of which used six-

point Likert-type interval scales ranging from 'strongly disagree' to 'strongly

agree'.

Interval variables (Bryman & Bell, 2003) were deemed most appropriate as

interval measures are used primarily to measure concepts such as feelings,
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opinions, perceptions and values (Hair et al., 2003), through the use of rating

scales. Rating scales involve the use of statements on a questionnaire in

conjunction with pre-coded categories. One of these categories is then

selected by the respondent to indicate the extent of their agreement or

disagreement with the statement.

As it was necessary to make use of multi-item scales for validation purposes

(see section 6.5.2), a summated ratings scale was used. Summated ratings

scales are used predominantly to measure attitudes and opinions. They

typically use a 5-point or 7-point scale to assess the strength of agreement or

disagreement about a group of statements. A label is developed for each point

on the scale to describe the intensity of the respondent's feeling. When

several statements are used to describe a single concept, the sum of the

scales for all of the statements is referred to as a summated ratings scale or

multi-item scale (Bryman & Bell, 2003). If the scale is used for individual

statements, it is referred to as a Likert scale. Likert scales are also the most

frequently used types of scales used to measure attitudes (Bryman & Bell,

2003)

6.8. Operationalisation of Measures
The measures selected to operationalise the constructs were a mixture of pre-

existing items validated in relevant prior studies, and newly developed items.

Some of the pre-existing items were adapted to cater for the current research

context.

6.8.1. Occupational Communities of Practice Strength of
Commitment (OCS)

The scale used to operationalise this construct was adapted from Meyer et al's

(1993) model which conceptualised occupational commitment as a three-

dimensional construct consisting of affective, normative and continuance

dimensions (see section 4.4.2.1 for a description of these dimensions).

Following Lee et aI's (2000) conceptualisation of this construct, however,

occupational strength of commitment is operationalised in terms of the

affective dimension only for this research study. The reasons for this are two-

fold:
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(1 ) Problems with the discriminant validity between the affective,

normative and continuance dimensions were identified.

However, it was established that whilst the other two

dimensions seem to depend interactively on each other,

affective commitment is a 'stand alone' dimension that

demonstrates acceptable discriminant validity (Blau, 2006)

(2) Of the three dimensions, affective commitment is seen to lead

to the strongest level of attachment or bond than the other

dimensions. According to Meyer and Herscovitch (2001), an

attachment that is borne out of desire rather than need or

obligation will lead more strongly to the behaviours and

reactions that are of interest for this research study. For

example, high levels of affective commitment would lead to a

higher level of resistance by members to outside practices

and knowledge than normative or continuance commitment.

Thus, measuring occupational strength of commitment in

terms of affective commitment is deemed an effective and

appropriate measure for the purposes of this study.

The items comprising the scale are reflected in Table 10. Following Blau

(2006), three of the items (OeS2, OeS4 and OeS5) were changed from

reverse-coded to positive-coded. This was done to eliminate the potential for

introducing systematic error to the scale, as noted by some researchers (for

example Irving et aI., 1997).

Table 10: Occupational Strength of Commitment Item Scale

DCCUPATIONAC STRENGTH DE COMMITMENT y ~ ,
ss '* y

OeS1 My occupation I line of work is important to my self-image.

OeS2 I do not regret having entered my chosen occupation I line of work.

ocss I am proud to be in my chosen occupation I line of work.

OeS4 I enjoy being a member of my chosen occupation I line of work.

OeS5 I identify with my chosen occupation I line of work.

OeS6 I am enthusiastic about my chosen occupation I line of work.
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6.S.2. Barriers to Knowledge Transfer

As discussed in Section 4.3, Szulanski's (2003) framework for knowledge

transfer forms the theoretical basis for this group of constructs within the

research model. However, many of the item scales in his original survey

instrument were considered to be incompatible with the context of this study for

two reasons:

(1) Szulanski's study focuses on the transfer of knowledge between

organisational units rather than on the transfer of external knowledge

during the introduction of a new technology into the organisation.

(2) The potential effects of work practice compatibility and occupational

communities of practice strength of commitment were not included in

Szulanski's study.

Consequently, when operationaliSing the barriers to knowledge transfer

constructs as identified by Szulanski, it was deemed necessary to tune the

questions to the context of the overall research question. As a result, in

developing the item scales for each of the barriers of knowledge transfer, the

literature was investigated to identify existing survey instruments that

preserved Szulanski's original definitions of the constructs, but at the same

time had adapted his original questionnaire for use within an ERP, as well as

within an occupational communities of practice, work practice compatibility or

equivalent, context. New items were developed where necessary.

Furthermore, the literature review identified an additional barrier that had not

been included in Szulanski's original framework, namely Shared

Understanding, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.4).

The actual item scales used for each of these constructs are listed in Table 11.

Thereafter, the development of the item scales is discussed in more detail.
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Table 11: Barriers to Knowledge Transfer Item Scales

ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY - SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE

ACS1

Before the system was implemented:

I understood the basic concept and functions of systems like this

ACS2 I understood the system well enough to be able to do my job effectively

ACS3 I was able to recognize inadequacies in the system

ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY - WORK DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE

ACW1 Which of the following best describes you? (Please select ONE only)
• My occupation I job requires a formal degree I training course I

apprenticeship which I have obtained.
• Although my occupation I job does not require any formal qualifications,

I have completed one or more relevant courses
• I am in the process of completing a formal degree I training course I

apprenticeship with the expectation of obtaining a higher position within
my current line of work

• I am in the process of completing a formal degree I training course I
apprenticeship with the expectation of moving to a different line of work

• I have completed a formal degree I training course I apprenticeship for a
job that is different to the one that I am currently employed to do

• None of the above
• Other (please specify)

ACW2 You keep up to date of the latest developments in your occupation I job
through ... (Please select ALL that apply)
• Subscription to journals I trade magazines
• Membership of online discussion forums I groups
• Attendance at conferences
• Informal discussions and lor get-togethers with colleagues from other

companies
• None of the above
• Other (please specify)

ACW3 Do you belong to an association relevant to your occupation I job title, eg
CIS, PAAB, Salesmen Association, Truck Driver's Association

UNPROVEN KNOWLEDGE
Before the system was implemented:

UK1 I thought that the system would be able to support every task that I needed
to perform

UK2 I knew of other people, with similar job titles as me, working in other
companies, who had successfully used systems like this in the past

UK3 I was expecting the system to increase my job effectiveness
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BARRIERS TO THE KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER PROCESS
,

SC2 The system implementation team appeared well trained in the new system

SC3 The system implementation team was willing to accommodate my needs
into the new system

SC1 I felt that the system implementation team was trustworthy

SC4 The system implementation team was able to understand how I work

ARDUOUS RELATIONSHIP

AR2 The system implementation team and I agreed on what would be
acceptable outcomes for the implementation of the system

AR 1 The system implementation team and I helped each other to implement the
system

MOTIVATION

M01 I was reluctant to accept the new ways of working that came with the
system

M02 Overall, I looked forward to implementing and using the system

M03 To what extent did you react with each of the following to the introduction of
the system? Please give a rating for EACH of the reactions below
• Enthusiasm

• Cooperation
• Tolerance

• Passivity
• Reluctance
• Feigned acceptance
• Hidden sabotage

M04 Which of the following applied to you during the implementation of the
system?

• I complained a lot
• I tried to convince management not to implement the system
• I took a long time to provide any information that I was asked for
• I did not want to change anything that I was currently dOing because of

the new system
• I looked for ways around the system so that I did not have to change

anything that I was doing before the system was implemented.
• I avoided leaming and using the new system as much as possible
• I thought about finding another job

SHARED UNDERSTANDING

SU1 The system Implementation team and I agreed on what's important.

SU2 The system Implementation team and I understood each other when we
talked.

SU3 The system Implementation team appeared to have a good understanding
of the regulations, rules and policies that I have to comply with in doing my
job.
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6.8.2.1. Absorptive Capacity

Absorptive capacity (AC) is defined as the ability of the recipient to identify

value in and apply new knowledge, and is a function of the level of prior related

knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Szulanski, 2003). As discussed in

section 4.3.2.1, within the context of this research study the AC construct is

operationalised as a two-dimensional construct, consisting of (1) Absorptive

Capacity of System Knowledge, and (2) Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

Knowledge.

Absorptive Capacity - System Knowledge

Three items are used to measure this construct. ACS1 and ACS2 were taken

from Park et aI's study which investigated the relationship between users'

perceived absorptive capacity and performance using ERP systems. ACS3

was adapted from Szulanski's (2003) item scale measuring stickiness during

the implementation phase.

Absorptive Capacity - Work Domain Knowledge

This scale consists of three items, all of which are new items developed based

on Szulanski's absorptive capacity item scale. ACW1 assesses prior

knowledge in terms of the level of formal training that the user had obtained

relevant to the user's tasks. ACW2 and ACW3 assess the user's knowledge

about the most recent developments in their field.

6.8.2.2. Unproven Knowledge

Szulanski defines Unproven knowledge as "the degree of conjecture on the

utility of the transferred knowledge" (Szulanski, 2000, p.19). Within the context

of this study, unproven knowledge is more narrowly conceptualised as the

extent to which users expect the ERP system to be useful to them.

Three items are used to measure this scale. UK1 was adapted from Kositanurit

et al.'s (2006) study which tested the relationship between task-technology fit,

user satisfaction and individual performance. UK2 was adapted from

Szulanski's item scale. UK3 was adapted from Staples & Seddon's (2004)
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study which tested the validity of Goodhue & Thomson's (1995)Technology to

Performance Chain model within mandatory and voluntary use contexts.

All three questions are reverse coded: responses with high values indicate

high perceptions of usefulness, whilst low values indicate low perceptions of

usefulness, that is, that the users perceived that the ERP system was

"unproven" in terms of its ability to be useful to them.

6.8.2.3. Source Credibility

Source credibility refers to the perception of the users of the credibility of the

source of the knowledge (Szulanski, 2003). Within an ERP context, the source

of the knowledge refers to the implementation team.

This construct was operationalised using a four-item scale. SC1 and SC2 were

taken from Ko et ai's (2005) study which investigated the effects of selected

barriers to knowledge transfer on the overall effectiveness of the knowledge

transfer process within an ERP context. SC3 was taken from Szulanski's

original scale as it aligned well with the compatibility context of this study, SC4

is a new item developed to tune with the occupational communities of practices

aspect of this study.

6.8.2.4. Arduous Relationship

This construct refers to the nature of the relationship between the source

(implementation team) and the recipient (user).

Only two items are used to measure this construct. Both items were derived

from Szulanski's original item scale in combination with Xu & Ma's (2008)

study which investigated the factors that affected the effectiveness of ERP

knowledge transfer from consultants to key users.

Both questions are reverse coded: responses with high values indicate an

easy relationship between the parties, whilst responses with low values

indicate a difficult (arduous) relationship between the parties.
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6.S.2.5. Motivation

Motivation is defined by Szulanski (2003) as the willingness of the recipient to

accept, recreate and apply knowledge from an external source. This construct

can also be viewed as User Resistance with Klaus et al (2007) offering the

most appropriate definition within the ERP implementation context (see section

4.3.2.1 ).

For parsimonious reasons, it was deemed necessary to select as few items as

possible to measure this construct, whilst at the same time attempting to

encompass the most important and relevant aspects of this construct within the

context of this study.

Four items were selected to measure this construct. M01 aligns with the

working practice compatibility context of this study, and was derived from

Timbrell's (2001) study which investigated Szulanski's knowledge transfer

framework within an enterprise system context. M02 relates to the overall

willingness of the user and was taken from Xu & Ma's (2008) study (discussed

above). M03 assesses user responses to the introduction of the system, and

was adapted from Szulanski's original instrument. M04 assesses the extent of

resistance behaviour and was adapted from Klaus et ai's (2007) study which

investigated user resistance in enterprise system implementations. This item

was made optional due to its potential sensitivity to respondents.

6.8.2.6. Shared Understanding

Shared understanding is defined as the similarity in the source (implementation

team) and recipient's (user) work values, norms, philosophy, problem solving

approaches, and prior work experiences (Ko et al., 2005).

Three items are used to measure this construct. SU1 and SU2 were taken

from Ko et aI's (2005) study which is described above. SU3 is a new item

developed to align with the occupational communities of practice context of this

study.
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6.8.3. Process and System Adaptation

Process adaptation refers to the extent to which users' work practices were

adapted to suit the functionality and Best Practices embedded within the ERP

system. System adaptation refers to the extent to which the system was

adapted to suit the users' work practices.

Item scales used for both the Process Adaptation and System Adaptation

constructs were adapted from Hong & Kim's (2002) research instrument. In

their study, Hong & Kim investigate compatibility at the organisational level, in

terms of "organisational fit", defining it as the "degree of alignment between the

ERP model and organisational needs in terms of data, process and user

interface" (Hong & Kim, 2002, p.30). Thus, their questions relating to process

and system adaptation assessed the extent to which adaptation occurred in

terms of data, process and user interface aspects.

In contrast, this research study investigates compatibility at an end-user level,

investigating the relationship between the fit of the system to individual work

practice needs and ERP implementation success.

Consequently, tor the System Adaptation scale, Hong & Kim's questions were

modified to assess the extent to which the system was adapted to be more

compatible with the users' work practices, in terms of the three dimensions of

work practice compatibility defined for this study. Similarly, for the Process

Adaptation scale, Hong & Kim's questions were modified to assess the extent

to which the users' tasks were adapted to be more compatible with the system.

The items comprising the process and system adaptation scales are listed in

Table 12.
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Table 12: Process and System Adaptation Item Scales
» o ',PROCESS ADAPTATION 0 '0

0 0 0\ ife o ~ s %fi 'ii:\+~0 ~ to 0 0

While the new system was being implemented, attempts were made to change:

PA1 The tasks that Iwas currently doing, to fit in with the new system

PA2 The way that Iwas currently doinq my tasks, to fit in with the new system

PA3 The way that Iwas taught to do my job during my formal training (trade
school, college, university), to fit in with the new system

PA4 The way that I prefer to work, to fit in with the new system

PA5 The rules, regulations and policies that I have to comply with in my job, to fit
in with the new system

SYSTEM ADAaT ATION « ',:~: ,",
0

" x0
o 0

00 00 0 ;; ~1Q

While the new system was being implemented, attempts were made to change the
system so that it better matched:

SA1 The tasks that Iwas doing before the system was implemented

SA2 The way that Iwas dOingmy tasks before the system was implemented

SA3 The way that Iwas taught to do my job during my formal training (trade
school, college, university)

SA4 The way that I prefer to work

SA5 The rules, regulations and policies that I have to comply with in my job

6.8.4. Work Practice Compatibility

In keeping with the definition developed from the literature for the purposes of

this research study (see section 3.4.3), this construct is operationalised in

terms of the three sub-scales of (1) Compatibility with Existing Work Practices,

(2) Compatibility with Preferred Work Practices, and (3) Compatibility with

Imposed Work Practices.

The construct and its subscales were operationalised drawing predominantly

on the works of Karahanna et al (2006) and Goodhue & Thompson (1995).

Karahanna et aI's study reconceptualised compatibility as a four-dimensional

construct and investigated the effects of these four dimensions on information

system usage. Similarly, Goodhue & Thompson's study investigated the

effects of Task-Technology Fit on individual performance. In developing their

respective research instruments, both studies drew on the work of Moore &
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Benbasat (1991) who developed an instrument for measuring individual

perceptions of adopting IT innovations.

Table 13: Work Practice Compatibility Item Scales

COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING WORK PRACTICES
I

WPE2 To use the system, I did not have to make significant changes to the tasks
that Iwas doing before the system was implemented

WPE3 To use the system, I did not have to make significant changes to the way I
was doing my tasks before the system was implemented

COMPATIBILITY WITH PREFERRED WORK PRACTICES

WPE4 The system provides me with the same information that I had before the
system was implemented

WPP3 The system allows me to work in the way that I want

COMPATIBILITY WITH WORK PRACTICE REGULATIONS OR LAWS

WPP2 The system provides me with the exact information that I would like to have
to do my job

WPI The system allows me to comply with the regulations, rules and policies that
are required in doing my job

WPI2 The system allows me to comply with the work practices that I was taught
during my formal training for my job (at trade school, college, university)

OVERALL WORK PRACTICE COMPATIBILITY

WPI5 The system provides me with the exact information that I am expected to
provide to other members of my company

WPI6 The system fits with the unique requirements of the organisation

WP02 The system has resulted in flawed or defective work processes

WP03 The system is compatible with all aspects of my work

WP04 The system is missing critical information that is very useful to me in my job

Wherever possible, items from Karahanna et al and Goodhue & Thompson

were used. To accommodate for the ERP and occupational communities of

practice contexts of this study, item scales from other studies were used and/or

adapted, and where necessary, new items were developed.

The actual item scales used for each of these constructs are listed in Table 13.

the development of the item scales is discussed in more detail next.
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6.8.4.1. Compatibility with Existing Work Practices (WPE)

WPE2 and WPE3 were adapted from Karahanna et aI's (2006) study, whilst

WPE4 was adapted from Goodhue & Thompson's (1995) study. (Karahanna

et ai's third item in this subscale was considered to relate to work practices in

general and was therefore used in the development of an item for the overall

work practices subscale - see 6.8.4.4)

6.8.4.2. Compatibility with Preferred Work Practices (WPP)

Only two relevant items could be found to measure this subscale without

having to include duplicate questions or questions with problematic phrasing.

WPP2 was derived by combining items from Goodhue & Thompson (1995)

and Kositanurit et al.'s (2006) studies. WPP3 was derived by combining items

from Karahanna et al.s (2006) and Staples & Seddon's (2004) studies.

6.8.4.3. Compatibility with Imposed Work Practices (WPI)

This subscale is based on Karahanna et al.'s "compatibility with values"

subscale, which is defined as "epitomizing the match between the possibilities

offered by the technology and the user's dominant value system." (Karahanna

et al., 2006, p.787) In the context of occupational communities of practice,

such values can be seen to be shaped by, inter alia, any work practices that

are imposed by the referent occupational communities of practice, both internal

and external to the organisation. This can include the prior training, rules and

regulations that govern the work practices of the referent community of

practice, as well as the specific and unique internal rules and regulations of the

organisation itself. Therefore, this subscale has been adapted to more

narrowly define and assess the extent to which the system caters to the laws

and regulations that govern users' work practices, rather than users' overall

beliefs and values. WPI5 was adapted from Goodhue & Thompson (1995).

The other three items were newly developed for this subscale.

6.8.4.4. Overall Work Practice Compatibility (WPO)

This subscale measures the extent to which the system meets the users' work

practice needs overall, and is intended as a validation of the WPP, WPE and

WPI subscales. WP02 was adapted from Lee et aI's (2007) qualitative study
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which investigated the effects of misfits between the Best Practices embedded

in ERP systems and user interactions on the adoption and use of ERP

systems within a knowledge transfer perspective. WP04 is adapted from

Goodhue & Thomson's (1995) study. WP03 was derived by combining items

from Karahanna et al (2006) and Staples & Seddon's (2004) studies. WP02

and WP04 are reverse-coded to their phrasing.

6.8.5. Quality in Use
Table 14: Quality In Use Item Scale

QUALITY IN USE

OlU1 I am able to do my job better using the system Effective + Efficient

OlU2 I am able to do more work in the same amount of Efficiency
time using the system

OlU3 Using the system has increased the quality of my Effective + Efficient
work output

OlU4 I am able to complete all my tasks more accurately Effectiveness
using the system

OlU5 I am more satisfied in my job since I have been Satisfaction
using the system

QIU6 If you were told that the company was going back to Satisfaction
the old system, which of the following best describes
how you would respond? (Select ONE only)
• Over my dead body - this system is much better

than the old one
• Over my dead body - I have invested far too

much time and effort to go back to the old
system now

• I know there are problems but we can fix it
• Take it and good riddance
• Other (please specify)

This construct relates to the benefits of system use (as defined in section

3.2.2) in terms of the perceived impacts of the system on user job

performance. Given the non-availability of actual measures of completion and

accuracy times, attitudinal measures were used in terms of the users'

perceptions of how the system has affected their overall job performance.

Quality in Use was therefore measured using the 6 items reflected in Table 14.

The first 5 questions were based on the studies by Staples & Seddon (2004),

Park et al (2007) and Ral et al (2002) and adapted to conform to the definition

of Quality in Use in terms of the three measures of effectiveness, efficiency
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and satisfaction. The sixth item was newly developed based on discussions

held with an ERP consultant (Silberstein, 2011).

6.B.6. Demographics

Standard demographic questions such as age, gender, country of work and

education level could affect the responses and were therefore included in the

questionnaire as reflected in Table 15. . Many of these questions were

originally included to allow for the detailed analyses discussed in section 6.2.1,

and served the dual purpose of screening respondents for validity as a result of

using the internet to collect data for the main study (Schmidt, 1997). For

example, job Title (01) was used initially to identify the occupational

community of practice to which the respondent belonged, and was also used to

determine whether the respondent is a bona fide user of an ERP system. The

department question (05) was used to validate the job title. Questions relating

to industry (09) and job groupings (02) were used to cross-validate each other

and where necessary re-categorise the user's selected responses.

Table 15: Demographics

DEMOGRAPHICS~:
0 , 0, ,

" ! 00 ~ ~,,}K ,
o 0 0 is \: 00 , o 0 ~

01 What is your Job Title?

02 Which one of the following groupings best describes your occupation?

03 Number of years in your current position

04 Number of years in this line of work

05 What department do you primarily work in?

06 Which of the following best describes your involvement in the implementation
of the computer system that you are currently using?
• I was a member of the system implementation team

• I was not a member of the implementation team but I discussed my needs
with one or more members of the team

• I had no interaction either directly or indirectly with the implementation
team

• I joined the company after the system was implemented

• I was in a different job before the system was implemented

07 Did your company employ external consultants to assist in the implementation
of the system

08 Highest Level of Education
High School or Lower! Trade School! Bachelors! Masters! MBA! PhD

09 Please select the name of the system that you are currently using
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DEMOGRAPHICS

010 How long have you been using the current computer system?
0-6 months 16-12 months 112-24 months 12-5 years 1> 5 years

011 Which of the following industries do you work in?

012 In what country do you work?

013 Gender (optional)

014 Age
< 21/21 - 27 128 - 34/35 - 41 142 - 48/49 - 55/56+

Questions 03 and 04 were included to determine the effects that time working

in a particular job or line of work would have on user perceptions. Similarly,

question 09 was included to determine the effects of different makes of ERP

systems on user perceptions. Question 07 was included to control for the

effects of using external consultants during the implementation process.

Question 06 is a branching question. Respondents who indicated that they

were members of the implementation team, or who discussed their needs,

continued on to answer all the questions in the survey. Respondents who

indicated that they had no interaction with the implementation team skipped all

questions relating to their perceptions of the implementation team.

Respondents who joined the company after the system was implemented

skipped all questions relating their perceptions of the implementation team, as

well as questions relating to perceptions of compatibility with existing work

practices. Respondents who indicated that they were in a different job before

the system was implemented skipped the questions relating to perceptions of

compatibility with existing work practices.

6.9. Summary
This chapter discussed the research design and relevant data collection and

analysis methods selected for this study, which is summarised in Table 16.

Ethical considerations relating to this research were discussed. Guidelines for

survey instrument development were presented, together with a detailed

explanation of how the constructs were operationalised. As the survey

Instrument was newly developed for the purposes of this research, it was
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deemed necessary to test the instrument through the use of a pilot study prior

to conducting the main study. In the following chapter, the pilot study and the

results are discussed.

Table 16: Research Design Summary

'ELEMENt
0 IYPE
0 x 0 0 0

Ontology Relativism

Epistemology Relativism

Strategy Quantitative

Research Design Survey Research

Data Collection Questionnaire

Data Analysis

• Pilot Study • Factor Analysis

• Main Study • PLS-SEM
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CHAPTER 7

THE PILOT STUDY

"I don't see much sense in that," said Rabbit. "No," said Pooh humbly,
"there isn't. But there was going to be when 1 began it. It's just that
something happened to it along the way."

Winnie the Pooh - Pooh's Little Instruction Book

7.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the administration and results of the pilot study that was

conducted to test the reliability and validity of the research instrument.

Weaknesses in the survey items were exposed, as well as a debate in the

literature surrounding one of the variables within the research model. Overall,

the findings of the pilot study resulted in a refinement of both the research

model and the survey instrument.

The chapter begins with a review of how the study was conducted (7.2),

followed by an explanation of how the survey instrument was adapted to suit

the context of the sample (7.3). Sample characteristics are presented in

section 7.4.

The reliability and validity of the instrument are discussed in detail in section

7.5. Specifically, the internal consistency of the instrument, as measured using

Cronbach's coefficient alpha, is presented in section 7.5.1. This is followed by

a detailed discussion of the factor analysis results in section 7.5.2, which were

used to determine the discriminant and convergent validity of the measures.

Section 7.5.3 presents a review of the survey items as a means of explaining

the weaknesses identified in the preceding sections.

A summary of the revisions required to be made to the survey instrument is

presented in section 7.6, which completes the chapter.
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7.2. Study Administration
The study was completed in June 2010 in collaboration with a South African

company that was completing its 5-year ERP implementation project. The

company selected for the pilot study (hereafter referred to as SACo) was

chosen due to a pre-existing and long-standing business relationship between

the researcher and the National IT Manager of the company. In addition, 12 of

the company's employees had participated in the researcher's MRes

dissertation and thus stimulating interest in the larger PhD study.

SAGo consists of 6 regions, with multiple retail branches in each region. The

operational headquarters are based in Region C with the IT headquarters

based in the Western Cape. Each region has its own regional manager

reporting to the National IT Manager. The ERP system was implemented over

a five year period, one region being implemented per year. Table 17 depicts

the time frame for each region's implementation.

Table 17: ERP Implementation Date by Region

Regloll «y' ,0 Implementation Cate ss 0

Region A 2004
Region B 2008
Region C 2009
Region 0 2007
Region E 2010
Region F 2006

An email explaining the objective of the research study, together with the

guarantees of data confidentiality and anonymity was sent to the National IT

Manager. The National IT Manager added a paragraph supporting the study

and the need to obtain feedback from the end-users as a way of evaluating the

implementation to date, and forwarded the email to his regional IT Managers.

The regional managers then forwarded the appended email to all their users,

requesting their participation in the study.

Initially, the response count was very low. However, the researcher was aware

of the significant rivalry that existed between the regions, and consequently

began to send daily progress reports to the National IT Manager for circulation
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to the end users, reporting on the number of responses obtained per region.

Within a week of doing this, sufficient responses were obtained to perform the

necessary data analysis.

7.3. Instrument Adaptation
It was necessary to adapt the demographic section of the survey instrument

slightly to cater for the specific context of the pilot study company. Some

questions were removed and one question was added, as reflected in Table

18.

Table18: Adaptation of Survey Instrument for Pilot Study

Questions R(:llloved Questions Inserted

What country do you work in?

Which of the following industries do you
work in?

Please select the name of the system that What Region do you work in?
you are currently using

Did your company employ external
consultants to assist in the implementation
of the system?

7.4. Sample Characteristics
In total, 315 responses were obtained, of which 194 were usable, representing

16% of the company's user population. The general demographic

characteristics of the sample are reflected in Table 19.

Table19: Pilot Study Sample Characteristics

Criterion Level No Total

Education 194
High School or Lower 145
Trade School 29
Bachelors Degree 11
MBA 3
Unspecified 6
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, 0

Criterion [evel ~ '" B 0( y No", Iotal
» 0 o 0

Gender 194

Male 70

Female 114

Unspecified 10

Age Group 194

<=21 1

21 - 27 32

28- 34 41

35- 41 40

42-48 24

49- 55 27

~ 56 23

Unspecified 7

Department 194

Accounting & Finance 30

Administration 21

Info Sys & Tech 16

Customer Service 8

Inv, W/h & Dist 14

Management 6

HR 2

Purchasing 13

Sales & Marketing 63

Other 21

Region 194

A 21

B 3

C 102

D 25

E 5

F 38

Length of time using the system 194

0-6 Months 10

6 - 12 Months 90

12 -24 Months 13

2 - 5 Years 47

> 5 Years 28

Unspecified 6
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Criterion Level No Total

Numberof yearsin currentlineof work 194
< 1Year 5
1 - 2 Years 13
2 - 3 Years 9
3 - 4 Years 20
4 - 5 Years 18
5 - 10Years 35
11-15 Years 35
15- 20Years 21
> 20Years 38

As can be seen from the above, the majority of the respondents were from the

region that most recently implemented the system, thus allowing for the pilot

study to be tested on a relevant sample population.

7.5. Data Analysis
The pilot study data were used primarily to assess the reliability and validity of

the survey instrument prior to administration of the main study. As discussed in

section 6.5.2, the main concerns for the analysis of the pilot study data were to

assess the reliability, convergent and discriminant validity of the instrument

and measures. This was achieved through the following techniques:

• The reliability of the instrument and measures was demonstrated by

assessing internal consistency, as measured by Cronbach's coefficient

alpha. Reliability is discussed in Section 7.5.1.

• Construct validity in terms of convergent and discriminant validity was

demonstrated through the implementation of Factor Analytic techniques,

and is reported in detail in Section 7.5.2.

• Understanding the reasons for any of the weaknesses identified in the

instrument and scales. Face validity was used for this purpose, and

assessed by reviewing the phrasing and sources of each questionnaire

item, and examining the actual data collected from the recipients in

detail. The results of this assessment are discussed in section 7.5.3
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7.5.1. Reliability

As discussed in section 6.8, the research instrument included items to

measure 15 constructs. Cronbach's coefficient alpha was carried out only on

13 of these items. The Motivation and Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

constructs were excluded because of problems experienced with coding the

items (discussed in sections 7.5.3.6 and 7.5.3.2 respectively). Table 20

reflects the Cronbach's Alpha scores for each of the remaining 13 subscales,

together with any items that if deleted, would increase that item's alpha score

Table 20: Cronbach's Alpha Results

2 ACS 218 3 0.773

0.5403 UK 218 3

0.845

0.430 UK2

4 SC 204 4

5 SU 204 3

0.943

0.863 SU1 0.893

6 AR 204 2

7 SA 204 5 0.850

8 PA 204 5 0.909

9 WPE 199 3

0.808

0.794 WPE4 0.928

10 WPP 267 2

11 WPI 267 4 0.842 WPI2 0.872

12 WPO 267 3 0.629 WP03 0.700

13 QIU 194 6 0.783 QIU6 0.929

WPC"

WPC-'

194

194

12

9

WP02C 0.837
0.833 I----t-------i

0.839WPE4

0.813 WP02C 0.820

Notes:

WPC" = includes all variables

WPC-' = excludes items with known problems of WPE4, WPI2 and WP03

Eleven of the 13 factors reflect high scores, indicating good internal

consistency of the scales. However, 7 of these factors each have at least one

item that, if removed from the scale, will increase the alpha score of the factor.

The scores are discussed below.
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• OCS1 is identified as problematic, as deletion of this item will increase

the reliability of the oes scale. However, the alpha coefficient is

relatively consistent to those reported in the original research conducted

by Meyer et al (1993: 0.85), and other studies (e.g. Blau, 2003: a = .94).

• ACS reflects a high alpha score with no problematic items, indicating

good internal consistency of the scale for this construct.

• The UK construct reflects a low alpha of 0.430, and even after removing

the problematic item UK2, the alpha remains lower than acceptable at

0.530.

• SC and AR both reflect high alpha scores with no problematic items,

indicating good internal consistency of the scale. SU reflects a high

alpha score which can be even higher if SU1 is removed from the scale,

indicating a scale that has good internal consistency.

• The SA and PA scales both reflect high alpha scores with no

problematic items, indicating good internal consistency of the scales.

• The QIU scale, including all QIU items, reflects an alpha score of below

0.8. However, when the QIU6 item is removed from the scale, the alpha

score increases substantially to above 0.9. .

• The WPC scale is a complex construct that comprises the four

subscales of WPE, WPI, WPP and WPO. The alpha score for the WPC

scale overall, including all the subscale items, is 0.833; removing items

WP02C and WPE4 increases the alpha scores marginally to 0.837 and

0.839 respectively, indicating that overall, WP02C and WPE4 are

problematic items. However, individual subscale alpha scores reflect

more problematic items with this construct:

o The WPE subscale reflects a substantially higher score if WPE4

is removed.

o The WPI1subscale reflects a marginally higher score if WPI2 is

removed.
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o The WPO subscale reflects a score of 0.629 if all three items are

included, which increases to 0.7 if WP03 is removed from the

scale.

o The only one of the 4 subscales that does not appear to be

problematic is the WPP subscale, however, it only comprises of 2

items.

7.5.2. Construct Validity

Having established the extent of the reliability of the survey instrument, it was

then necessary to determine the construct validity of the scales in terms of

their discriminant and convergent validity (Straub et al., 2004). Exploratory

Factor Analysis was used for this purpose (Kim & Mueller, 1978; Straub et al.,

2004). Two steps were required, namely (1) determination of the number of

factors to extract. and (2) examination of the factor loadings to assess validity

of each of the scales.

Determination of the number of factors

In order to determine the number of factors to extract. the results of a principal

components analysis. scree test and parallel analysis were compared. The

principal components analysis (Table 21) identified 12 components with an

eigenvalue greater than 1. explaining 73.3% of the variance; however, this did

not coincide with the 13 factors being measured by the items included in the

analysis. Visual inspection of the scree plot, as reflected in Figure 16, was
inconclusive.

Parallel analysis, however, indicated that only 8 factors should be extracted. as

reflected in Table 22. As the eigenvalue-one rule tends to overestimate the

number of factors, particularly when the number of variables is high and the

number of respondents is low, as in this case (O'Connor, 2000), it was decided

to adhere to the results of the parallel analysis results.
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Table 21: Principal Components Analysis

Component Initial Eigenvalues Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 12.093 24.680 24.680 6.876 14.033 14.033

2 4.328 8.833 33.513 4.259 8.691 22.724

3 4.054 8.273 41.786 3.955 8.071 30.795

4 3.022 6.168 47.954 3.793 7.740 38.535

5 2.287 4.668 52.622 3.503 7.149 45.684

6 2.133 4.353 56.974 2.361 4.819 50.503

7 1.657 3.383 60.357 2.296 4.686 55.189
8 1.557 3.178 63.535 2.272 4.637 59.827
9 1.358 2.771 66.306 2.089 4.264 64.091
10 1.267 2.587 68.893 1.833 3.741 67.832
11 1.138 2.323 71.215 1.521 3.103 70.935
12 1.014 2.070 73.286 1.152 2.350 73.286
13 .906 1.849 75.134
... ... ... ...
49 .054 .110 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Figure 16: Scree Plot

8CfHPiot
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Table 22: Parallel Analysis

Run MATRIX procedure:
PARALLEL ANALYSIS: Principal Components

Specifications for this Run:
Ncases 194 Nvars 49 Ndatsets 1000 Percent 95

Random Data Eigenvalues

Root Means PCA PCA> PARALLEL MEANS?

1.000000 2.134685 12.093 Yes - factor ok

2.000000 2.008663 4.328 Yes - factor ok

3.000000 1.918018 4.054 Yes - factor ok

4.000000 1.840009 3.022 Yes - factor ok

5.000000 1.772285 2.287 Yes - factor ok

6.000000 1.709062 2.133 Yes - factor ok

7.000000 1.649572 1.657 Yes - factor ok

8.000000 1.594200 1.557 Yes - factor ok

9.000000 1.541719 1.358 No - factor not ok

Discriminant and convergent validity

Convergent and discriminant validity was assessed by examining the loadings

of the items that were expected to define the subscales in the questionnaire.

For this reason, the cut-off point for the factor loadings was set at 0.5 to

include only those variables that unambiguously defined each component

(Richardson, 1990).

Principal Axis Factoring was therefore used to extract the 8 factors with oblimin

rotation. The pattern matrix and factor correlation matrix are reflected in Table

23 and Table 24 respectively. Items that appear to define a particular factor are

shaded in each factor column. All loadings of 0.5 and higher are highlighted in

bold.
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abe nncioa XIS actorinq - attern a nx

Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
QIU5 .822 -.022 .084 -.104 .097 -.037 -.001 .018
QIU1 .793 .025 .127 -.056 .053 -.068 .011 -.062
QIU4 .752 .085 .042 -.149 .003 .048 -.016 -.072
QIU3 .723 .059 .046 -.167 .030 .003 -.052 .037
QIU2 .671 .122 .058 -.128 .080 -.033 .041 -.080
WP03 .607 .086 .031 -.111 .021 .079 -.203 -.069
WPP3 ..605 .079 .094 -.019 .118 .006 -.201 .008
WPP2 ,- .572 .134 .048 .060 .096 -.062 -.2~ .039
WPI6 .467 .003 .085 -.062 .157 .050 -.42.6 .038
QIU6 1 ___ -.36q .035 .251 -.117 -.019 .107 -.042 .080
SU5 .135 .. 738 .087 -.045 -.018 -.030 -.090 -.004
SU3 .006 .724 .105 -.039 -.045 -.041 -.107 -.118
AR2 -.066 .680 .064 -.127 -.064 -.185 -.142 .082
AR1 -.045 .674 .095 -.076 -.005 -.160 -.134 .095
SC3 .154 .622 .072 -.028 .143 -.039 .157 -.033
SC4 .106 .618 .007 .006 .150 -.115 .153 -.006
SC1 .182 .590 .040 .094 .111 .022

1- .169 -.208
SC2 .218 .583 -.046 .115 -.015 .008 1-- .347 -.165
SU1 -.005 .541 ;.:03~ -.064 -.025 -.234 -.222 -.047
OCS3 .131 .073 .873 .051 .013 .025 .073 .000
OCS4 .116 .008 .863 .015 .006 .013 -.023 .006
OCS6 .040 .054 .809 .020 -.076 -.010 -.054 -.128
OCS5 -.041 .105 .750 -.052 .047 .041 -.013 -.169
OCS2 -.100 .q~ .732 .050 .031 -.088 -.025 -.0481-
OCS1 .177 1_-·3~a 1_ .310 .024 -.039 -.107 .085 -.056
PA8 .057 -.092 .028 -.834 -.046 -.198 .040 -.060
PA9 .155 -.105 -.010 -.786 .006 -.097 .055 .007
PA7 -.043 .030 -.073 -.771 .023 -.028 .029 -.127
PA5 .113 .181 -.033 -.745 -.137 -.018 -.065 -.057
PA6 .166 .137 -.004 -.71~. -.100 -.056 -.067 -.054
WPE2 .000 .063 .024 .080 .916 -.030 .009 -.030
WPE3 .038 -.013 .062 .100 .889 -.041 .027 .036
WPE4 .093 -.051 -.286 .035 .421 -.170 -.061 -.061
SA6 -.090 .081 -.043 .032 .128 -.868 .004 -.064".SAS -.087 .062 -.089 -.005 .073 -.858 .011 -.127
SA9 .081 .007 .026 -.145 -.046 -.602. -.019 .023
SA8 .124 .080 .165 -.189 .061 -.559 .143 .191
SA7 -.070 .217 .118 -.176 .059 .. -.478 -.014 .092
WP1 .222 .101 .129 -.087 .233 .151 -.'598 -.047

T I 23 P' . I A' F P Matri
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WPI5 .471 .138 .105 -.041 .126 .118 -.484 .016

WP12 .131 .023 -.004 -.192 .111 .106 -.454 -.135

WP02 -.148 .017 .041 -.236 .113 .100 .423 .036

WP04 -.237 -.066 .101 -.191 .095 .185 .369 -.022

ACS1 -.116 .007 .218 .023 .088 -.068 -.263 -.696

ACS3 -.082 -.124 .154 -.132 .012 .019 -.100 -.589

ACS2 .109 -.169 .101 -.060 .139 -.060 -.177 -.511

UK1 .013 .066 -.056 -.070 -.007 .014 .049 -.427

UK4 .099 .090 .041 .111 -.065 -.040 .072 -.280

UK3 -.003 .067 -.004 -.093 .043 .054 .081 -.245

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 16 iterations.

Convergent and discriminant validity are established by examining the factor

loadings. Convergent validity was deemed to be at an acceptable level when

items loaded highly on their own constructs. In contrast, discriminant validity

was deemed acceptable when items loaded more highly on their own

constructs than on other constructs in the model (Karahanna et al., 2006).

As reflected in Table 23, convergent and discriminant validity could not be

demonstrated for all of the scales. Broadly speaking, there is a clear match

between six extracted factors and original constructs, namely

• Factor 3: loadings of ~ 0.5 of the OCS2 - OeS6 items only, suggesting

that this factor is defined by the oes items, and is therefore named the

OCS factor

• Factor 4: loadings of ~ 0.5 of all of the PA items only, therefore named

the PA factor

• Factor 6: loadings of ~ 0.5 of all the SA items only, therefore named the

SA factor.

• Factor 5: three items load on this factor, all are WPE items, 2 of which

are> 0.5, the third is > 0.4; therefore named the WPE factor

• Factor 7: only 1 item has a loading of ~ 0.5, which is the WPI1 item.

There are 5 items with loadings of> 004, two of which are the remaining
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items making up the original WPl1scale, and one of the WPO items.

Therefore this factor could be deemed the WPI factor.

• Factor 8: all 3 of the ACS items load on this factor higher than 0.5, thus

named the ACS factor.

The other 2 factors are problematic in that they appear to consist of more than

one of the original constructs:

• Factor 2: this factor appears to be a consolidation of the three

constructs SU, AR and SC. This indicates that there is no discriminant

validity between the items measuring these constructs and therefore the

measures should be revised. Alternatively, this could suggest that the

scales SU, se and AR are equally valid measures of a single underlying

construct and that they cannot be differentiated from each other in terms

of the construct that they are measuring. In this case, revision of the

scales would be pointless. This is inconsistent with the alpha analyses

of these three scales, all of which indicate good internal consistency.

This issue is discussed further in 7.5.3.7.

• Factor 1: the Items that load higher than 0.5 are a mixture of 3 of the

original constructs, namely QIU, WPO and WPP. Five of the 6 items

measuring QIU, both of the WPP items, and 1 of the three WPO items,

load higher than 0.5 on this factor. WPO and WPP together form part of

a complex single construct; however, QIU should be an independent

construct on its own. The alpha coefficient result for the QIU scale is

consistent with the factor analysis results in that the former highlights

that item QIU6 is problematic. However, the alpha score does not help

to clarify the reason for the high loadings of items from the WPE, WPO

and WPP scales onto the QIU scale. Consequently, these results

indicate that the items used to measure these constructs should be

revised.

Although there is a clear match between six of the extracted factors and 6 of

the original constructs, there are some problems with the subscales used for

these constructs:
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• DCS subscale: DCS1 loaded low relative to the other items in the scale.

In addition, it also has a loading of> 0.4 on a second factor, indicating a

potential overlap with that factor. These findings are consistent with the

Cronbach Alpha results, which indicated that the removal of DCS1

would increase the reliability of the scale.

• SA subscale: SA? loaded slightly below the 0.5 cut off at 0.497, also

somewhat lower relative to the other items in the scale. This is

somewhat inconsistent to the SA alpha score, which does not reflect a

problem with this item. This is an unexpected result. The PA and SA

items are exact mirror images of each other; yet the PA factor analysis

is consistent with its alpha score, reflecting good validity and reliability.

• WPE subscale: WPE4 loaded substantially lower than the other two

items in the scale, and below the 0.5 cut off at 0.423. This is consistent

with the Cronbach Alpha analysis of the scale, which reflects a

substantially higher score if WPE4 is deleted.

• WPI subscale: Three of the four items loaded below the cut off point of

0.5, indicating low convergent validity. In addition, WPI6 loaded equally

on both its own factor and Factor 1, suggesting a potential overlap. This

is not consistent with the Cronbach Alpha analysis, which reflects a

marginally higher score if WPI2 is deleted.

• It is also worth noting that the UK construct does not appear as a factor

in its own right. The items UK2 and UK3 do not have significant loadings

on any of the factors, and UK1 has a low loading on Factor 8, indicating

an association with Absorptive Capacity of System Domain Knowledge.

Once again, this is consistent with the Cronbach Alpha analysis of the

UK scale, which reflects poor internal consistency.

These issues are revisited in section 7.5.3.
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Correlations between the Constructs

A secondary aim of the factor analysis was to identify correlations between the

constructs. The factor correlation matrix (Table 24) indicates a number of low

correlations (.20 - .30) between Factor 1 and the other factors (indicated in

bold). However, as Factor 1 is a complex factor these correlations are not

easily interpretable in terms of the research model.

Table 24: Principal Axis Factoring: Factor Correlation Matrix

Factor QIU/ SU/SC

WPPtWPO tAR OCS PA WPE SA WPI ACS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

2 .257

3 .156 .085
4 -.099 -.180 -.196

5 .259 .136 .003 -.063
6 -.227 -.274 -.050 .136 -.127
7 .288 .049 .064 -.028 .090 -.055
8 .266 .165 .238 -.138 .182 -.015 .019

Nevertheless, of interest are the following correlations (indicated in bold):

• Factor 3 and Factor 8, i.e. a (low) correlation exists between the OCS

and ACS constructs. This is supported by the argument proposed in the

literature review and provides support for the hypotheses proposed in

the research model that high levels of occupational strength of

commitment could increase users' prior stocks of system knowledge.

• Factor 2 and Factor 6, Le. that a (Iow) negative correlation exists

between the three barriers to knowledge transfer and system

adaptation. This also provides some support for the proposed

hypotheses that system adaptation to suit user requirements reduces

barriers to knowledge transfer.
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7.5.3. Specific Item Issues

The statistical analysis results indicated that the reliability and validity of many

of the subscales in the research instrument was not adequate. This led to a

review of the instrument items in order to examine the face validity and

sources of each item, and resulted in the following additional issues being

identified:

7.5.3.1. Absorptive Capacity - System Knowledge

The opening paragraph to this set of questions was phrased: "Before the

system was implemented", and could have been interpreted as referring to the

amount of training received during the implementation period. Although the

statistical analyses found this scale to be both internally consistent and exhibit

convergent validity, the opening paragraph is ambiguous and needs to be

rephrased to clearly express the intention of measuring prior stocks of system

oriented knowledge, as discussed by Szulanski (2003) and Park et al (2007).

7.5.3.2. Absorptive Capacity - Work Domain

Discriminant, convergent and internal consistency of this subscale could not be

determined for this scale due to the problem of weighting that arose with

ACW1. Would option 1 indicate a higher level of absorptive capacity than level

2? Should option 3 be weighted more highly than option 4? Consequently, this

scale was not included in the analysis of the pilot study results.

7.5.3.3. System adaptation and Process adaptation

The original questions were phrased as "significant time and effort have been

required to alter ERP... " for system adaptation questions; and "significant time

and effort have been required to alter our [processes]" for process (user)

adaptation. The wording was changed to "Attempts were made to change", for

both sets of questions.

In hindsight, this phrasing is ambiguous. "Attempts were made to change"

could have been interpreted as attempts being made by the user, or attempts

being made by the implementation team I developers.
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The Process Adaptation results could indicate that users felt that they were

being forced to change their ways of working to accommodate the system.

However, the results could equally be argued that they reflect that the users

themselves adapted their ways of working to accommodate the system.

Although one could reason that there should not be the same level of system

and process adaptation, the means reported in Hong & Kim's (2002) study

indicate that this could occur. The System Adaptation results could be argued

in the same ways.

One of the underlying hypotheses of this research is that users who are forced

to make changes to their working practices will resist change, and thus the

Knowledge Transfer process will be detrimentally affected. From the above it

is difficult to ascertain whether the changes are forced onto the user or initiated

by the user, or in fact, how the user feels in general about the changes.

Correlation analysis could be done between these and Motivation. but the

motivation questions are themselves problematic and therefore this would not

a good indication either.

Therefore, although the factor analysis results indicate strong convergent and

discriminant validity for both scales, these questions need to be rephrased to

remove the ambiguity.

7.5.3.4. Quality In Use

The factor analysis resulted in an extracted factor defined by the first 5 QIU

items together with items from the WPC subscales, indicating a lack of

discriminant validity between the QIU and WPC constructs. In addition, the

QIU6 item had a loading of less than 0.5 on this factor, reflecting a low

convergent validity for the QIU subscale; this is confirmed by the substantial

increase in the Cronbach's Alpha score if the QIU6 item is removed from the

scale (as discussed in section 7.5.1).

In hindsight, QIU6 does not only measure satisfaction. The second and third

options are not indicative of satisfaction with the system, but of other attitudes.

Thus, QIU6 should be removed from the scale.
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In addition, the wording of QIU3 seems difficult to understand and is duplicated

in QIU2 and QIU4, and could therefore be removed. QIU2 could be simplified

by restating it as "I am able to perform tasks faster using the system".

7.5.3.5. Work Practice Compatibility

The Work Practice Compatibility construct consists of 4 subscales, namely

(1) WPE - Compatibility with Existing work practices

(2) WPP - Compatibility with Preferred work practices

(3) WPI - Compatibility with Imposed work practices

(4) WPO - Overall Work Compatibility

The factor analysis results indicate poor discriminant and convergent validity

for each of the subscales and for the construct as a whole, as discussed in

7.5.1. Internal consistency, as measured in terms of Cronbach's Alpha for

each of the subscales as well as for the consolidated construct appear

adequate, but each of the scales' scores are increased by the removal of one

or more items. Consequently, all the items used to measure this construct

need to be revised.

WPO subscale

This subscale was intended to measure overall work practice compatibility,

thus acting as a validation of the WPP, WPE and WPI subscales. However, the

factor analysis reflects poor convergent validity for this subscale as the WPO

items did not load on a single factor. In addition, the Cronbach's Alpha score of

below 0.7 (for all3 items) reflects a low internal consistency for this subscale.

Reviewing the actual data from the respondents provides some additional

insight into the problems associated with this subscale. As depicted in Figure

17, an overwhelming majority of respondents indicated that the system is

compatible with all their needs. However, a considerable number of

respondents also indicated that the system resulted in flawed or defective

processes. In addition, a large number of respondents have indicated that the

system is missing critical information that is useful to them. Therefore, the data

is somewhat contradictory: the respondents believe that the system is

compatible with their needs, yet at the same time the system has defective
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work processes and is missing information that is critical to their task

performance.

Figure 17: WPO responses

These questions refer to how well the system meets your needs
overall

The system is missing
critical inlormetion
is very useful to me ..

100 120

_ Strongly Di segree

_ Disagree

_ Somewhat Disagree

_ Somewhat At,ree

_Agree
_ Strongly At,ree

Perceptions offlawed processes and missing critical information could arise as

a result of respondents' perceptions of misfits between previous working

practices or preferred working practices. Tables 25 - 26 provide a summary of

the results for previous and preferred working practices respectively.

o 60 80 140
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Table 25: WPE item responses

Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Somewhat

Disagree Disagree Agree

The system allows me to work in 2.2% (6) 5.6% (15) 7.9% (21) 24.7% (56)
the way that I want

The system provides me with the
exact information that I would like 1.9% (5) 4.5% (12) 5.2% (14) 27.3% (73)

to have to 110my job

~ Create Chart .. Download

Agree
Stmngly Response
Agree Count

46.40/. 13.1% 257
(124) (35)

43.4% 17.5%
257

(116) (47)

answered question 267
skipped question 48

20. These questions refer to how closely the system matches the way you
PREFER to do your job

Table 26: WPP item responses

StronQly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly Not Response
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree Applicable Count

To use the system, I did not have to
make significant changes to the 4.0%(8) 11.1% 12.6% (25) 22.6% (45)

39.n. 7.0% 3.0% (6) 199
tasks that I was Iloing before the (22) (79) (14)

system was implemented

To use the system. I dtd not have to
make significant changes to the 4.0%(8)

10.6%
13.6% (27) 21.1%(42)

3B.7% B.O% 40%(8) 199
way Iwas doing my tasks before (21) (77) (16)

the system was Implemented

The system provides me with the 10.1% 19.6% 31.2" 6.0%
same Information that I had before (20) (39) 15.1% (30) 14.1% (2B) (62) (12)

4.0%(8) 199

the system was implemented

answered question 199

skipped question 116

18. These questions refer to how closely the system matches the way you WERE ~ Create Chart .. Download
working before the system was implemented

Table 25 reflects that although the majority of respondents indicate

compatibility with previous work practices, there is still a considerable

percentage of respondents who perceive that the system has caused changes

to their previous ways of working. In contrast, Table 26 reflects a much

smaller percentage of respondents who feel that the system is not allowing

them to perform their tasks the way that they would prefer to. This could

suggest that the flawed and missing information perceptions could result from

forced changes to previous ways of working.

To enhance the explanatory power of the data, it is suggested that for the main

study the survey should include questions relating to the extent and type of
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workarounds that users have developed. In addition, respondents who indicate

perceptions of flawed processes or missing information should be asked to

provide an explanation. Alternatively, a list of explanations could be provided

based on the above discussions from which respondents could select those

that are applicable, with the option to add further explanations if required. For

example:

The system has flawed processes because
• I cant work the way I used to
• I cant work the way I want to
• There are things that I used to be able to do that I cant

do anymore
• There are things that I should be able to do that the

system does not cater for
• It takes longer to do things than it used to
• The system makes things too complicated

7.5.3.6. Motivation

Discriminant, convergent and internal consistency of this subscale could not be

determined for this scale due to the problems that arose with coding item M03

and the fact that M04 was an optional question.

M03, reflected in Figure 18, was adapted from Szulanski (1996), his original

survey included this question which requested respondents to select one or

more of the options, but no scale was provided. The adapted question did not

work well. The responses are summarised in Figure 19.

The majority of respondents have indicated high levels of enthusiasm and

cooperation, with very low levels or completely absent behaviours that could

be seen as negative. One exception to this is Tolerance - almost 56% of the

respondents indicated some to high levels of tolerance. Interestingly, 5 people

admitted to some level of hidden sabotage and 17 people admitted to some

level of feigned acceptance.
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Figure 18: M031tem Responses

None Very Little Some Quite a lot Very Much Response
Count

a. Enthusiasm 1.4% (3) 2.3% (5) 15.1% (33) 42.7% (93) 38.5% (84) 218

b. Cooperation 0.5%(1) 0.9%(2) 7.3% (16) 42.2% (92) 49.H'. (107) 218

c. Tolerance (wasnt happy but did 29.4% (64) 17.4% (38) 220% (48) 24.8% (54) 6.4% (14) 218not interfere)

d. Passivity (did not get involved) 42.7% (93) 22.0% (48) 20.6% (45) 119% (26) 2.8% (6) 218

e. Reluctance (unwilling, didnt 64.2% (140) 22.0% (48) 8.3% (18) 3.2% (7) 2.3%(5) 218really want to get involved)

f. Feigned acceptance (did not 73.4% (160) 18.8% (41) 5.9% (15) 0.9%(2) 0.0%(0) 218accept the idea, but pretended to)

g. Hidden sabotage 94.5% (206) 3.2%(7) 1.4% (3) 0.9%(2) 0.0% (0) 218

answered Question 218

skipped question 97

12. To what extent did you react with each of the following to the ~ Create Chart ... Download
introduction of the system? Please give a rating for EACH of the reactions below

One of the problems encountered with this question is in the weighting of the

different choices. Is Passivity more of a negative behaviour than Tolerance?

Should Reluctance be weighted more negatively than Passivity or Tolerance?

A second problem arose when viewing the mix of response choices. It would

appear that the wording of the question caused quite a bit of confusion

amongst the respondents, as there were a substantial amount of contradictory

responses. Examples are reflected in Table 27.
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Table 27: Contradictory responses to M03
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1 Quite a Quite a Quite a Quite a Quite a
lot lot lot lot lot Quite a lot Quite a lot

2 Quite a Very Very
lot Much Much Some Some Some Quite a lot

3 Very Very Quite a
Much Much None lot None None None

4 Very Very Quite a
Much Much None lot None None None

5 Quite a Very Quite a Quite a
lot Much lot lot None None None

6 Quite a Quite a Quite a Quite a
lot lot lot lot None None None

7 Quite a Very Quite a
lot Much lot None None None None

8 Quite a Very Quite a
lot Much lot None None None None

9 Quite a Quite a
lot lot None None None None None

10 Quite a Very
lot Much None None None None None

Rows 9 and 10 reflect responses that make sense; respondents indicate

positive behaviours with no negative behaviours. However:

• Rows 1 - 8 reflect contradictory responses that are difficult to

understand and make sense of.

• Row 1: this user is either confused or just selected the choice to

complete the survey as quickly as possible.

• Row 2: How is it possible that someone could be enthusiastic and

cooperative, tolerant, and also engage in quite a lot of hidden

sabotage?
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• Row 3 + 4: These respondents are enthusiastic and cooperative, but

also passive?

• Row 5 + 6: These respondents are enthusiastic and cooperative, but

also tolerant and passive

• Row 7 + 8: These respondents are enthusiastic and cooperative, but

also tolerant

Furthermore, given the abundance of literature and debate surrounding the

concept of "Motivation", it is suggested that it would be better to change the

name of this variable to Willingness or Resistance, and operationalise the

construct in terms of resistance behaviours (T. Klaus & Blanton, 2010; T. Klaus

et al., 2007). This is similar to what was attempted in M04, which reads as

follows:

Which of the following applied to you during the implementation of the system?

• I complained a lot
• I tried to convince management not to implement the system
• I took a long to provide any information that I was asked for
• I did not want to change anything that I was currently doing because of the new

system
• I looked for ways around the system so that I did not have to change anything

that I was doing before the system was implemented.
• I avoided learning and using the new system as much as possible
• I thought about finding another job
• Other - please specify

The responses to this question were very interesting, particularly from those

respondents who provided additional comments. In total, 90 respondents

answered this question, the results of which are summarised in Figure 19.

• 25 Respondents indicated that they complained a lot about the system.

One respondent indicated a possible reason for these complaints was

when the system did not work according to expectation.
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• 18 Respondents indicated that they did not want to change their existing

work practices, but as noted by one respondent, "we had to get used to

it". Interestingly, only 12 respondents indicated that they looked for

work-arounds to the system so that they did not have to change existing

work practices - and only 5 of these respondents also indicated

resistance to change.

• 2 respondents indicated high levels of resistance by selecting all the

options available. They both noted that this resistance stemmed from

high levels of satisfaction with the existing system, with one of the

respondents noting that change was difficult because he/she was used

to the old system

These responses provide possible reasons for unwillingness and could be

used to create better questions for the main study.

Figure 19: Motivation Behaviours

Which of the following applied to you during the implementation of the new system? Please
select ALL that apply.Please note that this question is OPTIONAL

25,------------------------------------------------------------

20+---1

18

15-+--~

5-+---1

0-+----
I tried to convince I did net want to ch.n~. I avoKi.d la.m"'9 and
mln.g.".,.nt not to .nything d,lt IWII uJlng the new sy't.m

implemont thl nlW~lm ()u~ntly doing blelu.. ... IS mueh IS possible
I complained a let I took. lang time to lleokld forWly> I",und I thought about

provide any infotmaltion the system 10 that I did finding another job
tt,.tlwa.slsked fer noth,v.tocf,ilng •...
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Other interesting comments are as follows:

• "I was nervous". The respondent did not select any of the options

provided, and therefore the behaviour that manifested as a result of this

nervousness is unknown.

• "Continually requested training - with no response". Again, none of the

options provided were selected, and therefore the behaviour that

resulted is unknown.

• "I was reluctant for change but enjoy it now!" and "no one likes change

but it was a GREAT thing we did this!". Once again, none of the options

provided were selected.

However, this question was made optional, which was a mistake as only 90 out

of the 267 respondents who completed the questionnaire answered this

question. This question is a lot easier to code, as all the options refer to

resistance I unwillingness and therefore can be coded as such.

In light of the above, the scale used in the pilot study to measure motivation

was eliminated and replaced with a new scale measuring User Resistance.

The findings of the pilot study in terms of the possible reasons for

unwillingness was used to help to create these new questions, in conjunction

with relevant items relating to resistance behaviours, such as those identified

by Klaus et al (2007) and Klaus & Benton (2010).

7.5.3.7. Shared Understanding, Source Credibility and Arduous
Relationship

The factor analysis identified that the three subscales measuring these three

constructs loaded on a single factor. As discussed in section 7.5.2, this result

can be interpreted in two ways:

(1) There is no discriminant validity between the items measuring

these constructs and therefore the measures should be revised

for the main study; or
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(2) The three sub-scales are equally valid measures of a single

underlying construct and therefore cannot be discriminated from

each other within the context of the construct that they

measuring, thus rendering revision of the scales pointless.

A review of the measurement items of each of the subscales to test for face

validity revealed that item AR2 was adapted from an item that was used in a

pre-existing instrument to measure Source Credibility. The factor analysis was

repeated, with the AR2 item omitted, to determine whether this item had

contaminated the loadings.

The results of the revised factor analysis revealed no changes to the number

of factors extracted, nor to the loadings of the SU, SC and remaining AR items

(see Appendix 3), thus confirming that no contamination occurred.

Consequently, it is accepted that the scales SU, SA and AR are measuring a

single underlying construct, and cannot be differentiated from each other.

This suggestion is supported by the literature if the barriers to the knowledge

transfer process are understood through the lens of User Resistance. For

example, it makes logical sense that a lack of shared understanding between

the source and the user would enhance user resistance. Similarly, user

perceptions of sources attempting to transfer unproven processes (unproven

know\edge) would also enhance user resistance.

As discussed above, the "Motivation" construct, also a barrier to the knowledge

transfer process, is now to be replaced by the "User Resistance construct.

The results of the factor analysis therefore could be suggesting that the

underlying construct that the scales are measuring is User Resistance.

7.5.3.8. Occupat\ona\ Strength of Commitment (OCS)

The survey was administered during a company-wide retrenchment initiative.

The occupational strength of commitment questions could have been

perceived as a potential threat to job security, which could well have been

heightened by the retrenchment Initiative, resulting in respondents adjusting

their responses to provide more "desirable" responses in order to reduce the

perceived threat. The overall high scores for the respondent population could
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therefore be due to the perspective that this set of questions relates to job

satisfaction and that a negative response would lead to job loss.

7.6. Summary
A pilot study of the survey instrument was conducted during June 2010, the

objective of which was to test the reliability and validity of the instrument prior

to administration of the main study. The study was completed in collaboration

with a South African company that was completing its 5-year ERP

implementation project.

The statistical analyses, in conjunction with a review of the instrument items for

face validity exposed the following broad categories of weaknesses with nine

of the 12 scales used in the research instrument, namely: (1) insignificant

loadings, (2) cross loadings, (3) internal consistency, (4) ambiguity in phrasing,

and (5) missing variables. Table 28 lists the scales, their identified

weaknesses and the recommended revisions to the research instrument prior

to the administration of the main study.

In the following chapter, the revisions that were necessary to correct these

weaknesses prior to the administration of the main study are described in

detail. Consequently it was necessary to correct these weaknesses by revising

the research instrument prior to the administration of the main study. These

revisions are described in detail in the following chapter.
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Table 28: Research Instrument Revisions Required

Scale Action Description

OCS Add items To control for retrenchment bias and user perceptions of
management initiatives

ACS Rephrase The opening paragraph only

UK Revise All items need to be revised due to insignificant loadings on all
factors - need to increase applicability of measures

SC Leave as is and await results of main study to determine

SU None loadings of other barriers. Perform 2nd order factor analysis on
all barriers to identify whether there is a single underlying

AR construct

SA Revise Remove ambiguity in phrasing

PA Revise Remove ambiguity in phrasing

WPC Revise and Operationalisation of construct to be reviewed due to cross-
add items loadings and poor internal consistency. Items to be added to

explain possible contradictory responses.

QIU Revise Remove QIU6 and revise other items

MO Replace Replace with "User Resistance" construct

SP Revise All measures need to be revised to increase internal
consistency
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CHAPTERS

LESSONS LEARNED

"Alwayswatchwhere you are going. Otherwise,you may step on a piece
of the Forestthatwas left out bymistake"

Winnie the Pooh - Pooh's Little Instruction Book

8.1. Introduction
The previous chapter presented the results of the pilot study that was

undertaken to validate the research instrument. Weaknesses were identified,

resulting in the need to revise the survey instrument prior to administration of

the main study.

This chapter describes the revisions that were made to the survey instrument

to rectify the identified weaknesses. The revision of the survey instrument also

led to the adaptation of the research model. Section 8.2 discusses the

revisions to the survey instrument. The changes made to the research model

are discussed in section 8.3.

8.2. Revision of Survey Instrument
The revision of the research instrument was undertaken primarily by revisiting

the literature, both in terms of re-examining papers already read as well as

broadening the search for additional relevant articles.

As it was not feasible to undertake a second pilot study, new and revised

survey items were tested on friends, colleagues and experts in the field.
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8.2.1. Quality in Use

As discussed in sections 3.2.2 and 7.5.3.4, this construct was used to measure

ERP system success, as it was seen to relate to the benefits of system use at

the individual performance level. Quality in use was therefore operationalised

in terms of the users' perceptions of how the system had affected their overall

job performance. However, the additional literature reviewed highlighted a

marked similarity of this construct to Moore & Benbasat's (1991)

conceptualisation of the "Relative Advantage" construct.

Relative Advantage (RA) was originally conceptualised by Rogers (1995) in his

Innovation Diffusion Theory work. Rogers' short definition of relative

advantage is "the degree to which the innovation is perceived to be better than

the idea it supersedes" (Rogers, 1995, p.212). However, it is more complex

than the short definition implies, as the degree of relative advantage is often

expressed as economic profitability, social prestige or other benefits (Rogers,

1995, p.212). He further identifies sub-dimensions of relative advantage,

including "the degree of economic profitability, low initial cost, a decrease in

discomfort, social prestige, a saving in time and effort, and the immediacy of

reward" (Rogers, 1995, p.216).

Moore & Benbasat (1991) argued that within the business computing domain,

the type of relative advantage that mattered most was usefulness in terms of

the extent to which employing the innovation would contribute to improved job

performance. This is because, within an organisational context, employees are

generally rewarded for good performance through raises, bonuses and

promotions (Van Slyke, Johnson, Hightower, & Elgarah, 2008). This is equally

true within an ERP system context, and is in tune with the way in which ERP

system success is defined for this study, that is, it is measured in terms of the

benefits that accrue to the user in terms of their job performance as a result of

system use (see section 3.2.2). From a user perspective, these benefits refer

to enhanced task performance, such as increased speed, ease of task

execution and increased task effectiveness.

This conceptualisation of Relative Advantage essentially reduces the construct

to the equivalent of Davis's "perceived usefulness", which Moore & Benbasat
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(1991) themselves suggested, could be a better name for this construct. Davis

defined perceived usefulness as "the degree to which a person believes that

using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance." (Davis,

1989, p.320) This definition is based on the definition of the word useful:

"capable of being used advantageously" (Davis, 1989, p.320). A system high in

perceived usefulness, therefore, is one for which a user believes that his or her

performance will be enhanced. Perceived Usefulness is therefore an

attitudinal measure of net benefits (Rai et ai, 2002). This view is consistent

with Seddon's (1997) conceptualisation of Net Benefits that proposed that

perceived usefulness and user satisfaction are general perceptual measures of

the net benefits of IS Use (Rai et al., 2002; Seddon, 1997). Consequently, the

original Quality in Use construct identified for this study is renamed as

Perceived Usefulness.

Davis's original 6-item short-form PU scale (reflected in Table 29 in italics)

forms the basis for the operationalisation of this construct. To ensure that

users were reporting on perceptions of actual usefulness during use of the

system, rather than expected usefulness prior to use of the system, the future-

tense orientation of Davis's (1989) items were adapted to present tense (Rai et

al., 2002; Seddon, 1997)

PU2, PU4 and PU6 were rephrased to omit words such as "productivity",

"performance" and "effectiveness", which were deemed to be confusing and

ambiguous. PU7 was included in the initial scale created by Davis (1989) for

PU but was not included in the short-form scale. It has been used by numerous

other studies (for example Compeau et al., 2007; Moore & Benbasat, 1991;

Park et al., 2007; Staples & Seddon, 2004), and included here as it was

deemed especially relevant to the OCOPcontext of this study.
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Table 29: Quality in Use I Perceived Usefulness Revised Item Scales

'0,/")%'00 M Pilot St~dy Que$tion$ , ",Revi$ed Que$tion$ for Main Study~ m,J; i~,2j*s 0 '" G S; i0 "" K J2 '" :\

QIU1 I am able to do my job PU1 I am able to do my job better using the
better using the system new system

I would find CHART-MASTER useful in
my job.

QIU2 I am able to do more PU2 I am able to perform tasks more quickly
work in the same using the system
amount of time using Using CHART-MASTER in my jobthe system would enable me to accomplish tasks

more quickly.
Using CHART-MASTER in my job
would increase my productivity

QIU3 Using the system has PU3 Using the system makes it easier to do
increased the quality of my job
my work output Using CHART-MASTER would make it

easier to do my job.

QIU4 I am able to complete PU4 I am able to complete all my tasks more
all my tasks more accurately using the system
accurately using the Using CHART-MASTER wouldsystem enhance my effectiveness on the job

QIU5 I am more satisfied in PU5 I am more satisfied in my job since I
my job since I have have been using the system
been using the system

QIU6 If you were told that the PU6 My job would be difficult to perform
company was going without the new system
back to the old system, Using CHART-MASTER would improvewhich of the following
best describes how you my job performance.

would respond? (Select
ONE only)
• Over my dead body

- this system is
much better than
the old one

• Over my dead body
- I have invested far
too much time and
effort to go back to
the old system now

• I know there are
problems but we
can fix it

• Take it and good
riddance

• Other (please
specify)
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Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main Study

PU7 Using the system gives me greater
control over my work

Using electronic mail gives me greater
control over my work

8.2.2. Work Practice Compatibility

The pilot study results reflected that the scale items of Compatibility with

Preferred Practices and Quality in Use loaded onto a single factor (see Section

7.5.1), suggesting a lack of discriminant validity. Other studies (for example

Compeau et al., 2007; Karahanna et al., 2006; Moore & 8enbasat, 1991) have

reported similar findings, the reasons for which only became apparent as a

result of the new information concerning the Relative Advantage I Quality in

Use discussion above.

Within the context of his Innovation of Diffusion Theory, Rogers (1983, 1995)

defined compatibility as the degree to which an innovation is perceived to be

consistent with the existing values, past experiences and needs of the potential

adopters.

However, Moore & Benbasat (1991) argue that there can be no advantage to

an innovation that does not reflect an adopter's needs. Consequently, they

posit that the Relative Advantage construct, viewed as synonymous with

Davis's (1989) Perceived Usefulness construct, is confounded with

"compatibility with needs". They therefore did not include compatibility with

needs into their definition or operationalisation of the compatibility construct.

Despite Moore & Benbasat's intentional omission of the Compatibility with

Needs construct in their operationalisation of their compatibility construct, they

reported that all scale items for the compatibility and relative advantage items

loaded onto a single factor. An examination of the scale items for their

compatibility construct (see Table 30) reveals that two out of the three items

seem to focus primarily on the Compatibility with Preferred Practices

dimension.
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Table 30: Moore & Benbasat's (1991) Compatibility Scale

Scale Item Relatesto

Usingthe system is compatiblewith all aspectsof mywork Generalcompatibility

Usingthe systemfits well with the way I like to work Preferences

USingthe systemfits intomywork style Preferences

Given that other studies (for example Compeau et al., 2007; Karahanna et al.,

2006), including the pilot study conducted for this research, reported similar

findings for the Compatibility with Preferred Practices and Relative Advantage

constructs, Moore & Benbasat's (1991) findings are therefore not surprising.

Compeau et al. (2007) suggests that the reason why Compatibility with

Preferred Practices and Relative Advantage show a lack of discriminant

validity is because they both capture the Compatibility with Needs construct.

What is surprising, however, is that other studies reflected discriminant validity

between the Relative Advantage construct and the other 3 subcomponents of

the Compatibility construct. Compatibility with Existing Work Practices,

Compatibility with Prior Experiences and Compatibility with Values could also

be considered to capture user needs. However, both Compeau et al.'s and

Karahanna et ai's studies, as well as the pilot study reflect adequate

discriminant validity for these subcomponents.

At its core, Relative Advantage is concerned with improving the current

situation. Users ask the question "Will I be better off if I use this new

technology?" Inherent in the relative advantage construct, therefore, is the

notion of a comparison with the present way of doing things.

Prior knowledge and experience is one of the main mental anchors that people

use to make sense of new things. Users can more easily understand new

technology if it is compatible with previous experiences and practices, and

therefore a new system that fits well with existing, desired or past practices

may be more attractive than one that does not. Therefore, when considering

the factors that influence the adoption of new technology, it is possible that the

effect of compatibility on adoption is mediated by Relative Advantage, rather
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than subsumed by it. This would suggest that if an individual perceives the

new technology to be compatible, they would be more likely to perceive the

relative advantage of the new technology as well.

For this reason, Relative Advantage and Compatibility should remain separate

constructs for the purposes of this research. In this way, it can be

demonstrated whether Work Practice Compatibility and Relative Advantage

(as operationalised in terms of Perceived Usefulness) are separate (ie WPC

being an antecedent to RA (success) or whether these constructs are in fact

one complex construct. This can provide an additional contribution to the

extant literature by discussing an existing dilemma. When operationalising the

constructs, it is important to ensure that there is no cross-contamination

between the measurement items.

In light of this new information, it was deemed necessary to re-examine the

operationalisation of all the constructs used in the research instrument to

identify any additional confounded variables.

• Compatibility with Existing Practices - the pilot study results of the

Cronbach Alpha scores reflected that scale item WPE04 be removed to

bring the reliability of this scale to an acceptable level. This item was

replaced with an item from Moore & 8enbasat (1991) which was

included in a scale reported to have high reliability.

• Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology, originally

excluded, is added back into the Compatibility construct. Originally, it

was suggested that this dimension was subsumed by the ACS

dimension (see section 5.4.1), however, this is not quite true. The theory

on which the research model is based is that strength of commitment

will increase resistance to new knowledge and practices, thus interfering

with the knowledge transfer process and reducing the ability of the

consultants and users to mutually adapt the system to suit the users'

needs in terms of existing, past, preferred and imposed working

practices. Karahanna et al define prior experience compatibility as

"reflecting a fit between the target technology and a variety of users'

past encounters with technology" (Karahanna et al., 2006, p.787). This
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definition is very similar to the aspect of Absorptive Capacity that deals

with prior experience of systems, as conceptualised and operationalised

by Park et al. However, it is not the same. Karahanna et al (2006) refer

to the USE of the system, whereas Park et al (2007) refer to the prior

knowledge of the user about the system - these are different stages of

the ERP implementation life cycle. Knowledge transfer and adaptation

occurs during implementation and therefore AC is required during this

phase. Use occurs after implementation and this is when the effects of

WPC are relevant for performance effects.

• Compeau et aI's (2007) scale is used in the revised instrument because

it appears to have higher face validity in the context of this research

study than Karahanna et aI's scale. Karahanna et aI's questions refer to

"business experiences" whilst Compeau et aI's questions are more

generically phrased in terms of "experiences", and can thus be

interpreted as experiences with technology.

• Within the Occupational Community of Practice context, Compatibility

with Values is replaced with Compatibility with Imposed Practices, as it

relates to the values imposed by the regulating bodies of the

communities of practice (see section 6.8.4.3). Cronbach Alpha scores

in the pilot study were high for this scale, but the factor loadings were

low and there were some cross-loadings. Consequently, the scale was

revised: the first three items were reworded for better clarification, the

fourth item was replaced with an item adapted from Karahanna et aI's
(2006) scale,

• The Compatibility with Preferred Practices dimension remains included

in the model to test the Relative Advantage I Compatibility issue

discussed above. To properly test this, it is necessary to add measures

from other studies that have reported similar issues in an attempt to

recreate the test. Therefore, the new scale for this dimension consists

of four items: the 2 original items in the pilot study that reflected high

alpha scores, and 2 additional items from the studies of Karahanna et al

(2006) and Compeau et al (2007). The new items were reverse-coded
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in line with the original items from the pilot study to avoid the potential

for introducing systematic error to the scale (as discussed in Section

6.8.1)

• Overall Work Practice Compatibility - This dimension was intended to

be used to assess which of the four dimensions had the most impact on

overall perceptions of compatibility. However, consistent with Moore &

Benbasat's (1991) findings discussed above, WP03 loaded together

with Quality in Use and Compatibility with Preferred Practices, reflecting

poor discriminant validity. Bearing in mind the conflicting data obtained

in the pilot study, (as discussed in section 7.5.3.5), it was decided to

replace the entire dimension with a set of questions that could provide

explanations for user perceptions of compatibility. To this end,

replacement questions were developed based on Davis's (1989)

"Facets of Fit" (also referred to by Goodhue (1998) as Task-

Technology-Fit components of Need). These factors were found to

explain 70% of variance in performance (Kositanurit et al., 2006).

Replacement questions were adapted from other researchers'

operationalisations of Davis's "Facets of Fit" constructs (for example

Staples & Seddon, 2004; Sun et al., 2009)

Table 31 presents the original and revised items for the Work Practice

Compatibility scale.

Table 31: Work Practice Compatibility Revised Scales

Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main Study

COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING PRACTICES
WPE2 To use the system, I did not have To use the system, I did not have to

to make significant changes to make significant changes to the tasks
the tasks that I was doing before that I was dOingbefore the system was
the system was implemented implemented

WPE3 To use the system, I did not have To use the system, I did not have to
to make significant changes to make significant changes to the way I
the way I was doing my tasks was doing my tasks before the system
before the system was was implemented
implemented

WPE4 The system provides me with the Using the system is completely
same information that I had compatible with what I was doing before
before the system was the system was implemented
implemented
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COMPATIBILITY WITH PREFERRED PRACTICES
WPP3 The system allows me to work in

the way that I want
The system allows me to work in the
wa1 that I want

WPP2 The system provides me with the
exact information that I would like
to have to do my job

The system provides me with the exact
information that I would like to have to
do my job

WPP1 Using the system fits well with the way I
like to work

WPP4 Using the system fits my preferred
method for doing my job

COMPATIBILITY WITH IMPOSED PRACTICES
WPI The system allows me to comply

with the regulations, rules and
policies that are required in doing
my job

Using the new system, I can still do my
job the way I was taught during my
formal training or apprenticeship (trade
school, college, universihl

WPI2 The system allows me to comply
with the work practices that I was
taught during my formal training
for my job (at trade school,
college, university)

Using the new system to do my job
allows me to follow all the rules,
regulations and policies that are
required within the company

WPI5 The system provides me with the
exact information that I am
expected to provide to other
members of my company

Using the new system to do my job, I
can still comply with the regulations,
rules and policies that are required
outside of the com_Qany

WPI6 The system fits with the unique
requirements of the organisation

Using the system corresponds with my
beliefs about how I should perform my
job

COMPATIBILITY WITH PAST EXPERIENCES WITH TECHNOLOGY

WPT1 Using the system is a new experience
for me

WPT2 Using the system is not similar to
anything that I have done before

WPT3 Using the system is different from other
e~eriences that I have had

WPT4 I lack experience when it
comes to things like using
the system.

OVERALL WORK PRACTICE COMPATIBILITY I FACETS OF FIT
WP02 The system has resulted in

flawed or defective work
processes

WP03 The system is compatible with all
aspects of my work

WP04 The system is missing critical
information that is very useful to
me in my job
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Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main Study

Which of the following have you
experienced since using the system to
do your job? (Please select ALL that
apply)
• The data provided by the system is

outdated for my purposes
• The system provides me with data

that is too summarised for my needs
• The system provides me with data

that is too detailed for my needs
• The exact definition of data fields

relating to my tasks is hard to find out
• Data that would be useful to me are

unavailable because I don't have the
right authorisation

• Getting authorisation to access data
that would be useful to my job is time
consuming and difficult

• The system is subject to frequent
system problems and crashes

• It is hard to learn how to use the
system

• The information provided by the
system does not meet my needs

• The system provides faulty
information

• I now have to copy data from the
system into a spreadsheet so that I
can get it into the format that I want

• My tasks are sometimes or frequently
delayed because I have to wait for
data from the system

• The description of the functions I
commands displayed on screen is
difficult to understand.

• The function/command names of the
system are difficult to remember

• The system is missing functionality
that I need to do my job

• I see myself as a less valuable
employee because of the way the
system has redefined my work role

• None of the above
• Other (please specify)

8.2.3. Occupational Commitment

Participants of the pilot study were informed of the survey by the company's IT

management, which could have been perceived as a management initiative

despite the guarantees provided by the researcher of data confidentiality and
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anonymity. In addition, the study was administered during a company

retrenchment initiative, which could have exacerbated the perception of a

management initiative to identify potential candidates for retrenchment, and

thus a potential threat to their job security.

Had the same data collection methods be planned for use in the main study,

additional items would need to be included in the research instrument to

control for current retrenchment initiatives and their effects on reported

occupational strength of commitment. This would allow for a comparison to be

done between respondents who are employed by companies that were

undergoing retrenchment at the time of the survey and those that were not. In

addition, it would be necessary to establish how the respondent heard about

the survey, to determine whether respondents may be viewing the survey as

independent of their company or as a management initiative.

However, the planned data collection methods for the main study were quite

different to those used in the pilot study. As will be discussed in section 9.2,

potential participants were informed of the survey via persons, forums and

media external to their organisations, thus eliminating the potential for such

perceptions. As a result, no changes were deemed necessary to the research

instrument as a result of the OCS item scale.

8.2.4. Absorptive Capacity

Absorptive Capacity is operationalised in terms of two dimensions, namely

Absorptive Capacity of System Knowledge and Absorptive Capacity of Work
Domain Knowledge.

8.2.4.1. Absorptive Capacity - System Knowledge

The opening paragraph of this set of questions was rephrased to explicitly refer

to the participants' knowledge of similar systems prior to the introduction of the

ERP system into their organisation. This rephrasing was believed to reduce the

potential for respondents interpreting the question in terms of any training that

they may have received on the system during the system implementation
process.
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A review of the individual items in this scale also led to a refinement of item 3

(ACS3). The pilot study question was phrased "I understood the system well

enough to recognise any inadequacies in the system". This phrasing could

have been interpreted by respondents to refer to a broad spectrum of

inadequacies including programming faults, technical errors and flawed or

defective work processes outside the respondent's task domain.

As discussed in 4.3.2.3, Absorptive Capacity has been defined as the users'

ability to learn to use the ERP system effectively (Park et al., 2007, p.301).

This requires technical knowledge of the system in order to apply it when

conducting tasks. Thus, users' learning capacity is affected by their prior

knowledge of the technical aspects of the system, and their ability to

understand and absorb the work practices that are required to be performed. It

is therefore not necessary for users to understand technical aspects of the

system outside of their own job and tasks in order for them to use the system

effectively. Consequently, it was deemed necessary to qualify this question by

explicitly referring to the ability to identify inadequacies relevant to the

respondent's job and tasks.

Table 32 reflects the revisions to this item scale. Changes are highlighted in

bold.

Table 32: ACS Revised Item Scales

Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main Study

Before the system was Before the system was introduced
implemented into the company

ACS1 I understood the basic concept I understood the basic concept and
and functions of systems like this functions of systems like this

ACS2 I understood the system well I understood the system well enough
enough to be able to do my job to be able to use it to do my job
effectively effectively

ACS3 I was able to recognize I understood the system well enough
inadequacies in the system to recognise any inadequacies in the

system relevant to my job and
tasks
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8.2.4.2. Absorptive Capacity - Work Domain Knowledge

As discussed in Section 7.5.3.2 the original questions were difficult to code and

were therefore left out of the pilot study analysis. The revised scale items,

reflected in Table 33 are based on Szulanski's (2003) original scale for this

construct, and adapted to suit the context of this study.

Table 33: ACW Revised Item Scales
N 0

Pilot StudyQuestions RevisedQuestionsfor Main
iii S d~ 0 e tu y 0 0

~'Yii@ii'ii' 0lZii'ii'yy'iO S & }; 0

ACW2 You keep up to date of the latest I keep up to date with the latest
developments in your occupation I developments in my occupation /
job through... (Please select ALL line of work
that apply)

ACW1 Which of the following best
describes you? (Please select ONE
only)
• My occupation I job requires a

formal degree I training course I
apprenticeship which I have
obtained.

• Although my occupation I job
does not require any formal
qualifications, I have completed
one or more relevant courses

• I am in the process of
completing a formal degree I
training course I apprenticeship
with the expectation of obtaining
a higher position within my
current line of work

• I am in the process of
completing a formal degree /
training course / apprenticeship
with the expectation of moving to
a different line of work

• I have completed a formal
degree I training course I
apprenticeship for a job that is
different to the one that I am
currently employed to do

• None of the above
• Other (please specify)

• Subscription to journals I trade
magazines

• Membership of online discussion
forums / groups

• Attendance at conferences

I have completed, or am in the
process of completing, a training
course or apprenticeship
programme relevant to my
occupation / line of work
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Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main
Study

• Informal discussions and I or
get-togethers with colleagues
from other companies

• None of the above
• Other (please specify)

ACW3 Do you belong to an association Do you belong to an association
relevant to your occupation I job relevant to your occupation I job
title, eg CIS, PAAB, Salesmen title, eg CIS, PAAB, Salesmen
Association, Truck Driver's Association, Truck Driver's
Association Association

ACW4 I understand my job well enough to
effectively use the new system

ACW5 In the past, I have used similar
business processes to the ones that
are included in the new system

8.2.5. Unproven Knowledge

To correct the lack of internal consistency, convergent and discriminant validity

identified by the pilot study results (see section 7.5.1 and 7.5.2), the items for

this scale were revised completely. Items 1 and 2 were adapted from

Compeau e al (2007), and item 3 was adapted from Szulanski's (2003) original

scale for this item. The original and revised scale items for this construct are

reflected in Table 34.

Table 34: Unproven Knowledge Revised Item Scales

Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main Study

Before the system was Before the system was introduced
implemented into the company

UK1 I thought that the system would be I knew of many people outside my
able to support every task that I organisation who were successfully
needed to perform using systems like this one

UK2 I knew of other people, with similar I knew of many of my peers in other
job titles as me, working in other organisations who were successfully
companies, who had successfully using systems like this one
used systems like this in the past

UK3 I was expecting the system to I had solid proof that the new system
increase my job effectiveness was going to contribute significantly

to my job performance
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8.2.6. System Adaptation I Process Adaptation

To remove the ambiguity in the phrasing of the questions for both these scales,

the opening paragraph of each set of questions was altered to explicitly refer to

the implementation team, thus expressing the intended meaning of the

question.

In addition, the phrasing of the first question of both scales (SA1 and PA1) was

altered due to the feedback obtained from informal testing of the revised

questions. The feedback indicated that difficulty was being experienced in

differentiating between the first and second questions of each of the scales

(SA1 and SA2 and PA1 and PA2). The first question in each scale was aimed

at what tasks were being done, whilst the second was aimed at how these

tasks were being executed. Feedback indicated that both questions were

asking the same thing. Therefore. the first question was rephrased to refer to

assigned tasks, thus clarifying the differences between the two aspects.

Re-examination of the Process Adaptation questions suggested a possible

cross-contamination with the Existing Work Practice questions. However, it

was concluded that the process adaptation questions referred to user

perceptions during the implementation phase, whilst the work practice

questions referred to the outcomes of the system during actual use. Therefore

it was concluded that these two items were distinct and could both be included

in the research instrument.

Table 35 provides a comparison between the questions used in the pilot study

and the revised questions now incorporated into the main study research

instrument. Changes are highlighted in bold.
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Table 35: System and Process Adaptation Revised Item Scales

Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main Study

SYSTEM ADAPTATION

While the new system was being While the new system was being
implemented, attempts were made implemented, the implementation
to change the system so that it team tried to change the system so
better matched: that it better matched

SA1 The tasks that I was doing before The tasks that I was assigned before
the system was implemented the system was implemented

SA2 The way that I was doing my tasks The way that I was doing my tasks
before the system was before the system was implemented
implemented

SA3 The that I was taught to do my job The way that I was taught to do my
during my formal training (trade job during my formal training (trade
school, college, university) school, college, university)

SA4 The way that I prefer to work The way that I prefer to work

SA5 The rules, regulations and policies The rules, regulations and policies
that I have to comply with in my that I have to comply with in my job
job

PROCESS ADAPTATION

While the new system was being While the new system was being
implemented, attempts were made implemented, the Implementation
to change: team tried to change the way I

work, In terms of:

PA1 The tasks that I was currently The tasks that I was currently
doing, to fit in with the new system assigned, in order to fit in with the

new system

PA2 The way that I was currently doing The way that I was currently doing my
my tasks, to fit in with the new tasks, in order to fit in with the new
system system

PA3 The way that I was taught to do The way that I was taught to do my
my job during my formal training job during my formal training (trade
(trade school, college, university), school, college, university), in order
to fit in with the new system to fit in with the new system

PA4 The way that I prefer to work, to fit The way that I prefer to work, in
in with the new system order to fit in with the new system

PA5 The rules, regulations and policies The rules, regulations and policies
that I have to comply with in my that I have to comply with in my job,
job, to fit in with the new system in order to fit in with the new system
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8.2.7. Motivation

As discussed in section 7.5.3.6, the items used for this construct led to both

coding difficulties as well as conflicting responses and therefore was excluded

from the pilot study analysis. Szulanski's (2003) original conceptualisation of

this construct pertains to the user's willingness to learn, apply and integrate

new knowledge and processes, or put another way, their resistance to the new

system and its processes. Therefore, as was suggested in section 7.5.3.6, this

construct is now replaced with User Resistance, and is operationalised in

terms of both perceptions (Bhattacherjee & Hikmet, 2007; Hirscheim &
Newman, 1988; Sheth et al., 2000) and behaviours (T. Klaus & Blanton, 2010;

T. Klaus et al., 2007).

The original and revised scale items for the Motivation I Resistance constructs

are reflected in Table 36. Items RES1 and RES2 were adapted from Sheth,et

al (2000), RES3 was adapted from Battacherjee & Hikmet (2007), RES4 -

RES6 are adapted from Hirscheim & Newman (1998), and RES7 was adapted

from Klaus et al (2007).

Table 36: Resistance Scale

ss Pilot Study Qut,tions Revlstd Qutstlon, for Main
0

,
& 0 Study00'" :0i i0:i yB 0

M03 To what extent did you react RES1 I was happy with the old system
with each of the following to and did not see the need for a
the introduction of the system? new system
Please give a rating for EACH
of the reactions below

• Enthusiasm

• Cooperation

• Tolerance

• Passivity

• Reluctance

• Feigned acceptance

• Hidden sabotage

• Outright rejection

M01 I was reluctant to accept the RES2 I feared that the new system was
new ways of working that going to require substantial
came with the system changes to my existing workflows,

practices and routines
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Pilot Study Questions Revised Questions for Main
Study

M02 Overall, I looked forward to RES3 I feared that I might lose control
implementing and using the over my job once the new system
system was implemented.

RES4 I feared that I would lose status
within the organisation once the
new system was implemented

RES5 I feared that the implementation of
the system would result in me
being transferred away from my
colleagues

RES6 I feared that I would not be able to
acquire the new skills that were
needed to use the new system or
to perform my new tasks

RES? Which of the following applied to
you during the implementation of
the new system? Please select
ALL that apply

• I complained a lot

• I tried to convince
management not to implement
the new system

• I took a long time to provide
any information that I was
asked for

• I looked for ways around the
system so that I did not have
to change anything that I was
doing before the system was
implemented

• I avoided using and learning
the new system as much as
possible

• I thought about finding
another job

• None of these applied to me

• Other - please specify}

8.2.8. Summary

The revised literature review resulted in some considerable changes to the

constructs and their operationalisation. Motivation was replaced with

Resistance, and Quality in Use was replaced with Perceived Usefulness.
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Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology, originally considered to

be redundant, was reinstated as a separate dimension of work practice

compatibility.

8.3. Refinement of Research Model
The inclusion of additional constructs and the omission of existing constructs

required that the research model and related hypotheses be revised to reflect

these changes. The revised research model is provided in Figure 20,

reflecting the following changes:

• The inclusion of Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology

(WPT) led to the addition of the following additional hypotheses

H1-4 Increased perceptions of WPT will enhance perceptions of

perceived usefulness

H2-7 Process adaptation to suit the Best Practices embedded

within the system will decrease perceptions of compatibility

with prior technological experience

H2-8 System adaptation to prior technological experience will

enhance perceptions of compatibility with prior technological

experience

H3-4 Increased resistance will decrease perceptions of

compatibility with prior technological experience

• The replacement of the Motivation construct with the Resistance construct,

and the Quality in Use construct with the Perceived Usefulness construct

led to the revision of the corresponding hypotheses by simple replacement

of the relevant wording:

• The inclusion of the facets of fit items did not affect hypotheses as these

were used to gain a deeper insight into the reasons for perceptions of

compatibility, that is, for explanatory purposes only.
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8.4. Summary
This chapter discussed the lessons learned from the pilot study and the

resultant changes that were made to both the survey instrument and the

research model.

Changes were made to the constructs and their operationalisation. The

Motivation construct was replaced with Resistance, and Quality in Use was

replaced with Perceived Usefulness. Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology, originally considered to be redundant, was reinstated as a

separate dimension of Work Practice Compatibility. The inclusion of this sub-

dimension led to the addition of hypotheses relating to the relationships

between Compatibility to Past Experiences with Technology, System

Adaptation, Process Adaptation and Perceived Usefulness.

The revised survey instrument was deemed appropriate for use in the

administration of the main study. The implementation and results of the main

study are the focus of the following chapter.
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Figure 21: Revised Model - Relationships between Adaptation and WPC

H2-7

H2-4

H2-8
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CHAPTER9

THE MAIN STUDY

"Whenyou are a Bear of Very Little Brain,and Think of Things, you find
sometimesthat a Thing which seemedvery Thingish inside you is quite
differentwhen it getsout into theopenand hasotherpeoplelookingat it."

Winnie the Pooh - The House at Pooh Corner

9.1. Introduction
After considerable revisions to the survey instrument and research model

based on the findings of the pilot study, the main study was implemented

between November 2011 and June 2012.

The methods used to collect the data and overcome the problems that arose

during the collection phase are described in section 9.2. This is followed by an

analysis of the characteristics of the respondents (9.3).

Section 9.4 presents the results of the data analysis, beginning with the

assessment of the measurement model (9.4.1), in order to establish the validity

and reliability of the revised instrument and measures. Thereafter, the

structural model was assessed in order to determine which hypotheses were

supported by the data (9.4.2). The chapter concludes with an examination of

the total effects of the structural relationships, in keeping with the hypothesized

mediated relationship between occupational strength of commitment and ERP

success.

Some of the hypotheses were supported, whilst others were not. Of particular

interest was the amount of variance explained in the Perceived Usefulness,

Work Practice Compatibility and Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

constructs.
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9.2. Data Collection
As discussed in Section 6.3, the collaboration secured with the consulting

company ConCa was unexpectedly and irrevocably withdrawn by the company

a week prior to the scheduled administration of the main study. This was a

considerable setback because:

• no backup plan had been put in place as ConCa had signed a Non

Disclosure Agreement, and had given no indication in the two years that

followed the signing that there was any kind of problem brewing;

• the only other direct source of participants available to the researcher

had been used for the pilot study;

• the timing so close to the festive season meant that there was little hope

of garnering support from vendors or other consulting companies with

whom no previous relationships had been established before the end of

January;

• it was doubtful that other vendors or consulting companies would be

prepared to collaborate given the confidentiality issues that ConCa had

cited; and

• the submission deadline was 8 months away.

In the absence of a readily available sampling frame, four complementary data

collection methods were undertaken. The first method, previously not

considered, was placing advertisements for respondents on a variety of social

networking forums. These included general forums focused primarily on ERP

issues, vendor-specific ERP user forums, and general information technology

discussion forums.

The second was joining related organisations such as SCS, CILT, 10M and

APICS and requesting assistance from their members. These organisations

were very helpful in posting appeals to their members on their newsletters. In

addition, appeals were posted on all the corresponding discussion forums in

Linkedln.
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Thirdly, collaboration was secured with an on-line research company,

Technology Evaluation Centers (www.technologyevaluation.com) who

published an article about this research and offered all participants free access

to their evaluation software. The article is available at

http://blog.technologyevaluation.com/blog/2011 102/17lerp-fail-when-best-

practices-meet-real-life/.

Finally, collaboration was secured with an expert in the Governance of

Information Technology discipline, who sent out numerous appeals for

respondents to the survey, both via email and in his monthly newsletters

These four approaches served to restrict appeals to a relevant sample

population (Schmidt, 1997). Despite the proliferation of appeals that were sent

out, it took more than 6 months to obtain a sufficient number of valid responses

for statistical analysis purposes.

9.3. Sample
In total, 340 responses were obtained. Despite the request that only ERP end

users complete the survey, 166 of the responses came from information

technology specialists such as IT managers, Business Analysts, ERP

Consultants, and ERP Developers. Use was made of the Job Title,

Department and Industry fields to identify non end-user respondents. Thus for

example, a respondent indicating that their job title was "Analyst", with

"Information and Communications Technology" as their department, was

considered as an information systems specialist and not an end user.

However, a respondent indicating that their job title was "Analyst", but selecting

"Management" as their department, and selecting any industry other than

Information Systems, was considered as a bona fide end user.

Of the remaining 174 responses, 64 responses had missing values, leaving a

total of 110 valid responses for analysis purposes. The general demographic

characteristics of the sample are reflected in Table 19.
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Table 37: Main Study Sample Characteristics

,'Criterion 1!0 [eve I ®'!0' :
, NQ lotal, ," , , ss "

Education 110

High School or Lower 17

Trade School 6

Associate Degree 15

Bachelors Degree 34

MBA 9

Masters Degree 24

PhD 5
Gender 110

Male 74

Female 35

Unspecified 1
Age Group 110

21 - 27 9

28 -34 16

35 -41 21
42-48 23

49 - 55 27
;::56 14

Occupation Type 110

Accounting & Finance 26
Administration & Legal 8
HR 3
Info Sys & Tech 20
Management 5
Purch, Inv, W/h & Dist 15
Production 15
Sales, Marketing & 8
Customer Service
Training & Education 4
Other 6

ERP software 110
Tier I SAP 26 37

Oracle 11
Tier 2 Microsoft Dynamics 32 46

Infor 6
Lawson 2
Epicor 2
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Criterion Level No Total

Sage 4

Tier 3 NetSuite 1 27

Invensys 1

Consona 1

Exact 1

Other 23

Length of time using the system 110

0-6 Months 23

6 -12 Months 13

12 -24 Months 24

2 - 5 Years 30

> 5 Years 20

Number of years in current line of work 110

< 1 Year 3

1 - 2 Years 3

2 - 3 Years 4

3 - 4 Years 1

4 - 5 Years 9

5 - 10 Years 25

11 - 15 Years 20

15 - 20 Years 13

> 20 Years 32
Country 110
North America and United States 25 31
Canada Canada 6
South America Brazil 1 5

Chile 1

Croatia 2

Ecuador 1

Southern Africa South Africa 27 29

Angola 1

Zimbabwe 1
United Kingdom 12 12
Rest of Europe Belgium 2 10

France 1

Germany 1

Greece 1
Italy 1
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Si( '8« SD i§ R fff'0 « No ,0 Total:,Criterlon ltD 0
0 Cflvel :: @* °0 '8 ill

" N«; " « ): Mt " « N ss '" nDi%1 G Gn; '" '"

Netherlands 1

Romania 2

Saint Helena 1

Australia and New 8 8
Zealand
Eastern Countries Bosnia and 1 10

Herzegovina
India 4

Indonesia 1

Jordan 1

United Arab Emirates 3
Far Eastern Countries China 2 5

Philippines 1

Singapore 2

Use of Consultants during Implementation 110

Yes 84

No 27

Did not know 5

As reflected in Table 37, there is a good representation of different countries,

different ERP systems and age group ranges.

9.4. Results
In keeping with the sample size rules (discussed in section 6.5.1.2), the

sample size of 110 obtained for this study was adequate for PLS-SEM. As

reflected in Figure 20, the largest number of structural paths directed at a

latent construct amounted to 8 (the Resistance construct). Therefore, the

minimum sample size required for a PLS-SEM analysis is 80 (10 times the

largest number of structural paths directed at any latent construct in the model:

in this case, 10 x 8) (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004; Hair et al., 2011).

Data was therefore assessed using SmartPLS version 2.0 M3 (Ringle, Wende,

& Will, 2005). A PLS-SEM assessment typically consists of two steps that

allows for the separate and successive assessment of the measurement model

and the structural model (Hair et al., 2011). The objective of the measurement

model assessment is to evaluate whether the measures sufficiently represent
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the constructs being tested. If this is found not to be the case, then there is no

paint in using those measures to examine the structural relationships between

the constructs, which is the objective of the structural model assessment. This

two-step process therefore determines the validity of the constructs, which in

turn determines whether or not the structural model assessment should be

undertaken.

9.4.1. The Measurement Model

There are three important measurement model issues that could seriously

influence the validity of the results (Freeze & Raschke, 2007; MacKenzie,

Podsakoff, & Jarvis, 2005). These are (1) model misspecification, (2)

identification, and (3) construct validation. Each of these, together with the

steps taken to overcome or reduce their potential negative influence on the

results, is discussed next.

9.4.1.1. Model Misspecification

Model misspecification refers to the direction of the relationship between the

measures and the constructs (Freeze & Raschke, 2007). The relationship

between these can flow in two directions: either from the construct to the

measure; or from the measure to the construct. When the direction of the

relationship is from the construct to the measures, this is known as reflective

measures (Figure 22a). or effects indicators. It is said that the indicators or

measures are influenced by the latent variables. In this case, the measurement

models that validate these measures and their constructs are referred to as

reflective models (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004; Henseler et al., 2009).

In contrast, measures that influence the construct are known as formative

measures or causal indicators. The direction of the relationship between the

measures and the construct is from the measures to the construct (Figure

22b). This type of construct is often referred to as a combination or composite

variable, meaning that the measures cause the construct and that the

construct is fully derived by its measurement. The measurement models that

validate these measures and their constructs are known as formative models.
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Misspecification of the direction of the relationship between the measures and

the construct thus occurs when a construct is modelled as reflective instead of

formative or vice versa. This can lead to Type I and Type II errors in the results

of the structural model.

Figure 22: Reflective and Formative Indicators
(Source: (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004, p. 289))

(a) (b)

~ R_e_ft_ect__ ~_8_in_d_ica_t_~ ~11 ~ Fo_rmative__ i_nd_~__O_~ ~

• Depend on the latent variable

• Should be highly positively correlated

• Example: Timeliness

- Accommodation of last minute requests

- Punctuality in meeting deadlines

- Speed of returning phone calls

• Cause the latent variable

• Can have positive, negative or no correlation

• Example: Life stress

- Job loss

- Divorce

- Recent accident

Based on the practical guidelines and examples provided in the literature

(Chin, 1998b; Freeze & Raschke, 2007; Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004; Jarvis,

MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2003; MacKenzie et al., 2005), all constructs in the

research model were modelled as reflective; they all describe a personality trait

or attitude (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004); in addition, it was expected that for each

construct, if one of the items suddenly changed in a particular direction, the

others would change in a similar manner (Chin, 1998b); and dropping an

indicator would not alter the conceptual meaning of the construct (Jarvis et al.,

2003)

9.4.1.2. Identification

Identification refers to measurement models that have no unique solution

(Freeze & Raschke, 2007). For reflective models, a necessary condition for

identification is the rule of three: that is, that each construct has a minimum of

three measures or indicators. This allows for the covariance amongst the
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measures to be used to estimate the factor loadings, and thus the construct

can be said to be identified by its own indicators. As reflected in Table 41, all

constructs except one in the final model comprised of three or more measures.

9.4.1.3. Construct Validity

Reflective indicators are expected to have a high correlation with each other as

they are all dependent on the same unobservable variable (Haenlein & Kaplan,

2004). Reflective constructs therefore imply the assumptions of classical test

theory; as a result the adequacy of the measurement model is determined by

examining internal consistency and convergent and discriminant validity

(Karahanna et al., 2006; Ko et al., 2005)

Intemal consistency is assessed through composite reliability and/or

Cronbach's Alpha coefficient, as well as by examining the loadings of each

indicator on its respective construct (Hair et al., 2011; Karahanna et al., 2006;

Ko et al., 2005). Composite reliability is similar to Cronbach's Alpha, in that

values above 0.60 for exploratory research are considered acceptable. Unlike

Cronbach's Alpha, composite reliability does not assume that all indicators are

equally reliable, making it more suitable for PLS-SEM, which prioritizes

indicators according to their reliability during model estimation. All constructs

meet the required minimum of 0.60 for both Cronbach Alpha and Composite

Reliability, as reflected in Table 38.

Indicator loadings on their respective constructs should be higher than 0.70.

Table 40 presents the indicator loadings, reflecting that OCS1, ACW2 and

ACW3, AR3, RES1 and RES7 did not meet the required loading of 0.70.

Generally speaking, indicators with loadings between 0.40 and 0.70 should

only be removed from the scale if such removal results in an increase in

composite reliability above the suggested threshold, or increases the validity of

the construct (Hair et al., 2011). All five of these items were removed; even

though the removal of AR3 violated the rule of three for model identification

(see 9.4.1.2), It was necessary for discriminant validity purposes as AR3 was

loading equally highly on both the SU and SC constructs, and OCS1 was

cross-loading on the ACW construct. In addition, the pilot study results
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reflected that OCS1 loaded substantially lower than the other indicators of the

construct, corroborating the results of the main study and adding further

support to the decision to remove this item from the model. The revised

Cronbach's Alpha and Composite Reliability results are shown in Table 39,

reflecting that all variables meet the requirement of being larger than 0.60.

Thus, internal consistency of the model is established.

Convergent validity is assessed by examining the average variance extracted

(AVE). AVE is computed by adding the squared factor loadings divided by

number of factors of the underlying construct (Teo, 2009). The AVE of each

construct should be higher than 0.50, meaning that the latent variable explains

more than half of its indicators' variance. Prior to removing the problematic

variables, the AVE of ACW did not meet this requirement, as reflected in Table

38. However, after removal of the problematic items ACW2 and ACW3, the

ACW construct met this criterion, as did all the other constructs, as shown in

Table 39. Thus, convergent validity of the model is established.
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To assess discriminant validity, measures should load more highly on their

own constructs than on any other constructs in the model, by a magnitude of

10 (Chin & Newsted, 1999; Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004). This means that the

loadings should be higher than cross-loadings. These loadings and cross-

loadings are reflected in Table 40.

The factor analysis conducted during the pilot study reflected that SC, SU and

AR loaded onto a single construct. The main study corroborated that the SC

and SU indicators cross-loaded equally highly on each other as on their own

constructs, requiring one of these constructs to be removed. It was decided to

remove the Shared Understanding construct as it was not part of Szulanski's

original framework of knowledge transfer barriers. After SU was dropped from

the model, SC and AR presented as separate and distinct constructs.

Although the Perceived Usefulness and Compatibility with Preferred Practices

indicators cross-loaded highly on each other, a magnitude of 10 difference is

still reflected between the loadings. Consequently, Perceived Usefulness and

Compatibility with Preferred Practices were able to be retained as distinct and

separate constructs for the structural model assessment phase of the analysis.

This issue is discussed further in Section 10.2.2.

After deleting the Shared Understanding construct, as well as the other

problems identified above with the convergent validity of the scales, all

remaining indicators loaded more highly on their own construct than on other

constructs, indicating adequate discriminant validity of the model. This is

reflected in Table 41.

Discriminant validity can also be demonstrated when the variance shared

between a construct and any other construct is less than the variance than that

construct shares with its indicators (Fornell, Tellis, & Zinkhan, 1982). This is

assessed by calculating the square root of the average variance extracted

(AVE) for a given construct, and comparing it with the correlations between

that construct and all other constructs. As reflected in Table 42, each of the

square roots of the AVEs of each construct is greater than the off-diagonal

elements in the corresponding rows and columns; thus demonstrating that the
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construct is more strongly correlated with its indicators than with the other

constructs in the model.

Having established that the measures sufficiently represent the constructs

being tested through internal consistency, convergent and discriminant validity

of the measurement model, attention can now be turned to the examination of

the structural relationships between the constructs.

9.4.2. The Structural Model

The primary evaluation criteria for the structural model are the R2 values and

the level and significance of the path coefficients (Hair et al., 2011). Table 43

reflects the R2 values of the endogenous variables of the model.

Table 43: R2 Values

,
RSquare

ACS 0.127767
ACW 0.407479

AR 0.028645
PU 0.679188

RES 0.247097
SC 0.101378

UK 0.04852
WPE 0.23621
WPI 0.166699
WPP 0.214302
WPT 0.160714

Because the primary goal of PLS-SEM is to explain the variance in

endogenous latent variables, the key target constructs' R2 value should be high

(Hair et al., 2011). As a rule of thumb, R2 values of 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25 for

endogenous latent variables in the structural model can be described as

substantial, moderate, and weak, respectively. As reflected in Table 43:

• 68% of the variance in the key target PU variable is explained - a
substantial amount

• 41% of the variance in the ACW variable is explained - a moderate

amount, but not a key target variable
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• 25% of the variance in the RES variable, 24% of variance in WPE,

and 21% of the variance in WPP are explained - weak amounts.

WPE and WPP are key target variables, but not RES.

The other two key target variables of WPT and WPI reflect insignificant R2

values of less than 0.25. Given that four out of the five key target variables

reflect weak or insignificant R2values, it was deemed necessary to consider an

alternative model.

The model was extended to test the direct effects of the barriers on the

dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility in an attempt to increase the R2

values of those key target variables. A top-level diagram of the extended

research model is reflected in Figure 23, whilst Figures 24 - 26 reflect the

following additional hypotheses that were incorporated into the model and

tested:

H3-5 Increased Absorptive Capacity of System Knowledge will

decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Existing Practices

H3-6 Increased Absorptive Capacity of System Knowledge will

decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Imposed Practices

H3-7 Increased Absorptive Capacity of System Knowledge will

decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred

Practices

H3-8 Increased Absorptive Capacity of System Knowledge will

decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Past Experiences

with Technology

H3-9 Increased Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain Knowledge

will decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Existing

Practices.

H3-10 Increased Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain Knowledge

will decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Imposed
Practices.
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H3-11 Increased Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain Knowledge

will decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred

Practices,

H3-12 Increased Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain Knowledge

will decrease perceptions of Compatibility with Past

Experiences with Technology

H3-13 Increased arduousness of relationships will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with Existing Practices

H3-14 Increased arduousness of relationships will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with Imposed Practices,

H3-15 Increased arduousness of relationships will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred Practices.

H3-16 Increased arduousness of relationships will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology.

H3-17 Increased perceptions of Source Credibility will increase

perceptions of Compatibility with Existing Practices.

H3-18 Increased perceptions of Source Credibility will increase

perceptions of Compatibility with Imposed Practices.

H3-19 Increased perceptions of Source Credibility will increase

perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred Practices.

H3-20 Increased perceptions of Source Credibility will increase

perceptions of Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology.

H3-21 Increased perceptions of Unproven Knowledge will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with EXisting Practices.

H3-22 Increased perceptions of Unproven Knowledge will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with Imposed Practices.
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H3-23 Increased perceptions of Unproven Knowledge will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred Practices.

H3-24 Increased perceptions of Unproven Knowledge will decrease

perceptions of Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology.

Figure 23: Enhanced Research Model

BARRIERS

H2
Refer to
Fig27

H3-5 - H3-24 Refer to Fig 24 - 26

H7 - Refer to Fig 28

After incorporating the additional hypotheses into the model, the largest

number of structural paths directed at any construct amounts to 9. Thus, a

minimum of 90 observations is required for a PLS-SEM analysis (Haenlein &

Kaplan, 2004; Hai et al., 2011), which does not affect the adequacy of the

sample size obtained for this study.
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Figure 28: Enhanced Model - Relationship between Occupational Strength of
Commitment, Compatibility and Perceived Usefulness

H7-1
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The revised measurement model was retested for internal consistency,

discriminant and convergent validity and found to be acceptable; the detailed

results are included in Appendix 5. The revised R2 values are depicted in

Table 44, reflecting a substantial increase in explained variance of the key

variables:

• 68% of the variance in the key target PU variable is still explained -

a substantial amount

• The amount of variance in the ACW variable has dropped slightly

from 41% to 40% - still a moderate amount, but not a key target

variable

• 25% of the variance in the RES variable is still explained - a weak

amount, but this is not a key variable
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• The amount of variance in the key variables of WPE, WPI, WPP

and WPT have all increased to moderate amounts of 36%, 37%,

46% and 31% respectively.

Table 44: Extended Model R2 Values

R Sauare

ACS 0.11222

ACW 0.402512

AR 0.028392

OCS
PA
PU 0.679677

RES 0.246434

SA
SC 0.083581

UK 0.048841

WPE 0.358843

WPI 0.370266

WPP 0.45697

WPT 0.314281

The path coefficients, t-stats and significance values of the extended structural

model are reflected in Table 45. Both the direct and total effects of the

constructs are reflected. Bootstrapping was used to assess the significance of

the path coefficients. 5000 Samples were used in the Bootstrap test, and the

number of cases was set to 110, equal to the number of valid cases in the

dataset (Hair et al., 2011).

The individual path coefficients in the PLS model can be interpreted as

standardized beta coefficients of ordinary least squares regression (Henseler

et al., 2009, p.304). Structural paths, that are non significant or that show signs

opposite to the hypothesized direction, do not support the hypothesis, whereas

paths that are significant and reflect the hypothesized direction empirically

support the hypothesized relationship (Hair et al., 2011, p.147). Paths that

show signs contradictory to those expected are highlighted in green.
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9.4.2.1. Direct Effects of Work Practice Compatibility on Perceived
Usefulness

The results of the PLS analysis for this set of variable relationships are

reflected in Figure 29. Supported hypotheses are depicted with a bold line and

reflect the path coefficient and significance level.

As hypothesized, Perceived Usefulness is significantly associated with

Compatibility with Preferred Practices (path coefficient = 0.7528, p<0.001) and

Compatibility with Imposed Practices (path coefficient = 0.1165, p<1.001). Both

paths have effects in the direction hypothesized, and therefore Hypotheses

H1-2 and H1-3 are supported.

Figure 29: PLS Results - Relationship between Compatibility and Perceived Usefulness

PERCEIVED
USEFULNESS

(R2·0.88)
H1-3,0.7528***

Contrary to expectations, Compatibility with Existing Practices has no

significant effect on Perceived Usefulness. In addition, Compatibility with Past

Experiences with Technology, although reflecting a significant effect on the
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dependent variable, has a path coefficient that in the opposite direction to that

hypothesized. Thus, Hypotheses H1-1 and H1-4 are not supported.

9.4.2.2. Direct Effects of Adaptation on Work Practice Compatibility

The results of the PLS analysis are graphically depicted for these two sets of

relationships in Figure 30.

Figure 30: PLS Results - Relationship between Adaptation and Compatibility

H2·1, -0.0896***
H2-4,0.3236***

H2-7, -0.1629***

/

Consistent with expectations, Process Adaptation is negatively associated with

Compatibility with Existing Practices (path coefficient = -0.089. p<0.001) and

Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology (path coefficient =

-0.1629, p<0.001). Furthermore, System Adaptation is positively associated

with Compatibility with EXisting Practices (path coefficient = 0.32, p<0.001),

Compatibility with Imposed Practices (path coefficient = 0.169, p<0.001) and

Compatibility with Preferred Practices (path coefficient = 0.172, p<0.001). All
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these paths have effects in the direction hypothesized, and therefore

Hypotheses 2-1, H2-7, H2-4, H2-5 and H2-6 are supported.

In contrast to expectations, Process Adaptation has no significant effect on

Compatibility with Imposed Practices. In addition, although reflecting Significant

effects, the path coefficients between (1) Process Adaptation and Compatibility

with Preferred Practices, and (2) System Adaptation and Compatibility with

Past Experiences with Technology both have effects opposite to the

hypothesized direction. As a result, H2-2, H2-3 and H2-8 are not supported

9.4.2.3. Direct Effects of Barriers on Work Practice Compatibility

The results of the PLS analysis are graphically depicted for these sets of

relationships in Figures 31 - 33. Fourteen of the 24 hypothesized relationships

between Knowledge transfer barriers and the dimensions of Work Practice

Compatibility are supported due to significance and compliance to the

hypothesized effect direction, namely:

• H3-1, H3-2, H3-3 and H3-4: The association between Resistance and

all four dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility

• H3-9: The association between Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

Knowledge and Compatibility with EXisting Practices

• H3-13, H3-14 and H3-16: The association of Arduous Relationship and

Compatibility with Existing Practices, Compatibility with Imposed

Practices and Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology.

• H3-17, H3-18 and H3-19: The association between Source Credibility

and Compatibility with Existing Practices, Compatibility with Imposed

Practices and Compatibility with Preferred Practices.

• H3-22, H3-23 and H3-24: The association between Unproven

Knowledge and Compatibility with Imposed Practices, Compatibility with

Preferred Practices and Compatibility with Past Experiences with
Technology.
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Two of the hypothesized relationships are unsupported as the relationships

reflected both non-significant effects as well as effects opposite to the

expected directions, namely

• H3-7: The relationship between Absorptive Capacity of System

Knowledge and Compatibility with Preferred Practices.

• H3-10: The relationship between Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

Knowledge and Compatibility with Imposed Practices.

Three of the hypotheses reflect non-significant effects and are therefore

unsupported, namely:

• H3-12: The relationship between Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

Knowledge and Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology

• H3-20: The relationship between Source Credibility and Compatibility

with Past Experiences with Technology

• H3-21: The relationship between Unproven Knowledge and

Compatibility with Existing Practices.

Finally, although the five remaining path coefficients are statistically

significant, they all reflect a direction opposite to the hypothesized direction,

thus not supporting the corresponding hypotheses. These are:

• H3-5: The relationship between Absorptive Capacity of System

Knowledge and Compatibility with Existing Practices

• H3-6: The relationship between Absorptive Capacity of System

Knowledge and Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology

• H3-8 The relationship between Absorptive Capacity of System

Knowledge and Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology

• H3-11: The relationship between Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

Knowledge and Compatibility with Preferred Practices

• H3-15: The relationship between Arduous Relationship and

Compatibility with Preferred Practices.
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9.4.2.4. Direct Effects of other Barriers on Resistance

Although all path coefficients are statistically significant, only the path between

Arduous Relationship and Resistance reflects the hypothesized direction. As

reflected in Figure 34, H 4-3 is supported, with the hypothesized relationships

between Resistance and following barriers being unsupported:

• H4-1: Absorptive Capacity of System Knowledge

• H4-2: Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain Knowledge

• H4-4: Source Credibility

• H4-5: Unproven Knowledge

Figure 34: PLS Results - Relationship between Resistance and other Barriers

H4-1 H4-2

AC ... _ .::::-
':

-,

H4-3,
-0.1102***

/
H4-4

I
H4-5

9.4.2.5. Direct Effects of OCSon Barriers

Despite all path coefficients being statistically significant at the 1% level, only

three of the six paths reflect the hypothesized direction. As reflected in Figure

35, the hypothesized relationships between Occupational Community of

Practice Strength of Commitment and the following barriers to knowledge

transfer are supported:
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• H5-1: Absorptive Capacity of System Knowledge

• H5-2: Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain Knowledge

• H5-4: Resistance

Figure 35: PlS Results - Relationship between oes and Barriers

tttt ..... .,

H5-1,0.335·*· H5-2,0.6344*·*

H5-3 H5-6

H5-5 H5-4, 0.0667*··

The hypothesized relationships between Occupational Strength of

Commitment and the following barriers to knowledge transfer are unsupported

due to path directions opposite to expectations:

• H5-3: Arduous Relationship

• H5-5: Source Credibility

• H5-6: Unproven Knowledge

9.4.2.6. Direct Effects of Adaptation on Resistance

Both path coefficients are significant at the 1% level and both reflect a positive

effect. As System Adaptation was hypothesized to reflect a negative path with
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Resistance, H6-2 is unsupported. The path between Process adaptation and

Resistance is consistent with expectation (path coefficient = 0.2156, p<0.001),

and therefore H6-1 is supported, as depicted in Figure 36.

Figure 36: PLS Results - Relationships between Adaptation and Resistance

9.4.2.7. Direct Effects of Occupational Strength of Commitment on
Work Practice Compatibility and Perceived Usefulness

Consistent with expectations, OCS is negatively and significantly associated

with Compatibility with Preferred Practices (path coefficient = -0.0459, p<0.01)

and therefore H7-3 is supported.

One of the hypothesized relationships is unsupported as the relationship

reflected both a non-significant effect as well as an effect opposite to the

expected direction, namely

• H7-4: The relationship between OCS and Compatibility with Past

Experiences with Technology

The relationship between OCS and Perceived Usefulness - H7-5 - is

unsupported because it has a non-significant effect.
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Two of the hypothesized relationships, although significant at the 1% level, are

unsupported as they both reflect effects opposite to the hypothesized direction.

These are the relationships between oes and

• H7-1: Compatibility with Existing Practices

• H7-2: Compatibility with Imposed Practices.

9.4.2.8. Total Effects

The base hypothesis on which this study was based is that the effects of

occupational community of practice membership on ERP success is not a

direct effect, but rather mediated through the effects of on the knowledge

transfer barriers. These barriers, in turn, are posited to affect Work Practice

Compatibility, which is identified as the primary antecedent of success. It was

therefore necessary to examine the total effects of these relationships in order

to determine whether or not the data provides support for these hypothesized

mediated relationships.

The total effects reflect the indirect effects of all the variables on the

relationship between OCS and Perceived Usefulness, and the indirect effect of

all the variables in the model (except for Perceived Usefulness) on the

relationships between OCS and the dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility.

As reflected in Table 45, four of the five path coefficients in this set of

relationships changed direction; and two of the significance values increased

from non-significant to significant at the 1% level. Once again, the changes in

R2 levels do not warrant further analysis. However, in contrast to the lack of

support found for the related hypotheses, the changes result in all the

hypothesized relationships between OCS and the dimensions of Work Practice

Compatibility to be supported, and the hypothesized relationship between OCS

and Perceived Usefulness to be unsupported. Thus, in contrast to the direct

effects, H7-1 - H7-4 are supported when considering the total effects of the

relationships. H7-5 is unsupported from both a total and direct effect

perspective.

It is equally important to evaluate the total effects of certain latent variables on

one another, as considerable direct relationships may become insignificant
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after including additional indirect relationships (Henseler & Fassott, 2009). In

such instances, the total effect should remain at a relatively constant, sizable

level, thus providing more reasonable grounds for hypothesis support. Should

the total effect differ substantially, this suggests that further analysis is required

to determine what mediating and/or moderating effects may be at play.

Differences are highlighted in bold in Table 45.

A substantially different path coefficient for the direct and total effects is

reflected for the relationship between oes and Resistance: the direct effect of

oes on Resistance is reflected as a positive coefficient of 0.067. However,

total effects are reflected as a negative 0.128, suggesting an indirect effect of

almost -0.19. These indirect effects are made up of all the indirect paths

between oes and RES, and therefore consist of all the paths between oes
and the other knowledge barriers, multiplied by the paths between the other

barriers and RES (see Table 46).

The R2of both the direct effects and total effects of oes on RES are minimal

(0.44% and 1.63% respectively) and thus further analysis to determine

mediating and/or moderating effects of the knowledge barriers are deemed

unwarranted. However, it is noted that in terms of support for the

corresponding hypothesis, whilst the direct effects of this relationship supports

hypothesis H5-4, the total effects does not support the hypothesis.

Table 46: Indirect Effects between OCS and Resistance

Indirect Effects of the relationship
between OCSand RES

oes -7 UK -7 RES

oes -7 AR -7 RES

oes -7 se -7 RES

oes -7 Aew -7 RES

oes -7 AeS -7 RES

. Differences in total and direct effects are also noted for the following:
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• Relationships between all the knowledge transfer barriers (except

Resistance) and the dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility.

The total effects reflect the effects of Resistance on these relationships. The

path sign for the ACW and Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology relationship changes from negative to positive, suggesting an

indirect effect of 0.03 which is attributable to the indirect effect of Resistance

on this relationship. However, the significance of both the direct and total

effects remain as non-significant, and therefore no further analysis is deemed

warranted for this relationship.

• The relationships between the dimensions of Work Practice

Compatibility and PA and SA

Once again, the total effects reflect the effects of Resistance on the

relationships. The path sign for the relationship between PA and WPI changes

from positive to negative and the effect becomes significant at the 90% level.

However, the R2 of the total effects of this relationship is less than 1%.

However, whilst the direct effects of this relationship leave the related

hypothesis unsupported, the total effects provide support for the hypothesis

(H2-2).

The significance of the relationship between PA and Compatibility with

Preferred Practices changes from significant at the 1% to non-significant when

accounting for the indirect effects of Resistance. However, the R2of the direct

effects are minimal at less than 1% and therefore the change to a non-

significant effect is deemed trivial.

For SA and the other paths of PA, the path signs remain stable as do the R2

values.
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Once again, therefore, further analysis to determine mediating and/or

moderating effects of the RES variable on the PA and SA relationships with the

dimensions of compatibility are deemed unwarranted.

9.4.3. Additional Relationships
The structural model did not cover all possible relationships. For parsimonious

reasons, and to ensure that the sample size was adequate to meet the

requirements of a PLS-SEM analysis, the following categories of relationships

were not included in the structural model:

• Relationships between barriers to knowledge transfer

• Relationships between barriers and PU

• Relationships between adaption and barriers (other than Resistance)

• Relationships between the dimensions of work practice compatibility.

The inter-construct correlation matrix (Table 42), however, reflects several

significant correlations (p < 0.001) within these categories that were not tested

in the PLS model. These correlations are reflected in Table 47 and are

discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.
Table 47: Additional Relationships identified in inter-construct correlation matrix

Correlation , R R· ' RelatlonshiR
"squareCi Category

AR-ACS 0.29 8.5 Inter-barrier
UK-ACS 0.59 35.5 Inter-barrier
UK-SC 0.27 7.40 Inter-barrier
AR-ACW 0.31 9.61 Inter-barrier
SC-ACW 0.27 7.29 Inter-barrier
UK-ACW 0.38 14.44 Inter-barrier
SC-AR 0.63 39.89 Inter-barrier
UK-AR 0.38 14.42 Inter-barrier
SC- PU 0.57 32.30 Barrier- PU
AR-PU 0.40 16.18 Barrier- PU
SA-SC 0.29 8.92 Adaptation- barrier
SA- UK 0.35 11.95 Adaptation- barrier
WPI-WPE 0.39 15.87 Inter-dimensional
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WPP-WPE 0.52 27.12 Inter-dimensional

WPP-WPI 0.58 33.64 Inter-dimensional

All other correlations reflected in the inter-construct correlation matrix are

reflected in the structural model. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that all

possible relationships have been identified through the combination of the

matrix and the structural model.

9.5. Summary
As reflected in Table 44, approximately 68% of the variance in Perceived

Usefulness, 36% of the variance in Compatibility with EXisting Practices, 37%

of the variance in Compatibility with Imposed Practices, 46% of the variance in

Compatibility with Preferred Practices, 31% of the variance in Compatibility

with Past Experiences with Technology, and 40% of the variance in ACW are

explained.

The model appears to be a good fit for the hypothesized relationships between

work practice compatibility and (1) resistance, (2) source credibility, (3)

unproven knowledge, (4) arduous relationships, and (5) system adaptation, as

well as the relationships between two of the dimensions of work practice

compatibility and perceived usefulness.

However, the hypothesized effects of (1) absorptive capacity of system domain

and work domain knowledge on work practice compatibility, (2) knowledge

transfer barriers on resistance, (3) process adaptation on work practice

compatibility, and (4) the effects of DCS on the barriers are mainly

unsupported.

Table 48 provides a summary of the hypothesized relationships, whether or not

they are supported by the data in terms of direct and total effects, and the

magnitude of the effects.
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CHAPTER 10

THE FACTORS INFLUENCING ERP
SUCCESS

"Foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds ... "

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803 - 1882)

10.1. Introduction
This chapter presents an interpretation of the findings reported in the previous

chapter in two distinct ways. Firstly, the results are interpreted within the

framework of the research questions set out in section 5.5. The answer to each

question, therefore, is provided in Section 10.2

Although the data provides little support for the original hypothesis that

occupational strength of commitment has an important role to play in ERP

success, the findings suggest that Compatibility with Preferred Practices plays

a significant role. This factor, and its related antecedents, is discussed in

Section 10.3.

10.2. The Relationship between Occupational
Strength of Commitment and ERP
Success

As discussed in Section 8.2.2, the theory on which the research model is

based is that occupational strength of commitment will interfere with the

knowledge transfer process, reducing the ability of the consultants and users

to mutually adapt the system to suit the users' needs in terms of existing, past,

preferred and imposed working practices. Work Practice Compatibility, in turn,

was hypothesized to be a substantial factor in explaining the variance in

Perceived Usefulness, which is the construct used to measure ERP success.

ERP System Success
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Consequently, the structural relationships within the research model can be

partitioned into three groups, with each group representing a sub-question of

the overall research question. These are reflected in Table 49.

1 The relationships between the
dimensions of Work Practice
Compatibility and Perceived
Usefulness

What is the relationship between
Work Practice Compatibility and
self-perceived individual
performance?

10.2.2

2 10.2.3The relationships between the
barriers, adaptation, and Work
Practice Compatibility,

What is the relationship between
adaptation, knowledge transfer
barriers and Work Practice
Compatibility?

3 10.2.4The relationship between ecs and
the knowledge transfer barriers

What is the relationship between
ecs and knowledge transfer
barriers?

This section begins with a discussion of the overall relationship between DCS

and Work Practice Compatibility (10.2.1).

10.2.1. The Relationship between OCS and Work Practice
Compatibility

The observed direct effects provide no support for the hypothesized

relationships between DeS and the dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility.

However, the picture changes when viewing the total effects of these

relationships: when taking into consideration all the paths, direct and indirect,

between OCS and the dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility, the data

reflects that there are significant correlations between the fonner and each of

the latter. Nonetheless, the effect sizes of these relationships are minimal,

ranging between 3% and 11%. Based on these findings, two important

conclusions can be drawn:

1. Overall, DCS has little explanatory power in terms of the variances

in the dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility within the context

of ERP system success.

2. Consistent to expectations, the effects of DCS on Work Practice

Compatibility are mediated by knowledge transfer barriers and

adaptation. The significance of these relationships and their

potential implications for ERP success are discussed in the

remainder of this chapter.
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10.2.2. The Relationship between Work Practice
Compatibility and Perceived Usefulness

Only two of the four hypothesized relationships in this group were supported.

Consistent with expectations, the data suggests that users who perceive the

system to be compatible with their preferred and imposed work practices will

perceive the system to have higher levels of usefulness in their job

performance than those users who perceive the system to be incompatible

with their preferred and imposed work practices.

Of the 68% total variance in Perceived Usefulness explained by the model,

Compatibility with Preferred Practices explains almost 57% of the variance,

with 1.36% explained by Compatibility with Imposed Practices and the

remaining 8% explained by other variables in the model. As a result,

Compatibility with Preferred Practices can be seen to be very important in

terms of ensuring that the system leads to increased job performance, and

thus to attaining the expected benefits of ERP system adoption. In contrast,

Compatibility with Imposed Practices is relatively unimportant in terms of

achieving ERP success.

These results are somewhat inconsistent with prior related research.

Compatibility with Preferred Practices was found to load with Relative

Advantage (or Perceived Usefulness) in three other prior studies (Compeau et

al., 2007; Karahanna et al., 2006; Moore & 8enbasat, 1991), and was

therefore excluded from the analysis in two of these studies. However, both

these constructs were retained in this study as the results of the measurement

model (see. section 9.4.1.3) reflected sufficient discriminant validity. In

contrast, the findings regarding the relationship between Compatibility with

Imposed Practices and Perceived Usefulness are consistent with those

reported by both Karahanna et al (2006) and Compeau et al (2007), who

reported positive path coefficient of 0.1165 and 0.30 respectively.
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The two hypotheses that were not supported relate to Compatibility with

Existing Practices and Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology.

The relationship between Perceived Usefulness and Compatibility with Past

Experiences with Technology, while significant, was negative and in the

opposite direction than hypothesized. It had been hypothesized that the more

compatible the system is perceived to be to the users' prior technical

knowledge, the higher the users' perceptions of the usefulness of the system.

However, the results show the opposite - the less compatible, the more useful

the system is perceived to be. Furthermore, the findings reflect no significant

correlations between Compatibility with Existing Practices, indicating that

contrary to expectations, a system that maintains a high level of consistency

with previous practices does not affect users' perceptions of increased job

performance.

A comparison of these findings with prior related research exposes both

inconsistencies and similarities. Firstly, the negative correlation between

Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology and Perceived

Usefulness is consistent with Karahanna et al.'s (2006) findings, but

inconsistent with Compeau et al.'s (2007) study. Secondly, the lack of

significant correlation between Compatibility with Existing Practices and

Perceived Usefulness is inconsistent with Karahanna et al.'s study, who

reported a positive and significant relationship between these two variables.

However. examination of their item scales reveals that Perceived Usefulness

was measured in terms of perceptions of the future. rather than perceptions of

actual use. For example. the question "Using the system will make it easier to

do my job", asks the user to predict the impact of the system on their job

performance. In contrast, the questions used for this study asked users to

report on actual use - for example "Using the system makes it easier to do my

job". Thus it is possible that the construct being measured in Karahanna et

al.'s study is somewhat different to the one being measured in this study.

As a way of explaining the unexpected negative correlation between

Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology and Perceived

Usefulness, Karahanna et al suggested that users with experience in
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equivalent systems would not be as impressed as those who are unfamiliar

with such systems.

However, the observed lack of significant correlation between existing work

practices and perceived usefulness, and the negative correlations between

Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology and Perceived

Usefulness suggests an alternative explanation that is supported in part by the

literature. Compeau et al. posited that "prior experience shapes our mental

models of an innovation" (Compeau et al., 2007, p.416); therefore, a new

system that is similar to those that have been used previously will be perceived

as easier to use than those that are unfamiliar. Their findings support this

hypothesis, reflecting a positive path coefficient between Compatibility with

Past Experiences with Technology and Perceived Usefulness. Although their

study did not test the relationship between Compatibility with Existing Practices

and Perceived Usefulness, the same argument can apply: a new system that

maintains similar practices to those that have been used previously will be

perceived as easier to use than those that require significant changes to

working practices.

It is equally possible therefore that those systems that do nothing other than

provide the same working practices as before could be viewed as a waste of

effort as it will do nothing to enhance job performance. Similarly, if the system

is providing similar functionality to that of an existing system, the users may

feel that the system is not providing any relative advantage to their job

performance, thus users cannot see how the system can enhance their job

performance. This is further supported by the argument that "previous

practices and experiences serve as a standard against which an innovation

can be interpreted" (Van Slyke et al., 2008, p.60) - what is being suggested

here is that users are comparing the new system with the old system and not

finding any differences because the same practices are being implemented,

and therefore they are unable to see any increased advantage in using the

new system
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It is acknowledged that this explanation is partly in direct opposition to the

generally accepted views in the literature that "innovations that fit well with

existing or desired practices or values may be more desirable than those that

do not" (Van Slyke et al., 2008. p.60). However, both Compeau et al.'s (2007)

findings as well as this study's findings suggest that consistency with existing

practices is a matter for ease of use rather than perceived usefulness. In

addition, the expected and observed correlation between Perceived

Usefulness and Compatibility with Preferred Practices does support this

general view - the data reflects that users perceived the system to have a

higher usefulness to them, and therefore more "desirable", when it was

perceived to accommodate their preferred ways of working.

Overall, these findings suggest that Work Practice Compatibility and Perceived

Usefulness (as operationalised for, and within the context of, this study) are

separate and distinct constructs, and that Compatibility to Preferred Practices

is an important antecedent to Perceived Usefulness. As discussed in section

8.2.2, these findings are inconsistent to other researchers who have argued

that Relative Advantage and Compatibility are a single complex structure

(Moore & Benbasat, 1991), and that Perceived Usefulness and Compatibility to

Preferred Practices are a single construct (Compeau et al., 2007; Karahanna

et al., 2006).

Due to the inconsistencies in the literature, further research into these

relationships is required before these findings and explanations can be

accepted.

10.2.3. The Relationship between Work Practice
Compatibility, Barriers and Adaptation

For ease of reading, the relationships are further decomposed into the

following four sets:

1. The relationship between Adaptation and Work Practice Compatibility
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2. The relationship between Adaptation and Barriers to Knowledge

Transfer

3. The relationship between Barriers and Work Practice Compatibility

4. The inter-relationships between Barriers to Knowledge Transfer

Each of these is discussed in turn below.

10.2.3.1. The relationship between Adaptation and Work Practice
Compatibility

Path coefficients for process and system adaption do not support all the

hypothesized relationships to work practice compatibility. As expected, the

higher the users' perceptions that the system has been adapted to

accommodate their needs, the higher their perceptions of compatibility in terms

of existing, imposed and preferred work practices. However, the opposite

seems to hold true for compatibility with prior experience: the higher the user's

perceptions that the system has been adapted, the lower their perceptions of

compatibility with prior experience with technology. This could indicate that the

system has been adapted to something completely unique and outside the

prior experience of the users ("Using the system is not similar to anything that I

have done before"), even though the system still maintains consistency with

preferences, imposed practices and existing practices. Further research is

required to validate this explanation.

Similarly, and as hypothesized, the more users perceive their own processes

to have been adapted to suit the embedded practices within the system, the

lower their perceptions of compatibility in terms of existing practices and prior

experience with technology. In contrast, the data reflects that there is no

significant correlation between perceptions of imposed practices and process

adaptation. Further, the findings suggest that preferred work practices are

increased when there are perceptions of increased adaption of their own

processes. This could indicate that the adaptation efforts are in fact helping

users to change their existing ways of working to better suit their preferred

ways of working. Once again, however, further investigation is required to gain
empirical support for this suggestion.
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10.2.3.2. The relationship between Adaptation and Barriers

It was expected that the higher the users' perceptions that the system has

been adapted to accommodate their needs, the lower their resistance would be

to the new system. The path coefficient between these two variables reflects

the opposite - the higher the perceptions of system adaptation, the higher the

resistance.

In contrast, it was expected that the higher the perceptions that users'

processes were adapted to accommodate the new system, the higher the

users' resistance to the system would be. This hypothesis is supported by the

data. Although these findings may appear in conflict with the findings relating

to the relationship between process adaptation and Compatibility with

Preferred Practices, viewing the timing of the perceptions provides a more

consistent explanation. Users' resistance may be enhanced during the

implementation period as a result of their processes being adapted (my work

processes are being changed and I don't like change); however, during actual

use, users discover that these changes have the positive effect of providing

them with a system that allows them perform their jobs in their preferred work

style,

10.2.3.3. The Relationship between Barriers and Work Practice
Compatibility

Table 50 provides a summary of the supported and unsupported hypotheses in

this subset of relationships

Table 50: Summary of Relationships between Barriers and Work Practice Compatibility

B,lrIlt;1 WPE WPI WPP WPT

ACS No No No No

ACW Yes No No No

AR Yes Yes No Yes

RES Yes Yes Yes Yes

SC Yes Yes Yes No

UK No Yes Yes Yes
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• Absorptive Capacity of System Domain Knowledge

All four of the hypothesized relationships are unsupported, reflecting paths in

the direction opposite to those hypothesized. Three of the correlations are

significant at the 1% level, with the correlation between ACS and Compatibility

with Preferred Practices being insignificant. Thus, contrary to expectations,

increased levels of ACS correlate with increased levels of Compatibility with

Existing Practices, Compatibility with Imposed Practices and Compatibility with

Past Experiences with Technology. Further, ACS explains 7% of the total

explained variance (of 36%) in Compatibility with Existing Practices and more

than half of the total explained variance (16% of 31%) in Compatibility with

Past Experiences with Technology.

The ACS ~ WPT relationship could be explained by the possibility that users

with a lot of experience in using comparable technology could more easily find

similarities in the new system. That is, the more experience they have had

with using other systems, the more exposure they have had with various

functionalities and therefore the more chance that the new system incorporates

functions that they have seen before. The same can be said for the ACS ~

WPE relationship - users may be able to more easily see similarities to

existing practices because of their knowledge and familiarity with other similar

system, which users who do not have the same understanding and experience

may not see.

• Absorptive Capacity of Work Domain

Only one of the four hypotheses relating to the relationship between this

variable and the dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility was supported by

the data, namely the ACW ~ WPE relationship. The unexpected positive

correlation between high levels of ACW and increased perceptions of

compatibility with preferred work practices could be explained by the view that

preferred work practices are more likely to be developed by users who are

more knowledgeable and experienced within their work domains. This view

does not however, hold true for perceptions of imposed work practice

compatibility, as although the path coefficient is also positive, the correlation is
found to be insignificant.
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• Arduous Relationship

Consistent with hypotheses, ease of relationship between user and

implementation team correlates with increased perceptions of Compatibility

with Existing Practices, Compatibility with Imposed Practices and Compatibility

with Past Experiences with Technology. Unexpectedly, the data reflects that

the easier this relationship, the less the system is perceived to be compatible

with preferred working practices. No plausible explanation for this finding can

be offered at this time and further research is recommended to determine

whether similar results are obtained from studies in similar contexts.

• Resistance

Consistent with expectations, users with high levels of Resistance will also

have decreased perceptions of Work Practice Compatibility for all four sub-

dimensions.

• Source Credibility

As hypothesized, users who perceive the members of the implementation team

to be credible and trustworthy will also have high perceptions of Compatibility

with Existing Practices, Compatibility with Preferred Practices and

Compatibility with Imposed Practices. Source Credibility also accounts for

more than half of the explained variance (27% of 46%) in Compatibility with

Preferred Practices - this issue is discussed in more detail in section 10.3.

Although the path coefficient in the SC ~ WPT relationship is also positive, it

is insignificant, therefore contrary to expectations, increased levels of SC

cannot be said to correlate with increased perceptions of WPT. In hindsight,

the lack of correlation in the se ~ WPT relationship may be understandable:

users may well disregard their perceptions of the source of the knowledge (the

implementation team) when faced with the reality of comparing the new system

with their prior knowledge and experience.

• Unproven Knowledge

Users who perceive the system to be reputable and usable will also have high

perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred Practices, Compatibility with
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Imposed Practices and Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology.

This is consistent with expectations. The UK -7 WPE coefficient, whilst also

positive, is insignificant, therefore not supporting the hypothesized positive

relationship between these two variables.

10.2.3.4. Interrelationships between Barriers

Of the five hypothesized relationships, only one is supported by the data,

namely that reduced arduousness of relationship between users and

implementers leads to reduced resistance. The other four relationships reflect

signs opposite to those hypothesized, suggesting that

• the more proven the knowledge the more resistance increases

• the more credible the implementers are perceived to be by the users,

the more resistance increases

• the higher the absorptive capacity of the users in terms of work domain

knowledge, the lower the resistance

• the higher the absorptive capacity of the users in terms of prior

experience with technology, the lower the resistance

With hindsight, the correlations between Resistance and Absorptive Capacity

of Work Domain Knowledge and prior technical experience can make sense.

Resistance to new technology could be lowered if users feel that they have

sufficient prior knowledge of technology to allow them to learn the new system

more easily and more quickly. This is similar to the concept of computer self-

efficacy (CSE), which has been defined as "an individual judgment of one's

capability to use a computer" (Compeau & Higgins, 1995, p.192). CSE has

been found to have significant effects on the stress and anxiety of users, as

well as the actual performance attained by individuals when using computers

(for example Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Compeau & Higgins, 1995; Deng, Doll, &

Truong, 2004; Marakas, Yi, & Johnson, 1998; Taylor & Todd, 1995;

Torkzadeh, Van Dyke, & . 2001). and in particular, when using ERP

technologies (for example Calisir, Altin, & Gumussoy, 2009; Kanwal & Manarvi,

2010; Shih, 2006; Shih & Huang, 2009).
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Similarly, users with high levels of work domain knowledge may feel confident

enough in their abilities to do the job regardless of the technology that is

required to be used. Once again however, further research is required to test

this theory.

However, the observed positive relationships between unproven knowledge

and resistance, and source credibility and resistance cannot be explained.

Further research is once again required to determine whether similar results

will be obtained in different studies.

10.2.4. The Relationship between OCS and Barriers

The hypotheses that occupational strength of commitment will increase user

resistance to the implementation of the new system, increase absorptive

capacity of work domain knowledge and absorptive capacity of prior

technology knowledge are supported. In addition, oes accounts for 40% of

the variance in AeW, which is the total variance explained in this variable by

the model. Additionally, 11% of the 13% total variance explained by the model

of AeS is explained by oes.

In contrast, and in contradiction to the hypothesized relationships, the data

suggests that oes will decrease the arduousness of the relationship between

users and implementers; increase the perceived credibility of the implementers

and decrease perceptions of unproven knowledge.

One possible explanation for these findings can be drawn from the study

reported by Andrews and Delahaye (2000), in conjunction with the relatively

new trend of including functional experts in implementation teams. Firstly,

Andrews and Oelahaye found that people were only willing to share

information with others if they trusted them, and sought information from

people whose scientific expertise they valued (Easterby-Smith et al., 2006,

p.45). Secondly vendors and implementation consultants are now recruiting

functional area specialists with prior industry knowledge for the specific

purpose of including such experts into implementation teams. This could result

in users perceiving such members to be "experts" in their field, and therefore
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more trustworthy and reliable sources of knowledge and working practices. In

this way, rather than users perceiving these team members as outsiders, they

would be seen as part of the referent occupational community of practice, and

users would be encouraged to share information with them. Furthermore, end-

users with high levels of work domain knowledge would be better equipped to

relate to such team members, and would thus find that the relationships

between themselves and the consultants are less arduous, and that the

credibility of the consultants is higher. In addition, the consultant may be in a

better position to convince such end-users of the value of the new system

through a mutual understanding of the work domain, and therefore users'

perceptions of the potential usefulness of the system would be increased.

Further research is required, however, to provide support for this explanation.

10.2.5. Additional Relationships

Additional correlations were identified in the inter-construct correlation matrix,

as discussed in section 9.2.3. Because the direction of the relationship is not

known, a definitive interpretation of these relationships is not possible. For

example, the WPI - WPE correlation could indicate that a high level of

compatibility to imposed practices would lead to higher levels of compatibility

with existing work practices, or vice versa. The same argument holds true for

the other 2 inter-dimensional correlations. Further research is required to

determine the direction of the relationship, which is supported by the medium

and large effect sizes of these relationships.

Although the same problem affects interpretation of the correlations between

barriers, it is interesting to note that three specific correlations suggested in

section 4.3.2.5 are reflected in the matrix, namely se - AR, UK - AR and UK-

se. It is also noteworthy that the se - AR relationship identified in the matrix

is consistent with a previous study that reported that the more credible the

source was perceived to be, the less arduous the relationship between the

consultant and the user tended to be (Ko et al., 2005). Notwithstanding the
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support from previous studies, the implications of this relationship, together

with all the other inter-barrier correlations, are left for further research.

With regard to the correlations between system adaptation and the barriers to

knowledge transfer, the literature ... it would make sense to interpret these as

adaptation having an effect on the barriers. As discussed in section 5.4.5, it is

reasonable to expect that if the system is adapted to comply with users'

accepted practices and needs, the barriers to knowledge transfer would be

reduced. Therefore, it is reasonable to interpret the SA - SC and SA - UK

correlations in this way. However, further research is required to validate this

interpretation.

A similar situation occurs when considering the correlations between perceived

usefulness and the two knowledge transfer barriers. In this study, PU, AR and

SC were measured in terms of perceptions of actual use and experience,

rather than perceptions of the future; in addition, the interaction with

consultants was identified as preceding the use of the system. Therefore, it

can be reasonably argued that increased source credibility and reduced

arduousness of relationship will lead to increased perceptions of usefulness

Therefore, the correlations reflected in the matrix can reasonably be

interpreted as Source Credibility explaining 32% of the variance in PU, and

arduous relationships explaining 16% of the variance in PU. Once again,

however, further research would be required to validate these conclusions.

10.3. Factors explaining variances in Work
Practice Compatibility

The above discussion has demonstrated that Compatibility with Preferred

Practices is the factor with the strongest influence on Perceived Usefulness in

the research model. Knowing this provides the ability to predict ERP success

to a large extent. However, to be able to influence ERP success, it is even

more important to be able to identify the variables that influence Compatibility
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with Preferred Practices. It is equally important to identify the variables that

have a negative effect on ERP success, so that they can be controlled for.

Not all of the original hypotheses have been supported by the data. As a

result, numerous future research studies have been identified in order to

continue with the process of fully understanding the factors that increase ERP

success. Nevertheless, this study has empirically identified some of the

variables that have positive and negative influences on ERP success.

This section consolidates these variables into a set of relationships to form a

potential framework for understanding and influencing ERP success. The

framework, depicted in Figures 37 - 40, is divided into two groups:

• Group 1, hereafter referred to as Positive Group, reflects the positive

influence of Compatibility with Preferred Practices and Compatibility

with Imposed Practices on Perceived Usefulness, and working

backwards from this starting point then tracks all the variables that this

study has empirically demonstrated to explain the variances in these

variables. This set of variables therefore theoretically can be used to

enhance both Compatibility with Preferred Practices and Compatibility

with Imposed Practices, thus enhancing Perceived Usefulness.

• Group 2, hereafter referred to as Negative Group, reflects the negative

influences of Compatibility with Existing Practices and Compatibility with

Past Experiences with Technology on Perceived Usefulness, and the

variables that were empirically found to explain the variances in these

variables. This set of variables, therefore, can theoretically be used to

decrease both Compatibility with Existing Practices and Compatibility

with Past Experiences with Technology, thus once again enhancing
Perceived Usefulness.

Given the minimal effects that Compatibility with Imposed Practices,

Compatibility with Existing Practices and Compatibility with Past Experiences

with Technology were found to have on Perceived Usefulness, the variables

influencing these factors are not discussed further and are included in the

model only for completeness purposes.
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Variables can account for variances in factors in both the Positive and

Negative groups. In some cases, the focus of these variables can be adapted

so that implementation teams can focus on enhancing the effects of these

variables on the Positive factors whilst reducing the effects on the negative

factors. Such variables are included in both groups for completeness. The

negative effect is indicated using a dotted border, while a solid line border

indicates the positive effect. For example, System Adaptation has an effect on

Compatibility with Preferred Practices (Positive Group), Compatibility with

Imposed Practices (Positive Group) and Compatibility with Existing Practices

(Negative Group). To reflect that efforts should be focussed on enhancing

Compatibility with Preferred Practices through SA, SA is depicted with a solid

line in the Positive Group, and a dotted line in the Negative Group.
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10.3.1. Factors Explaining Variances in Compatibility with
Preferred Practices

As reflected in Figure 37. 46% of the total variance in Compatibility with

Preferred Practices is explained by the model. The following variables account

for this explained variance:

• Source Credibility - 27%

• Resistance - 7%

• Unproven Knowledge - 6%

• System Adaptation - 3%

10.3.1.1. Source Credibility
Source Credibility is positively related to Compatibility with Preferred Practices,

and explains 27% of the variance in this dimension. SC also has a positive

correlation with Compatibility with Imposed Practices, but explains less than

1% of the variance in the latter. There is a positive but insignificant correlation

between this variable and Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology, therefore increasing SC will not negatively influence Perceived

Usefulness through prior experience perceptions. There is also a positive

correlation between SC and Compatibility with Existing Practices, with the

former explaining 5% of the variance in the latter. Although Compatibility with

Existing Practices was found to reduce Perceived Usefulness, and therefore all

variables increasing this factor should be controlled for, the substantial effect

that it has on Compatibility with Preferred Practices should negate any adverse

effects that it may have on success through Compatibility with Existing

Practices.

The model explains 8% of the variance in SC, which is fully accounted for by

OCS. OCS is an exogenous variable, and being a user trait, is outside of the

control of the implementation team. To enhance ERP success through SC

then, it is necessary to ensure that ERP vendors and members of the

implementation team are perceived as reliable, trustworthy or knowledgeable

by the users. As proposed above, this could be achieved by including

functional area specialists with prior industry knowledge into the
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implementation teams. In this way, high levels of OCS will also be

accommodated. This should help reduce perceptions of "outsiders" by users

with a strong sense of commitment to their community of practice and

encourage users to accept the new knowledge and working practices being

offered.

10.3.1.2. Resistance

Resistance explains 7% of the variance in Compatibility with Preferred

Practices, 3% of the variance in Compatibility with Imposed Practices, 3% of

the variance in Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology and less

than 1% of the variance in Compatibility with Existing Practices. It is therefore

included in the proposed framework due to its relatively substantial effect on

Compatibility with Preferred Practices

The total variance in Resistance explained by the model is 25%. System

Adaptation accounts for 8%, Process Adaptation accounts for 5%, ACW

contributes 5% and ACS another 3%. System adaptation is discussed in

section 10.3.1.4. Like System Adaptation, Process Adaptation has a positive

correlation with Resistance. As discussed in Section 10.2.4, this may be due to

a perception prior to actual use of the system. It is therefore suggested that to

reduce resistance, efforts should be made by the implementation team to

demonstrate to the users how the changes will enhance compatibility of the

system to preferred work practices.

As noted in section 4.3.2.1, ACS and ACW are user characteristics and

therefore outside of the control of the implementation team. Additionally, the

variances in both ACS and ACW are fully accounted for by OCS (see 10.2.4),

which is another user characteristic No suggestions on how to influence these

variables can therefore be provided.
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10.3.1.3. Unproven Knowledge

Unproven knowledge accounts for 6% of the variance in Compatibility with

Preferred Practices. Although the correlation between this variable and

Compatibility with Existing Practices is positive, the relationship is insignificant.

UK also explains 1% of the variance in Compatibility with Imposed Practices

and less than 1% of the variance in Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology. It is therefore included in the proposed relationship model due to

its relatively substantial effect on Compatibility with Preferred Practices.

The model explains only 5% of the total variance in UK, which is fully

accounted for by DCS. As discussed in section 4.3.2.3, perceptions of

unproven knowledge can be reduced by providing users with referrals from

other members of their community in other organisations about the

acceptability and usefulness of the system. This strategy of providing proof

from referent communities of practice will also take into account the influence

of DCS on this variable.

10.3.1.4. System Adaptation
System adaptation explains 3% of the variance in both Compatibility with

Imposed Practices and Compatibility with Preferred Practices, providing a

positive correlation with Perceived Usefulness. However, it also explains 10%

of the variance in perceptions of compatibility with existing work practices,

suggesting that system adaptation efforts are currently focused on adapting

the system to be compatible with existing practices rather than preferred

practices. In addition, SA is positively correlated with Resistance, accounting

for 8% of the variance in the latter (see 10.3.1.2). As a result, SA also has a

negative correlation with Perceived Usefulness.

SA is an exogenous variable in the model and therefore does not have any

antecedents. In order to positively influence ERP success therefore, system

adaptation should in future focus on making the system compatible with

preferred working practices in favour of existing working practices. By

refocusing the adaptation efforts in this way, it is possible that the effects on

resistance will also be lowered. Therefore, system adaptation, focused on
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Compatibility with Preferred Practices, is included in the set of relationships in

the Positive Group.

10.4. Summary
The findings reported in the previous chapter were interpreted in two ways.

Firstly, answers to the research questions identified in Chapter 5 were

provided. Overall, and contrary to expectations, OCS did not appear to playa

significant explanatory role in variances in ERP success, either directly, or

through the other hypothesized variables. However, the data did support some

of the hypothesized mediated relationships between occupational strength of

commitment and ERP success. These mediated relationships were

summarised into research sub-questions and decomposed into hypotheses in

Chapter 5. Table 50 provides a summary of these sub-questions, and the

respective answers as interpreted from the findings.

Where possible, explanations were offered for unexpected results, with further

research being suggested as a way of testing the validity of these

explanations.
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Table 51: Answers to Research Questions

What is the relationship between
Work Practice Compatibility and self-
perceived individual performance?

1'WPI-71'PU

1'WPP ~ 1'PU

1'WPT -7 -l-PU

1'WPE ~ -l-PU

What is the relationship between adaptation, knowledge transfer barriers and Work Practice
Compatibility?

What is the relationship between 1'SA -7 1'WPE
Adaptation and Work Practice
Compatibility? 1'SA -7 1'WPI

1'SA -7 1'WPP

1'PA -7 -l-WPE

1'PA -7 -l-WPT

1'SA -7 -l-WPT

1'PA -7 1'WPP

PA -7 WPI - ns correlation

What is the relationship between
Adaptation and Knowledge
Transfer Barriers?

What is the relationship between
Barriers and Work Practice
Compatibility?

1'PA -7 1'RES

1'ACW -7 -l-WPE

-l-AR -7 1'WPE

-l-AR -71'WPI

-l-AR ~ 1'WPT

-l-RES -71'WPE

-l-RES -71'WPI

-l-RES -71'WPP

-l-RES -71'WPT

1'SC -7 1'WPE

1'SC -7 1'WPI

1'SC -7 1'WPP

-l-UK -7 1'WPI

-l-UK -71'WPP

-l-UK -7 1'WPTP

1'SA -7 1'RES

1'ACS -7 1'WPE

1'ACS -7 1'WPI

ACS -7 WPP - ns correlation

1'ACS -7 1'WPT

1'ACW -7 1'WPP

ACW -7 WPI - ns correlation

ACW -7 WPT - ns correlation

-l-AR-7 -l-WPP

SC -7 WPP - ns correlation

UK -7 WPE - ns correlation

What are the inter-relationships
between the barriers?

What is the relationship between
OCS and knowledge transfer
barriers?

wAR -7 wRES

1'OCS -7 1'RES

1'OCS -7 1'ACS

1'OCS -7 1'ACW

wUK -71'RES

1'SC -7 1'RES

1'ACW -7 -l-RES

1'ACW -7 -l-RES

1'OCS -7 wAR

1'OCS -71'SC

1'OCS -7 wUK
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Secondly, a framework for understanding and influencing ERP success was

developed based on the results of the data analysis. The findings led to the

conclusion that Compatibility to Preferred Practices played a significant role in

ERP success, and therefore this factor, and its antecedents, formed the basis

of the framework. However, it was deemed equally important to include in the

framework those variables that were shown to have a negative influence on

ERP success. Consequently, the framework was divided into two groups:

Group 1 incorporates Compatibility with Preferred Practices and Compatibility

with Imposed Practices, both of which were shown to positively influence

Perceived Usefulness. All the variables that were empirically demonstrated by

this research to explain the variances in these variables were incorporated into

this group. Group 2 incorporates Compatibility with Existing Practices and

Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology, which were shown to

negatively influence Perceived Usefulness. All the variables that were

empirically demonstrated to explain variances in these variables were

incorporated into this second group. Finally, given the significant explanatory

power of Compatibility to Preferred Practices on Perceived Usefulness, the

factors explaining the variances in Compatibility to Preferred Practices were

discussed in detail.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS

"It just showswhat can be done by taking a little trouble,"said Eeyore."Do
you see, Pooh?Doyou see, Piglet?Brainsfirst and then HardWork."

Winnie the Pooh - The House at Pooh Corner

11.1. Introduction
The objective of this research was to investigate the relationship between

Occupational Community of Practice Strength of Commitment and Perceived

Usefulness of ERP systems, as mediated by the barriers to the knowledge

transfer process, adaptation and perceptions of work practice compatibility.

This objective arose as a result of the problem identified for this research,

which was that ERP systems ought to be compatible with Occupational

Communities of Practice work practices in order to achieve the expected

benefits of improved job performance.

A survey instrument that was designed to measure the relationships between

these variables was administered. The results led to the conclusions that

Occupational Strength of Commitment had little effect on Work Practice

Compatibility, but that Compatibility with Preferred Practices had a significant

effect on Perceived Usefulness. It therefore became evident that in order to

enhance ERP success, it was necessary to identify the variables that influence

perceptions of Compatibility with Preferred Practices so that these variables

can be focused on when implementing ERP systems. These variables were

then synthesized into a conceptual model of ERP success in order to meet the

research objective.

This chapter begins with a summary of the work completed (section 11.2).

Contributions to the existing body of knowledge are then identified (section

11.3). Limitations and future research resulting from this research are reflected

upon and discussed in section 11.4. Section 11.5 completes this chapter and

this thesis with some final concluding thoughts.
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11.2. Summary of Work Completed
This research began by reviewing the existing body of knowledge surrounding

enterprise resource planning systems (Chapter 2). An overview of ERP

systems, comprising the history, definitions and types of systems, the

implementation approaches, operational approaches and alternative life

cycles, was presented. The expected benefits of adopting an ERP system

were then reviewed, leading to a discussion of the system characteristics of

Best Practice processes, business process re-engineering and mandatory use,

that are necessary to achieve these benefits. A review of the critical success

factors followed, concluding with an analysis of the current failure rates and

costs attached to those failures. It was posited that a possible reason for the

continued high failure rate is the Best practice characteristic of ERP systems:

because the Best practice processes are generic in nature, misfits between the

organisational requirements and the system's functionality occur, resulting in

misfits between the functionality provided by the system and the functionality

required by the organisation.

Attention was then turned to the concept of ERP success (Chapter 3).

Reviewing the IS and Usability literatures, it was argued that ERP success

should ideally be measured in terms of the benefits that accrue as a result of

using the system. However, as benefits are difficult to measure and error-

prone, a proxy is required. The traditional proxies of system usage and user

satisfaction were shown to be inadequate; instead, the appropriateness of

quality in use, measured in terms of user task performance, was argued to be

an appropriate proxy for measuring ERP success. Further, it was argued that

the users' ability to perform their tasks effectively, efficiently and with

satisfaction is dependent on the ability of the system to meet the users' stated

and implied needs. This led to the conclusion that the multidimensional

construct of Work Practice Compatibility is the primary critical success factor

for enhancing task performance (quality in use).

The factors influencing Work Practice Compatibility within the ERP context

were reviewed next (Chapter 4). Three sets of factors were identified, namely
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(1) Adaptation, (2) Barriers to the knowledge transfer process, and (3)

Occupational strength of commitment.

• Adaptation - it was shown that in order to enhance Work Practice

Compatibility when implementing an ERP system, it is necessary to

adapt either the system to suit the needs of the users, or the users'

existing practices to suit the business model embedded within the

system. Various levels of system adaptation were reviewed, together

with the difficulties surrounding both system adaptation and existing

practice adaptation

• Barriers to knowledge transfer - numerous barriers to effective

knowledge transfer were reviewed. Six barriers were identified for

inclusion into the research model, as they were shown to be the most

relevant within the ERP context and most applicable to the

implementation phase of ERP system adoption.

• Occupational strength of commitment - the literature on communities of

practice and specifically occupational communities of practice was

reviewed. The literature review identified three characteristics of

community of practice members that could negatively affect the

knowledge transfer process. In addition, it was shown that these

characteristics are enhanced by a strong sense of commitment to the

community. It was argued that users of ERP systems who have a strong

sense of commitment to their occupations display these characteristics,

suggesting that occupational strength of commitment could have a

detrimental effect on Work Practice Compatibility and the resultant

overall success of the ERP implementation.

The different sections of the literature review were then synthesized into a set

of propositions that was used to develop a problem statement, a set of

hypotheses, and a conceptual model for this research (Chapter 5). The

research design, data collection and analysis methods, and ethical

considerations relevant to this study were then presented (Chapter 6). A

review of the alternative research approaches and designs was presented,

leading to the conclusion that a Relativist approach, in conjunction with a

quantitative strategy and a survey research deslqn was most appropriate for
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this study. A questionnaire was the selected data collection method, with

factor analysis and PLS-SEM selected for data analysis. Guidelines for the

development of a survey instrument were also presented. The chapter

concluded with a discussion of how each of the constructs included in the

research model was operationalised, which made up the survey instrument

developed specifically for this research.

A pilot study to test the research model and the survey instrument was then

conducted, which resulted in a refinement of both the research model and the

survey instrument (Chapters 7 and 8). Thereafter, the main study was

administered and the data was analysed using PLS-SEM (Chapter 9).

Finally, the results of the main study were interpreted in two distinct ways

(Chapter 10). Firstly, the results were interpreted within the framework of the

research questions set out in section 5.5, with each question being answered

in turn. Secondly, a framework for understanding and influencing ERP success

was developed based on the results of the data analysis. The findings led to

the conclusion that compatibility with preferred practices plays a significant role

in ERP success, and therefore this factor, and its antecedents formed the

basis of the framework. The framework was divided into two groups: Group 1

incorporates Compatibility with Preferred Practices and Compatibility with

Imposed Practices, both of which were shown to positively influence Perceived

Usefulness. All the variables that have been empirically demonstrated by this

research to explain the variances in these variables are incorporated into this

group. Group 2 incorporates Compatibility with Existing Practices and

Compatibility with Past Experiences with Technology, which were shown to

negatively influence Perceived Usefulness. All the variables that have been

empirically demonstrated to explain variances in these variables are

incorporated into this second group.
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11.3. Contribution to Knowledge
The products of a successful dissertation must make a contribution to the

existing body of knowledge surrounding an important problem (Blaxter et aI.,

2006). The importance and timeliness of the problem of ERP implementation

success was established in Chapter 2.

11.3.1. Contribution to Research

The results of this research support and extend what is known about ERP

system implementation. First, the identified but unsolved problem of the

continued high failure rate of ERP implementations was highlighted. The

problem was discussed from the socio-technical perspective that such systems

should be compatible with users and their tasks, within the context of their

occupational communities of practice. This discussion contributes to research

by providing a detailed problem statement.

Secondly, in response to the call for integrating multiple categories of success

factors into a single research study (Huang, 2010), a multidisciplinary view of

the research problem was taken, and literatures from several disciplines,

including occupational communities of practice, enterprise resource planning

systems, information systems success, the knowledge transfer process, and

human computer interaction, were investigated and synthesized. This

contributes to research by providing a more comprehensive understanding of

the problem domain, as well as an integrated set of propositions that could

help to explain successful ERP adoption outcomes.

Thirdly, the literature surrounding the concept of information systems success,

and in particular, ERP system success, was reviewed and consolidated,

leading to the conclusions that (1) the traditional measures of User Satisfaction

or System Use are inappropriate, and (2) Perceived Usefulness is an

appropriate proxy for measuring ERP success. This contributes to the debate

surrounding the appropriateness of measures for ERP and other information

systems success.
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Fourthly, a survey instrument was designed to test the relationships between

the variables in the research model. After pilot testing and revision, the

analysis of the data collected from the main study confirms that the instrument

reflects discriminant and convergent validity, as well as internal validity and

face validity. The instrument therefore contributes to the existing body of

knowledge as it can be used for future similar studies.

Fifthly, Work Practice Compatibility was identified as a multi-dimensional

construct consisting of the four dimensions of Compatibility with Existing

Practices, Compatibility with Preferred Practices, Compatibility with Past

Experiences with Technology and Compatibility with Imposed Practices,

incorporating both stated and implied needs. Based on the results of the data

analysis, it was demonstrated that the sub-dimensions of Work Practice

Compatibility and Perceived Usefulness should be viewed as separate and

distinct constructs, rather than as a single complex construct. The results

further indicated that Compatibility to Preferred Practices is an important

antecedent to Perceived Usefulness. This contributes to the debate

surrounding the antecedents of success.

Finally, a framework for understanding and influencing ERP success was

developed based on the results of the data analysis. The major contributions

of this thesis stem from this proposed framework discussed in Chapter 10.

This is unique and significant, and is seen to be useful to both academics and

practitioners interested in enhancing the success of ERP adoption outcomes.

From an academic perspective, the framework provides a more holistic view of

the issues that influence ERP success, which can serve to better focus future

research efforts. In addition, the framework can also be used as a basis for

structuring tertiary coursework related to ERP studies (for example C. J.
Stefanou & Bialas, 2009; Venkatesh, 2008).

11.3.2. Contribution to Practice

The results of this research provide several practical implications for

management and consultants participating in the ERP system experience.
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Previous research has conceptualised information systems success, and thus

ERP systems success, in terms of user satisfaction or system use. However, it

was shown that these traditional measures are unsuitable. Perceived

usefulness is a more appropriate measure for ERP success at both end-user

and organisational levels. This is because perceived usefulness is measured

in terms of enhanced task performance: the ability of the system to meet the

needs of the users and enable them to complete their tasks effectively,

efficiently and with satisfaction. Enhanced task performance results in reduced

costs and increased profits, which are the primary benefits expected from the

adoption of ERP technologies. During the implementation process, therefore,

management and consultants should pay careful attention to the needs of the

intended users. Ensuring that the system will meet user needs and focusing on

the factors that influence user perceptions of usefulness will enhance these

beliefs.

Beliefs about the compatibility of the system with users' working practices

appear to play a significant role in the shaping of users' perceptions of the

usefulness of the system. The results show that positive beliefs about system

compatibility with users' preferred work practices have a substantial and

positive effect on users' perceptions of the ability of the system to meet their

needs and enhance their work performance. In addition, positive beliefs about

system compatibility with users' imposed practices have a small and positive

effect on perceptions of usefulness. In contrast, beliefs that the system is

compatible with existing practices and prior technical knowledge have negative

effects on perceptions of usefulness. Therefore, during the implementation

process, efforts should be focused on

• developing the positive beliefs about compatibility with preferred and imposed working

practices - this can be achieved in many ways. for example. by highlighting the

similarities between work practices enabled by the technology and the user's preferred

work practices, by emphasizing how the technology meets imposed work practices, and

where feasible, by adapting the system to meet these practices.

• underplaying the positive beliefs about compatibility with existing practices and prior

experiences with technology - these compatibilities are still important for ease of use and

should not be eliminated from the new system. However, they have negative effects on
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perceptions of usefulness and should therefore not become a focal point during the

implementation process.

Since compatibility with preferred work practices beliefs playa significant role

in shaping beliefs about usefulness, managers and consultants responsible for

the implementation of ERP technologies should pay careful attention to their

antecedents. Several barriers to the effective transfer of knowledge between

the intended users of the system and the implementation team were identified

as having significant effects on end-users' beliefs about compatibility with

preferred work practices. Based on the results of this research, the following

advice can be proposed regarding these barriers:

• ERP vendors and members of the implementation team should appear

reliable, trustworthy and knowledgeable to end-users. This could be

achieved by including functional specialists with prior industry knowledge

into the implementation team.

• The implementation team can help to reduce user resistance by

demonstrating how the new system, or changes to existing work practices,

will help them to achieve their preferred ways of working

• Perceptions of unproven knowledge can be reduced by providing users

with testimonials from other members of their occupational community of

practice employed within other organisations about the acceptability and

usefulness of the system.

The above discussion can be viewed as a cost-effective and focused

framework which provides management and consultants with a better

understanding of the critical success factors that should be incorporated into

ERP implementation initiatives from an end-user perspective. It has been

shown that of the four dimensions of Work Practice Compatibility, Compatibility

with Preferred Work Practices is the only dimension that has a significant and

sizeable effect on success, thereby reducing the need to accommodate the

other three dimensions. In addition, it is only necessary to incorporate into the

implementation phase those variables that have been shown to influence
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Compatibility with Preferred Work Practices. In this way, the complexity and

cost of future ERP implementation initiatives can be reduced

11.4. Limitations and Future Research
Due to the complexity of the problem, there is a vast amount of work that must

be done before ERP success can be fully understood. These additional efforts

are outlined here and left as future research.

There are two categories of future work: (1) issues that arose as a result of

limitations of the study, and (2) issues that arose as a result of the analysis and

interpretation of the data collected for this study. These are discussed below.

11.4.1. Domain and Methodology Limitations

This research focused on the factors that influence ERP success from an end-

user perspective. For parsimonious reasons, only a subset of these factors

was included into the research model. Consequently, the results do not reflect

all possible factors relating to end-user perspectives, nor the factors that

influence ERP success from other stakeholder perspectives. Thus, further

research is required to provide a fuller understanding of all the factors that

influence different stakeholder perspectives, and their interrelationships.

A second potential limitation of this research is the self-report bias found in

survey research. This occurs when respondents misreport their perceptions.

There us no way to determine if this was done in this study, but the potential of

this occurring must be considered. According to Wright (2005). the best

defence against deception is replication. Therefore, future research could

conduct similar online surveys with the same or similar types of respondents to

determine the reliability of the results.

Thirdly, the use of the Internet to collect data may be a limitation of this study.

Collecting data through the Internet has been established as a valid method of

collecting survey data «Schmidt, 1997). However, this method is not without

limitations, such as the self-report bias and deception already discussed above

(Wright, 2005). Additional limitations specific to this method include self-
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selection bias (Wright, 2005) and the inclusion of invalid respondents (Schmidt,

1997). Self-selection bias occurs as a result of some individuals in a particular

online community being more predisposed to completing online surveys than

others, thus leading to a sampling bias. Although the prescribed precautions

were taken (as discussed in sections 6.4 and 6.8.6), it is acknowledged that

the potential for inclusion of invalid respondents cannot be entirely eliminated.

As a result, the generalisability of the results should be treated with caution.

Finally, the relatively small sample size adds some limitations to this research.

Although the number of respondents met the minimum requirements for the

selected quantitative data analysis method, it was not possible to partition the

data to perform the detailed analyses originally intended, as discussed in

section 6.2.1. Opportunities for future research therefore exist to investigate

how factors such as

• membership of different occupational communities of practice

• the length of system use;

• the length of tenure;

• the length of time in a particular line of work; and

• different types of systems

affect the factors that have been shown to influence ERP success.

11.4.2. Validationof findings

Not all of the hypotheses were supported by the data, and in some cases, the

data reflected results that were contradictory to the literature. In these cases,

further research studies have been identified to confirm the results of this

study, and/or to validate the explanations provided for the observed

correlations. These are as follows:

• The relationship between Perceived Usefulness and Work Practice

Compatibility - due to the inconsistencies between the study findings
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and the literature, further research into the relationship between

Perceived Usefulness and Compatibility with Existing Practices, and the

relationship between PU and Compatibility with Past Experiences with

Technology are required before the findings and explanations provided

can be accepted (see 10.2.2)

• The relationship between system adaptation and Compatibility with Past

Experiences with Technology - further research is required to validate

the explanation provided for the findings (10.2.3.1)

• Relationship between Arduousness of Relationship and Compatibility

with Preferred Practices - no explanation could be found for the

contradictory results obtained, and further research is recommended to

determine whether similar results are obtained from studies in similar

contexts (10.2.3.3)

• Interrelationships between barriers - no explanation could be found for

the positive relationships between unproven knowledge and resistance,

and source credibility and resistance. Further research is required to

determine whether similar results will be obtained in different studies. In

addition, the explanations provided for the unexpected negative

correlations between resistance and absorptive capacity also require

further research for validation purposes (10.2.3.4).

• Relationship between Occupational Strength of Commitment and

Barriers to Knowledge Transfer - further research is identified to

validate the explanations provided for the negative correlation between

Occupational Strength of Commitment and Arduous Relationship, the

positive correlation between Occupational Strength of Commitment and

Source Credibility, and the negative correlation between Occupational

Strength of Commitment and Unproven Knowledge (10.2.4).

• Additional correlations identified - further research is identified to

determine the direction of the relationships as well as provide support

for the suggested interpretations given for the additional correlations

reflected in the inter-construct correlation matrix (10.2.5).
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11.5. Conclusion
This chapter has summarised the work done for this thesis. Contributions to

the existing body of knowledge have been identified, as well as areas for

further research that resulted from this work.

In conclusion, whilst this research has contributed to a better understanding of

the reasons for the high failure rates that are experienced with ERP

implementation initiatives, it does not provide a complete solution, and also

raises issues that require further research. ERP systems are complex, socio-

technical systems that result in significant impacts on the organisation at the

individual, work group, organisational and inter-organisational levels. Thus, it

is not just the responsibility of IT professionals to understand how to prevent

the failures (Sessions, 2009). Instead, a multidisciplinary approach should be

taken, with representatives from the different organisational perspectives

working together to address this problem.
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ApPENDIX 1: ETHICS ApPROVAL

HUMAN PARTICIPANTS AND MATERIALS
ETHICS COMMITTEE (HPMEC) PROFORMA

To apply for HPMEC review of your research ethics protocol, please complete and
email this proforma to: Rcsearch-Rec-Review({l;open.ac.uk.

If you have any queries about completing the proforma please look at the Research
Ethics website: www.open.ac.ukJresearch/ethics/. in particular the FAQs.

The submission deadline for HPMEC is every Thursday at 5.30pm and applications
will be assessed the next day. Once an application has been passed for review you
should receive a response within 10 working days.

For all other general research ethics queries, please email Research-Ethics(d:open.ac.uk
or
• 01908 654858.

I Project identification and rationale

Title of project

The extent to which occupational communities of practice strength of
commitment explains variance in ERP success as measured in terms of work
practice compatibility

Abstract

Organisations invest large amounts of money in enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems with the expectation that such systems will enable competitive
advantage through efficiency, productivity and profitability. However, many
companies continue to report that their ERP systems have fallen short of their
expectations, resulting instead in increased user errors, customer frustration
and ultimately a loss in profits.
One of the significant contributing factors to this poor success rate that
continues to occur, despite the efforts of academics and practitioners, is the
misfits that arise between user needs and the functionality required by the
system. This research investigates a hitherto unexplored potential
explanation for this phenomenon in terms of occupational communities of
practice.

ERP system functionality is provided in terms of "Best practice" at the industry
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level. In contrast, actual work practices are strongly influenced by
occupational communities of practice, suggesting that misfits will arise. In
addition. members of these communities display characteristics that could
strengthen barriers to knowledge transfer.
Using a quantitative approach. this study investigates the extent to which
membership of occupational communities of practice, and the strength of
commitment to such communities. affects the transfer of knowledge and
adaptation processes during system implementation. and the direct and
indirect effects on the resultant work practice compatibility and consequences
of system use.

I Project personnel and collaborators

Investigators

Give names and institutional attachments of all persons involved in the collection and
handling of individual data. Name one person as Principal Investigator (PI).
Research students should ask their primary supervisor to endorse their application
by email toResearch-Rec-Review@open.ac.uk.quoting the HPMEC reference number
assigned to them. Research students should normally name themselves as Principal
Investigator.

Principal Investigator!
(or Research Student):

Gabrielle Ford

Other researcher(s):
Dr S.E. Little

Primary Supervisor (if
applicable)

IResearch protocol

Literature review

Organisations adopt ERP systems because of the benefits expected to be
derived from their use. Use does not necessarily produce benefits: use
generates impacts, and impacts can be perceived as positive or negative.
The critical issue for success then is not whether the system is used, but
rather that benefits should arise from such use. Whilst system use must
necessarily precede benefits realisation, it is the quality of such use (N..
Bevan, 1995; Boudreau, 2002) that influences the degree to which benefits
are achieved.
Quality in use is the extent to which a product used by specified users meets
their needs to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, productivity and
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satisfaction in a specified context of use (Bevan, 1995). This demonstrates
that quality in use is more than just knowing which functions to use and when:
it is the effect of the technology in terms of the outcomes that result from use
and thus relates more broadly to the extent to which the software meets the
needs of the users (Affleck & Clark, 2008; N. Bevan & Macleod, 1994; Dix et
al., 2004). This view is supported by Moore & Benbasat (1991) who note that
"an innovation cannot be viewed as advantageous if it does not meet users'
needs",

Meeting user needs can be viewed as the fit between the user, the task and
the technology (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995), that is, the extent to which the
system provides the functionality required by the users to effectively perform
their tasks.
Compatibility is defined by Rogers (1983, 1995) as the degree to which using
an innovation (technology) is perceived as consistent with the existing socio-
cultural values and beliefs, past and present experiences, and needs of
potential adopters (Rogers, 1983; p. 223). Thus, compatibility with work
practices can be seen as synonymous with meeting user needs.
Organisations employ staff that belongs to several Occupational Communities
of Practice (OCoP), for example, employees within the accounting and
finance department may belong to the Institute of Chartered Accountants, or
employees within the sales and marketing function may be members of the
Chartered Institute of Marketing. The working practices of the members of
these OCoPs are shaped, to a large extent, by the rules and policies that
govern the community, and also influenced by the training, organisational
experience and apprenticeship programme that members undergo in order to
become fully fledged and capable members of the community (Trice, 1993)
Thus it can be argued that meeting user needs refers to the extent to which
the system is compatible with the established work practices of its users and
their referent occupational communities of practices; or, put another way, that
meeting user needs refers to the level of work practice compatibility that the
system offers.
Prior research has reported, however, that it is common for gaps to arise
between the functionality provided by an ERP system and the functionality
required by the users (e.g. Sia & Soh, 2007). These misfits occur because
organisations and users have unique business requirements whereas ERP
systems are designed to provide a generic solution in the form of "Best
practice" at the industry level. These misfits lead to reduced benefits
realisation, thus resulting in lowered ERP success rates.
To enhance Work Practice Compatibility when implementing an ERP system,
it is necessary to adapt either the system to suit the needs of the users, or
the users' existing practices to suit the business model embedded in the
system (Hong & Kim, 2002). Such adaptation requires a bi-directional
transfer of knowledge between the source (ERP implementation team) and
the recipient (the intended users). This transfer of knowledge occurs mainly
during the implementation phase of the knowledge transfer process.
Transfer of knowledge is a difficult process with many known barriers
(Szulanski, 2000). These barriers relate to the characteristics of the source,
the recipient, and the transfer environment
In general, oeops display specific characteristics that are enhanced by a
strong sense of commitment to the community, These characteristics could
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adversely effect the knowledge transfer process, which, in turn, could affect
the adaptation process required to enhance the fit between the users' work
practices and the work practices embedded within the system.
Consequently, it is posited that OCoP strength of commitment negatively
affects the levels of work practice compatibility achieved with the adoption of
an ERP system, through its effects on the barriers to the knowledge transfer
process. This view has to date not yet been investigated in prior research
studies.

Methodology

Data will be collected electronically via SurveyMonkey.com, and will entail
collecting data about ERP users':
- strength of commitment to their chosen occupation
- perceptions of the implementation team / consultants and the system during
implementation
- their perceptions of the extent to which the system or their work process
were adapted during implementation
- perceptions of the extent to which the system now meets their job needs
- perceptions of the outcome of the implementation, in terms of how the use
of the system has affected their job performance.

Participants

Participants required for this study are end users of ERP systems.
Participants will be sourced from multiple companies to ensure sufficient
representation of occupational communities of practice. Members and non-
members of occupational communities of practice will be sourced so that
comparisons can be drawn between the different groups. To control for the
potential effects of general user differences, participants will be sourced from
diverse nationalities, educational and experiential backgrounds

Recruitment procedures

Access to a sample population has been arranged through collaboration with
an ERP consulting company in the USA, who have agreed to provide access
to their clients. This will be done by providing a link to the survey via their
website.
Additional access in the form of permission to send a global email, containing
a brief description of the research and a link to the survey, to the member
distribution list of the following organisations is currently being negotiated:

(a) The APICS organisation - Canada

(b) The APICS organisation - USA

(c) Online communities
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Consent

On the first page of the survey, respondents will be advised of the purpose of
the research study and will be asked to confirm their consent by clicking on
the appropriate consent box (See Appendix 1)
As explained in Appendix 1, the survey responses are completely anonymous
and therefore individual responses cannot be identified. As such, all
responses will be included in the final data set.

Location(s) of data col/ection

Data will be collected through the administration of a survey questionnaire,
hosted by SurveyMonkey.com ..
It is anticipated that data collection will take place during November 2010.

Schedule

Research commenced 1 October 2008. Final thesis submission is scheduled
for 30 September 2011.
Data Collection is planned for November 2010
Analysis of data is planned during the period December 2010 - February
20100, with write-up occurring concurrently until the end of September 2011.

I Key Ethics considerations

Published ethics and legal guidelines to be followed

BSA
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Data Protection

The data stored on the SurveyMonkey database is SSL protected. The data
will then be downloaded to Microsoft Excel for initial cleanup before being
imported into AMOS for further analysis. All electronic documents will be
password-protected with only the PI knowing the password. Each participant
is allocated a non-identifiable reference number by SurveyMonkey, which
cannot be used to trace their identity.
All backups will be burned to CD and stored in a locked filing cabinet,
together with any printed versions of the electronic document and notes. Any
hardcopies no longer required will be shredded.

Recompense to participants

None

Deception

No deception is required for this study

Risk of harm to participants

None

Debriefing

The findings of this research project will be communicated back to the
collaboration company as per the original agreement.
If this research is published to a wider audience I will inform the participants
about this, so they can read the article should they wish to.

I Project Management

Res.arch organisation and Funding

Please provide details of the principal funding body. If your project is externally
funded enter your RED Form reference number below. For further guidance contact
your Faculty Research Administrator (FRA) or refer to the Research Grants and
Contracts website.

Red Form Ref No.:

Other proj.ct· ... lated risks

Risks in terms of obtaining a statistically sufficient number of respondents has
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been limited by identifying alternative access paths to relevant sample
populations which are currently being negotiated.

Benefits and knowledge transfer

Due to their significant cost implications and extensive organisational impacts,
ERP system success has received a great deal of attention across several
disciplines. However, almost 75% of companies are still reporting that their
ERP systems have fallen short of their expectations, with negative outcomes
resulting ultimately in a loss in profits. To date, the reasons for this high
failure rate are still unclear and are being examined.
Investigating the problem of ERP success through the lens of occupational
communities of practice could reveal a previously unidentified, and significant,
explanatory factor of ERP adoption outcomes. Thus, the findings of this
research study could help to enhance the potential for ERP success.

Declaration

I dec/are that the research will conform to the above protocol and that any
significant changes or new ethics issues will be raised with the HPMEC before
they are implemented.

Gabrielle Ford
Name:

OUBS
Unit/Faculty:

01908653274
Telephone:

gJord@open.ac.uk
email:

27 October 2010
Date:

Once your research has been completed you will need to submit a HPMEC final
report. You will be prompted for this by HPMEC on the date you enter below.

Proposed date for final report: 30 September 2011~~~~~~~~-----------------
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ApPENDIX 2: ApPEAL FOR
RESPONDENTS

Dear ERP User

Thank you for your interest in this PhD research study. With your help 1hope to gain
valuable insights into how well computerised systems, such as the one your company
has recently implemented, meets the needs of the people that actually use those
systems on a day to day basis.

The quality of your answers will largely determine the usefulness of our study and for
the software development industry as a whole. Thus, the quality of your input is vital.
Please share with me your insights and understanding on the different aspects that I
think may be contributing to the ability of the system to meet your job needs.

Before continuing onto the survey itself, it is important that you understand the
following:

(1) Confidentiality
You may be assured of complete confidentiality. As you progress through the
questionnaire, you will notice that 1do not request any personal information from you.
You will be identified only by a random number allocated by SurveyMonkey.com, (the
Internet based company that is providing the tool through which you can access this
survey). Your responses will be coded by me personally, and all statistical analyses
will be at a level of aggregation that will completely prevent identification at an
individual level.

(2) Withdrawal
Please note that once you have submitted, it will not be possible to identify your
individual responses and therefore your responses will remain part of the final dataset.
However, you can exit the survey before completion at any time by clicking on the
"Exit this survey" link on the top right hand corner of each page. It should take no
more than 20 minutes to complete, so I would really appreciate it if you would
complete it in its entirety.

(3) Use of Data and Data Protection
The information you provide with be confidential and used only for the purpose of this
PhD research study. All information you provide is protected in compliance with the
Data Protection Act, the Open University Ethics Principles for Research involving
Human Partlclpants
(www.open.ac .uk/researc h/research-sc hoo lIresources/researc h in formation and communications. php)
and the Market Research Society's Code of Conduct (\\,\\\\·.l1lrs.nrgllk) .

Please select the "I wish to participate" button below if you have understood the
information provided and you are willing to participate in this research
o Yes, I wish to participate in this research

Thank you.
Gabrielle Ford
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ApPENDIX 3: REVISED FACTOR
ANALYSIS

REVISED FACTOR ANALYSIS WITH AR2 OMITTED

Run MATRIX procedure: PARALLEL ANALYSIS: Principal Components

Specifications for this Run:
Ncases 312
Nvars 48
Ndatsets 1000
Percent 95

Random Data Eigenvalues
Root Means Prcntyle

1.000000 1.849790 1.943233
2.000000 1.761996 1.829796
3.000000 1.694371 1.747694
4.000000 1.636312 1.684624
5.000000 1.584760 1.631456
6.000000 1.537839 1.581245
7.000000 1.496574 1.536016
8.000000 1.454901 1.492891
9.000000 1.415831 1.451550
10.000000 1.378561 1.413245
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Total Variance Explained

Compon Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Sauared Loadinas Rotation Sums of Sauared LoadiQ9_s

ent %of Cumulative %of Cumulative %of Cumulative

Total Variance % Total Variance % Total Variance %

1 11.831 24.648 24.648 11.831 24.648 24.648 6.745 14.053 14.053

2 4.122 8.587 33.235 4.122 8.587 33.235 4.447 9.264 23.317

3 4.051 8.441 41.675 4.051 8.441 41.675 4.233 8.819 32.135

4 2.993 6.236 47.911 2.993 6.236 47.911 3.790 7.895 40.030

5 2.246 4.679 52.590 2.246 4.679 52.590 3.388 7.059 47.089

6 2.117 4.411 57.000 2.117 4.411 57.000 2.316 4.825 51.914

- 7 1.632 3.401 60.401 1.632 3.401 60.401 2.291 4.772 56.687

8 1.552 3.233 63.635 1.552 3.233 63.635 2.095 4.364 61.050

9 1.341 2.793 66.428 1.341 2.793 66.428 1.849 3.852 64.903

10 1.188 2.476 68.904 1.188 2.476 68.904 1.517 3.161 68.064

11 1.137 2.369 71.272 1.137 2.369 71.272 1.381 2.877 70.941

12 1.012 2.109 73.382 1.012 2.109 73.382 1.172 2.441 73.382

......_ 141 .847 1.765 76.976

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Pattern Matrix·

Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
QIU5 .813 .027 .073 -.092 .097 -.003 -.027 .005
QIU1 .794 .060 .115 -.043 .053 .041 -.010 -.075
QIU4 .750 -.052 .030 -.140 -.002 .098 -.036 -.083
QIU3 .725 -.006 .035 -.159 .025 .055 -.062 .019
QIU2 .673 .030 .046 -.118 .074 .138 .021 -.090
WPP3 .563 -.011 .094 -.025 .119 .078 -.246 .010
WP03 .562 -.083 .030 -.118 .021 .090 -.250 -.063
WPP2 .524 .058 .051 .049 .099 .130 -.279 .048
QIU6 -.343 -.094 .248 -.120 -.026 -.005 -.002 .061
SA6 -.092 .871 -.039 .031 .128 .079 -.007 -.054
SA5 -.077 .858 -.088 -.004 .075 .053 .010 -.121
SA9 .090 .610 .020 -.140 -.053 -.013 -.010 .007
SA8 .146 .564 .160 -.182 .058 .064 .154 .171
SA7 -.073 .489 .121 -.185 .053 .193 -.019 .092
OCS3 .107 -.029 .877 .045 .014 .105 .039 .015
OCS4 .106 -.013 .861 .012 .003 .012 -.030 -.001
OCS6 .024 .010 .808 .014 -.078 .061 -.068 -.123
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- - -
OCS5 -.038 -.037 .746 -.054 .041 .104 -.007 -.173-
OCS2 -.112 .090 .736 .043 .030 .058 -.034 -.042

OCS1 .171 .090 .308 .033 -.026 -.263 .076 -.053

PA8 .049 .198 .032 -.833 -.045 -.094 .049 -.056

PA9 .151 .095 -.007 -.782 .010 -.111 .066 .005

PA7 -.068 .028 -.063 -.781 .026 .038 .020 -.104

PA5 .103 .027 -.029 -.752 -.140 .148 -.060 -.051

PA6 .154 .062 -.001 -.722 -.102 .110 -.065 -.048

WPE2 .006 .030 .024 .084 .905 .081 .016 -.043

WPE3 .047 .038 .063 .106 .887 .004 .039 .020

WPE4 .081 .164 -.282 .036 .424 -.040 -.073 -.059

SU5 .091 .054 .089 -.070 -.043 .726 -.156 .016

SU3 -.035 .066 .107 -.063 -.074 .715 -.165 -.098

SC4 .051 .121 .021 -.015 .141 .677 .061 .051

SC2 .171 -.010 -.035 .102 -.020 .676 .238 -.095

SC3 .119 .045 .083 -.047 .139 .652 .083 .012

SC1 .136 -.019 .048 .079 .103 .651 .078 -.155

AR1 .001 .187 .084 -.089 -.016 .539 -.099 .055

SU1 -.053 .253 -.026 -.090 -.041 .513 -.275 -.024

WP1 .128 -.148 .143 -.119 .230 .067 -.661 -.036

WPI5 .394 -.117 .112 -.065 .122 .110 -.543 .023

WP12 .053 -.105 .006 -.216 .108 .005 -.504 -.122

WP16 .399 -.054 .093 -.080 .159 -.020 -.475 .043

WP02 -.088 -.100 .032 -.218 .112 .037 .469 .020

WP04 -.184 -.185 .092 -.173 .092 -.041 .416 -.039

ACS1 -.113 .071 .207 .027 .081 -.008 -.244 -.705

ACS3 -.036 -.014 .127 -.112 .003 -.157 -.035 -.648

ACS2 .112 .057 .087 -.048 .133 -.162 -.160 _ -.529

UK1 .022 -.018 -.060 -.064 -.005 .087 .048 -.412

UK4 .106 .037 .036 .117 -.065 .113 .061 -.268

UK3 -.001 -.058 -.004 -.091 .046 .087 .074 -.229

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 19 iterations.
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Factor Correlation Matrix

Factor QIU/

WPPNlPO SA OCS PA WPE SU/SC/AR WPI ACS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1.000 .225 .167 .124 .250 .253 .351 .247

2 .225 1.000 .051 .145 .125 .270 .089 .003

3 .167 .051 1.000 .191 -.003 .079 .066 .250

4 .124 .145 .191 1.000 .068 .180 .036 .155

5 .250 .125 -.003 .068 1.000 .141 .129 .168

6 .253 .270 .079 .180 .141 1.000 .093 .183

7 .351 .089 .066 .036 .129 .093 1.000 .055

8 .247 .003 .250 .155 .168 .183 .055 1.000

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
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ApPENDIX 4: TEe ARTICLE
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Open University PhD candidate Gabrielle Ford has a new perspective on why, despite
an abundance of expert insight, so many ERP implementations continue to fail. TEe is
collaborating with Ford to provide a 20-minute survev for ERP users, and is offering
three-day free access to its evaluation models and vendor data to readers who
complete the survey. Take the survev now. This post signals the start of several
contributions from Ford regarding the relationship users have with their ERP systems.

Organisations adopt enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems because of the
benefits they expect to derive from their use. The critical issue for succe s is not
whether the system is used (because you aren't given a choice-you will use it), but
rather that benefits arise from its use. While system use necessarily precedes full
benefits realization (that's not to discount the potential benefits to be gleaned from the
exercise of gathering requirements and defining processes prior to system selection and
implementation), it is the quality of the use that influences the degree to which benefits
are achieved.

Why Companies Still Aren't Happy
Almost 75% of companies report that their ERP systems have fallen short of their
expectations, with negative outcomes, including problem of data inaccuracies,
resistance by users, customer frustration, high staff turnover, and ultimately a loss in
profits. To date, the reasons for this high failure rate are still unclear and are being
examined.

But Gabrielle Ford, PhD candidate at the Open University, ha a theory about what'
contributing to these statistics. According to Ford, "The stronger the c mmitment of
employees to their occupational communities of practice, the more likely y ur actual
work practices won't be a great fit with your new ERP."

Is Employee Commitment a Barrier to ERP Success?
Occupational communities of practice (OCoPs) are the profes ionalorganisati n you
belong to. For example, employees within the accounting and finance department may
belong to the Institute of Chartered Accountants, or employees within the sales and
marketing function may be members of the hartered Institute f Marketing. The
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working practices of the members of these OCoPs are shaped, to a large extent, by the
rules and policies that govern the community, and also influenced by the training,
organisational experience, and apprenticeship that members undergo in order to
become fully fledged and capable members of the community.

Organisations employ staff that belong to several OCoPs. It's these OCoPs that shape
the way companies do business.

In fact, it's your commitment to your OCoPs-a commitment generally considered a
desirable quality in an employee-that sways real-world work practices, and quite
possibly presents barriers to the effective transfer of knowledge required for the ERP
system to succeed.

ERP Systems Live in the Real World
Your ERP system is built around industry Best Practices, but the ERP system operates
in a real-world workplace. While Best practices are an ideal to which all enterprises
aspire, real-world practices have evolved to suit the unique business requirements of
the particular organisation you work for, shaped and informed by your OCoPs. So real-
world practices aren't in perfect alignment with the best Practices embedded within the
system design. Misfits happen.

When misfits occur, the system can't meet the needs of the users. In other words,
compatibility is lost and therefore the quality in use is reduced. This causes user
dissatisfaction, errors, workarounds, loss of productivity, the inability to realize
expected benefits, and, ultimately, the perception that the system is a failure.

Is Compatibility a Pipe Dream?
Compatibility, the degree to which using an innovation (technology) is perceived as
consistent with the existing sociocultural values and beliefs, past and present
experiences, and needs of potential adopters, can be seen as synonymous with meeting
user needs.

To enhance work practice compatibility when implementing an ERP system, you need
to adapt either the system to suit the needs of the users, or the users' existing practices
to suit the business model embedded in the system. That requires a bidirectional
transfer of knowledge between the source (ERP implementation team) and the
recipient (the intended users). This transfer of knowledge occurs mainly during the
implementation phase of the knowledge transfer process, but often with great difficulty
and many known barriers.

So how do you reconcile how you want, or need, to work with how you're now being
forced to work?

Advocating User Needs
All of the critical success factors identified to date are focused on changing user
behavior-essentially forcing the system onto the user-through such mechanisms as
organisational change management, business process re-engineering, and assuring
users that the system is really required.

Studies tend to focus on management: the impact of the system on company-level
issues, such as return on investment (ROJ), productivity, increased profits. Ford
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intends to change this. "The problems faced at the company level are simply a
consolidation of the problems that occur at the level of the individual."

Ford wants to refocus the issue: what impact does the ERP system have on the
performance and job satisfaction of the users? Implementation teams need to fully
understand, acknowledge, and respond to user needs. By uncovering these factors,
companies-and software developers-can begin to implement ERP systems in a way
that better suit employees, and improve the chances of implementation success.

ERP Satisfaction: A Survey
Ford has devised a survey to uncover some key factors related to user needs and
behavior. The questions cover basic issues like:

• Your involvement in the implementation of the computer system
• Your perceptions of the system implementation team and your relationshi p

with them
• Your satisfaction with the current computer system

If you are a user of an ERP system, you are encouraged to participate-the survcy
takes only 20 minutes to complete, and the potential benefits are huge. Your responses
will be completely anonymous. *

If you are an information technology (IT) manager or implementation consultant,
please give your ERP users the opportunity to participate in this study. Please share the
link to this survey.

TEe Advisor: Free Trial
TEe's online software evaluation and selection application, TEe Advisor, contains
detailed information about enterprise software solutions--collected directly from
vendors and validated by TEe analysts-and helps companies make rational,
justifiable software selections more quickly and more cost-effectively than traditional
methods. TEe is offering a free three-day trial of TEe Advisor to all participants who
complete the survey for an evaluation of a software model and vendor of their choice.
It's TEe's way of thanking readers for providing valuable information ahout their
experience with an ERP system.

It's Sociotechnical
In Ford's view, management and ERP vendors are too focused on implementing
technology that promises productivity and profits. They need to remember the
workforce that comprises the actual users of that technology. People in a workplace are
not just automatons performing a task-they have an identity, a past, and individual
differences such as cultural values and past experiences, and they belong to
communities of practice, all of which shape their identities and beliefs and values and
ways of working.

Management needs to remember that an ERP system, like all technology, is a
sociotechnical system: it shapes, and should be shaped by, its users.

Gabrielle Ford is a PhD candidate at the Open University (Milton Keynes. United
Kingdom). She has worked as a business systems analyst and financial specialist,
published on the principles and evaluation of accounting information systems. ami
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lectured on, among other subjects, human-computer interaction. In the coming
months, she'll be reporting on the progress she's making with her research.

•No personal infonnation will be collected. Data you provide will be treated as confidential and is protected in compliance with the Data
Protection Act, the Open University Ethics Principles for Research Involving Human Participants, and the Market Research Society's Code
of Conduct.

Share This Trackback Address
Tags: compatibility, employee commitment, ERP, implementation failure,
implementation success, occupational community of practice, sociotechnical system,
survey

Comments
Ray Talwar on 20 February, 2011 at 5:21 pm #

Bi-directional adaption is desirable. However, there IS a cost to adapt the ERP
software.

Who pays for this ? This is often the reason for cost overruns so common in ERP
implementations.

users must be cognisant of the inertia to change and resist it. If their practices gives
them unique competitive advantage, then it is worth the change the ERP system.
However, the current practises may often be the legacy of past practices that must be
abandoned for the industry Best Practices.

Fran Guerra on 20 February, 2011 at 8:03 pm #

Most enlightening.

Wayne M on 20 February, 2011 at 11:28 pm #

I have been in this business since the mid 70's and worked with hundreds of accounts
across the globe and in most industries.

Many of the so called Best Practices are only best practives for a few if any. The
people designing and creating these systems many times have very little real workd
experience ( 1-2 companies over a few years). they take a system they wrote for
someone else, slap some offshore green horns on it and call it Best Practices.

These systems are recommended because of the huge fees they drive for the partners of
the CONsulting companies.

We worked with one 17 billion dollar client that had a Best Practices system from a
large global CONsulting company. Their physical inventory took 8 people 4 days in 1
warehouse with 40 million in materials. We wrote a system that could do the physical
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with 2 people in 4 hours and then we pumped the data back into the system. This
allowed them to do a physical weekly and cut shrink 90% from existing levels. I
guarantee you the best practives CONsulting company has no clue on how to move
companies in this direction. the savings were tremendous to the bottom line with our
approach.

Remember in this industry the vendors set the standards and so called Best Practices.
It's really funny to see a product with thousands of patches ( HUH code that bad"), So
the Best Practice guys write bad/broken code and in many instances do not use that
same software to run their own companies.

We need to move towards a payment for a result business model and not a pay for
billable bodies. Billable bodies just gives vendors no incentive to ever finish or do
great work. They also tend to bring in lower level people at higher rates to increase the
margins. So you want a pool in your back yard and they dig with teaspoons.

Want results hire the top tier, grand master developers and business people to get
something done. Get those savings in months and not years. Also look for a bridge
solution (like what we did above) that can be a subset solution that can go between
existing systems for a quick result at a fraction of the cost.

ERP Fail: \Vhen Best Practices Meet Real Life « Farah Haddad on 21 February,
2011 at 12:00 am #

[... ] Why do ERP projects fail so consistently? Many explanations have been put
forward through the years, but here's one that may finally unravel the mystery [Read
more] [... ]

William\Vangon21 February,20ll at 1:48am#

I used to be a BPR consultant. Now I am still in this field but with other engagements.

In my experiences, the most common failure rises from the mis-communication
between the ERP vendor's sale team and the business owner. Sales team normally over
promised while companies have various level of "systems readiness". It is difficult to
evaluate how much the implementation actually costs. In order to win the bid, the sales
normally competing by prices and the business owners think to get a great deal. No, no
way. Cheaper price sometimes comes from the reduce of certain works (such as short
period of process adjustment, systems customization, .... ).

The pain will come after the adoption when the systems arc not modified properly to
fit the need of the business customers.

Sometimes the business owner/top management may not even sense tragedy for a
while.

James Paulraj on 21 February, 2011 at 3:26 am #
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One of the most common reasons for failure is the IT Manager responsible for the
implementation. Some of these IT guys have got no knowledge of the business and
operational requirements. Their arrogant attitude towards implementation by
circumventing the opinions or suggestions of the real users, even if valid, results in less
than desirable usage of the system and hence less derived benefits.
One more reason is lack of clarity on what is expected from an ERP. This lack of
imagination results in ERP systems being implemented and used like any other
ordinary accounting package! !!

Sunilkumar Jha on 21 February, 2011 at 11:35 pm #
Dear Fotd,I am a man motivator with my experience that Fault lies with ERP abilities
to perform as per my requirements. As Food must be to the taste of customer, same
way it is important that ERP must be rich in features to with stand demands of
1 simple not complex to adopt
2 data reliability and accuracy
3 functional connectivity
4 modulation prospects
5 low servicing and maintainability

and then if it is more a problem then help,iwould not be for it-do n't call it my
commitment-ERP features fail to inspire me-please work on them-i am ready to go all
out for it. Regards

Hugh Pearson on 24 February, 2011 at 10:10 am #

The problems remain the same with Business Solutions implementations. Over the past
20 years, I have worked with a multitude of ERP implementations from small
organisations to $18B multinationals.

My background consists primarily of Industry experience from the ground upwards.
This allows me to relate with customers at a business rather than technical level,
although I am fully technically certified also.

The ability for ERP implementers to implement business solutions and not technical
solutions is paramount and closely correlated with the success and adaptation of their
new systems. Having the knowledge and working experience in several roles within
various business' is essential in understanding customer discussions and concerns.
Only then can an implementer design processes and configure the ERP to align old
processes, recognize new procedural requirements and provide the basic level of
change management to win the trust of the clients at every level of the organisation
that is affected by their new ERP.

Too often, I have had to be called upon to perform "Fly doctor" cleanups of ERP
systems that have all the earmarks of "technical" implementations. The original
implementers did not fully understand the client's business, their processes, the
foreground knowledge of personnel roles, business Best Practices, professional Best
Practices (GAAP, IFRS, MAPles etc.) and the ability to relate to change management
pyschology in the workplace.
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To maximize the probability of success, the implementer must have practical business
experience gained through years of working from the bottom up. Otherwise the client
will only receive a technical implementation and a maximum success rate well below
the customer's expectations. Managing customer expectations is also a critical exercise
throughout the implementation cycle.

Compatability is reached when the implementer has walked in the shoes of the client
and has the technical prowess to configure their ERP to reach the client business goals
through the properly introduced processes performed by the employees of the client.

Best regards.

Mark Toomev on 26 February, 2011 at 8:59 pm #

Gabrielle Ford's work seems on track to prove one of the six principles for good
governance of IT expressed in ISO/IEC 38500:2008 - the International Standard for
Governance of Information Technology. The Human Behaviour principle exhorts
organisaiton leaders to recognise and respect the human behaviour implications of any
investment in IT as an enabler of change.

Infonomics experience of assessing organisations for alignment to ISO 38500 is that
most organisaiotsn pay relatively little attention to this critical aspect of implementing
change. Too many seem to still view IT as the silver arrow that obviates the need for
them to pay equal attention to the other dimensions of change.

ISO 38500 defines five additional principles - Responsibility, Strategy, Acquisition,
Performance and Conformance. The six provide a comprehensive framework in which
organisaiotns can ensure that their current and future use of IT is efficient, effective
and acceptable.

If Ms Ford would care to make contact, I will be happy to share more informaiton
about ISO 38500 and assessments that have been undertaken.

Leslie Satenstcin on 27 February, 2011 at 11 :00 am #

Is not Best Practices, primarily the process improvements to ease the work of the
employees? I define Best Practices as a process to implement functionality requested
by the employee, to make the employee's job easier.

The side effect of this improvement is that once the employee can do his job well, he
will look to adapt company operations to match supply chain interface (vendor/client)
requirements to provide product and paperwork handling to generate cost savings to
all.

Best Practices are also a mindset in an organisation. Rarely can it be imposed by top-
down force. I believe it works best by bottom-up peculation. It should also provide
rewards to employees who contribute to process improvement.
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Jair Strack on 28 February, 2011 at 9:39 am #

The best article about ERP implmentation.

ejaz mian on 1March, 2011 at 12:14 am #

erp is too much complicated and makes things more difficult than easy. debugging is
cumbersome and not readily available

Richard Houlton on 1March, 2011 at 2:35 am #

I've been implementing ERP systems of over 25 years and the problem is that you are
putting in a "Whole Enterprise" system. You are bringing together key functional areas
of a business, that often have been operating (sometimes adversarially) with a "silo
mentality" (we don't care what these other folks are doing because we can't control
them... let's just control our own patch) and you are asking all of these key functional
areas, that often have a long history of mistrust, to arrive at a consensus and "play
nice" together and share inputs/outputs to each others processes.

ERP implementations are emphatically not IT projects. They are 90% about People,
Process, Culture, Politics and Leadership. They are 10% about IT. Treat an ERP
implementation as an IT project and I guarantee that you'll be screwed straight out of
the blocks.

Carl Franov on 1March, 2011 at 7:43 am #

Richard sums it up nicely.
I'd like to add that the cost benefits dont come from headcount reduction which seem
to be such a common thought process by management who should know better, the
cost benefits come about from the ability to effectively Plan.

In a well conceived solution this can often be a problem, resentment and lack of
adoption can come from the visibility that occurs in an ERP exposing dinosaur
practices (Reactive rather than Proper Planning).

Any ERP implementation requires total executive management support whether you
agree or disagree,(Need i say true leadership should be apparent)
These implementations can sink companies, Fault to some degree can be laid at the
doomsayers feet (Normaly wanting to save his/her empire, always the first to say i am
behind you 1000%(1 geuse they didnt stipulate that they are there pushing you under
the bus), this is where the real trickle down effect starts.

The development and consulting team should be effectively managed by the business
with experienced INDUSTRY implementors. Fixed pricing is not good for either party,

POL Development is a must, Going Live to a tum key state is like moving into a new
house, i still need to furnish the house, except in this case i cant use the old furniture.
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Richard Houlton on 1 March, 2011 at 2:47 pm #

I am in table thumping agreement with Carl. And Carl, you arc spot-on with the
statement "resentment and lack of adoption can come from the visibility that occurs in
an ERP exposing dinosaur practices". With properly implemented ERP there is
nowhere to hide! Everything is exposed. Transparency is a significant point of the
whole exercise!

ERP implementations fail because of lack of understanding, lack of proper
engagement, and lack of leadership from the highest levels of management. End of
story.

suz on I March, 2011 at 5:46 pm #

enjoy

Richard Houlton on 1 March, 2011 at 6:06 pm #

I thought about this more over night so I apologise for this long missive ...

Doing ERP is an "Enterprise transforming" implementation and businesses doing ERP
have to recognise this. If they don't really want to change anything then shouldn't start
ERP in the first place.

Let's take the Finance Functional Area as one example. Fully integrated Financials
where the Financial Reports are a dollars-and-cents reflection of what is happening in
the transactional layers of the ERP is a cornerstone of ERP. ERP without integrated
Financials cannot be considered to be an ERP system.

In non-ERP environments, Finance will build a fortress around the GIL and will filter,
interpret and adjust (via journals) everthing that hits it. If somebody in purchasing with
10 thumbs types in the wrong price on a PO and generates $1m worth of Purchase
Price Variance, finance can journal the problem away. In an ERP environment
however, the correct way to fix this is to reverse the offending transaction and re-apply
it correctly. The accountability for the problem is sheeted home to the person that
made the mistake in the first place (so they can learn something from the experience)
and the referential integrity and transparency of the ERP system is maintained. If
Purchasing are alerted to their mistake (via out-of-tolerance exception reporting) they
should have fixed the problem before Finance even spots it.

This requires departments to work together on identifying issues and identifying how
to solve them. It also means that functions like Finance have to demolish the walls of
the fortress and change their focus from "filtering, interpreting and adjusting" to
working with the other functional areas of the business to ensure that the feeds to the
GIL that they are generating through integrated ERP are producing the correct
accounting (OAAP) entries. Finance has to sign off on every process in the system that
results in a OIL journal being generated (which will probably be 90+% of the
transactions in the system). This can be a total change of focus and operation in the
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Finance department. It could require a complete change of roles and responsibilities
and staffing levels. It could indicate that more people are required in the Purchasing
Department and less are required in Finance. You can see how this sort of thing can get
bogged down in cultural and political issues very rapidly! Actually, in my experience,
Finance is often the biggest potential area for headcount reduction as a result of ERP!

Senior leadership have to be solidly engaged to understand scenarios like these and to
appreciate that the implementation of ERP will tum over every rock in the organisation
and expose every snake lying underneath. Senior leadership have to have the
understanding, the resolve, and the guts to address the issues that get unearthed and be
prepared to change things ... and these things could include headcounts,
accountabilities, roles and resposibilities, and even the ongoing suitability of particular
individuals in the organisation. I have also seen ERP deployments suddenly highlight
the non-viability of whole product lines and channels. Unfortunately, this
''transparency'' can also expose past decisions made by the leadership team! I saw one
ERP implementation reveal (through the ability to do thorough activity based analysis
without "smoke and mirrors" for the first time), that a CEO's high profile "pet project"
was completely wrong-footed. No prizes for guessing the levels of leadership support
that ERP project subsequently got!

You can't make an omlette without breaking eggs and ERP is an "Enterprise
transforming" implementation. If senior leadership abrogate their responsibility to
make the tough but necessary calls, I guarantee you that they will be sitting around in a
year or two wondering why they blew $millions on an ERP implementation that
achieved very little. And they'll probably also be sitting around at the club with other
CEO's, cognac in hand, telling them what a crock ERP is and how they got burned by
those b*****ds at SAP, Oracle, Microsoft, Lawson, QAD et al...

I think I may have been in this game for too long!

Internet Evolution - Executive Clan Editor's Blog - What Watson Can Do for the
Enterprise on 2 March, 2011 at 9:04 am #

[... ] risk assessments is high within enterprises. Nearly 70 percent of companies in an
educational survey by the U.K.'s Open University report that enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems have fallen [ ... ]

Gabrielle Ford on 4 March, 2011 at 10:18 am #

At first I was concerned that Richard Houlton was making a case against my research
theories, but on second reading I think he is in support of the research, His comments
appear to relate his experience and put forward an example in support of the following
statement in the blog:

"In fact, it's your commitment to your OCoPs-a commitment generally considered a
desirable quality in an employee-that sways real-world work practices, and quite
possibly presents barriers to the effective transfer of knowledge required for the ERP
system to succeed."
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Richard seems to be saying that OCoPs (like Finance and Accounting) have never
learned how to interoperate with other OCoPs although this is a prerequisite for ERP
success. Richard, in your experience is this something that is generally overlooked
with ERP implementations?
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ApPENDIX 5: REVISED MEASUREMENT
MODEL ASSESSMENT

REVISED MEASUREMENT MODEL ASSESSMENT

Composite CronbachsAVE Reliability Alpha
ACS 0.8551 0.9465 0.9151
ACW 0.6075 0.8215 0.6747
AR 0.8594 0.9244 0.8380

OCS 0.8713 0.9713 0.9629

PA 0.6693 0.9094 0.8803
PU 0.8345 0.9724 0.9665
RES 0.7540 0.9382 0.9155
SA 0.7403 0.9343 0.9119
SC 0.7495 0.9228 0.8883
UK 0.7613 0.9053 0.8516

WPE 0.8220 0.9327 0.8918
WPI 0.7808 0.9342 0.9057
WPP 0.8853 0.9686 0.9564

WPT 0.6949 0.9009 0.8539
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